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Abstract
Diamond is an exceptional material – hard, stiff, transparent, which makes it ideal for the fab-

rication of optical and mechanical systems that take advantage of these properties. Diamond

is not only "better", but it offers the possibility of integrating bright colour centres. These

optically active defects can be exploited for a variety of applications, including the study of

fundamental science, magnetometry, biosensing and new types of lasers.

Despite the attractive properties of diamond for optics, no standard platform exists to create

photonic circuits and devices. This thesis shows the realisation of a diamond-on-insulator

photonics platform, that aims to combine the versatility of the silicon-on-insulator photonics

with the capability of performing diamond science in single crystal guided-wave devices. The

diamond-on-insulator substrate is achieved via ion implantation-based cut of a single crystal

membrane and bonding of the membrane to an insulator layer. This approach provides a

monolithic fabrication process that scales to commercial exploitation, bringing convenient

access to the study of diamond light-matter interactions without requiring custom substrate

fabrication. Furthermore, the possibility of releasing the diamond devices adds access to

freestanding structures, opening the way to diamond micro-opto-electro-mechanical systems

and optomechanics.

Diamond also makes an excellent microoptics substrate, due to its high laser damage threshold,

transparency and high refractive index, which is an attractive combination for high-power,

compact optical systems operating in the UV, visible and near-infrared. Different diamond

etching techniques are developed and investigated in this thesis, that enable the realisation

of unique features. These techniques are employed to create diamond diffractive micro-

optical components, which are then characterised, showing high-quality surfaces that closely

match the designed features, indicating reliable fabrication and resulting in excellent optical

performance. These devices have applications in high power beamsplitters, beam shapers

and compact spectrometers.

Keywords: single crystal diamond, microfabrication, photonics, microoptics
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Résumé
Le diamant est un matériau exceptionnel – dur, rigide, transparent, ce qui le rend idéal pour

la fabrication de systèmes optiques et mécaniques qui mettent à profit ces propriétés. Le

diamant n’est pas seulement « meilleur », il possède également la possibilité de contenir des

centres colorés brillants. Ces défauts optiquement actifs peuvent être exploités dans une large

variété d’applications, notamment en recherche fondamentale, mais aussi en magnétométrie,

en biodétection et pour de nouveaux types de laser.

Malgré les propriétés attractives du diamant pour la réalisation de composants optiques, il

n’existe pas de plateforme standard pour concevoir des circuits et dispositifs photoniques.

Cette thèse démontre la réalisation d’une plateforme photonique diamant-sur-isolant, qui a

pour but de combiner la polyvalence de la photonique sur silicium-sur-isolant avec l’utilisa-

tion du potentiel qu’offre le diamant au travers d’un dispositif monocristallin à ondes guidées.

Le substrat diamant-sur-isolant est obtenu par le coupage d’une membrane de diamant mo-

nocristallin par implantation ionique suivi par le collage moléculaire de cette membrane sur

une couche isolante. Cette approche permet une intégration monolithique compatible avec

une exploitation commerciale, offrant un accès aisé à l’étude des interactions lumière-matière

du diamant, sans avoir à recourir à une fabrication sur mesure. De plus, la possibilité de retirer

partiellement la couche isolante sous le diamant donne accès à des structures autoportées,

ouvrant la voie à des composants micro-opto-électro-mécaniques et optomécaniques en

diamant.

Le diamant est aussi un excellent substrat pour la micro-optique, grâce à son seuil d’endom-

magement laser élevé, sa transparence et son haut indice de réfraction, une combinaison

attractive pour les systèmes compacts de haute puissance fonctionnant dans l’ultraviolet, le

visible et le proche infrarouge. Diverses techniques de gravure du diamant sont développées

et étudiées dans cette thèse, et permettent la réalisation de structures aux caractéristiques

singulières. Ces techniques sont ensuite utilisées pour créer des composants micro-optiques

diffractifs en diamant monocristallin, caractérisés par des surfaces de haute qualité et de haute

précision, indiquant une fabrication fiable et permettant d’obtenir d’excellentes performances

optiques. Ces composants peuvent être utilisés pour la séparation et le modelage de faisceaux

de haute puissance et pour les spectromètres compacts.

Mots clés : diamant monocristallin, microfabrication, photonique, micro-optique
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1 Introduction and motivation

Microfabrication enables the creation of optical components that have characteristic sizes that

are comparable to wavelength of light itself. These devices allow precise interaction with light

previously not possible, and even more interestingly, it allows the fabrication of devices that

exploit these phenomena on an industrial scale. Principally, two types of optical systems are in

the scope of this thesis: integrated optics, where light is tightly confined inside a material and

guided between devices and miniaturized versions of optical lenses and diffraction gratings,

which are known as microoptics.

One of the most successful integrated optics ecosystem is the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) plat-

form: silicon photonics has grown into an 400 million dollar business [1]. The SOI platform

makes use of a thin silicon layer (device layer, 220 nm thick), that is on top of a thick (2µm)

buried silicon dioxide layer. This layer stack is attached to a silicon handle wafer (525µm).

Passive optical structures are fabricated from the device layer, featuring waveguides, grat-

ing couplers and directional couplers. Active devices can be made by integrating electrical

contacts — creating modulators, variable attenuators, phase shifters and switches. Light

propagates only in the device layer, where it is confined by the refractive index with respect

to the surrounding air/SiO2. Photonic integrated circuits built on SOI and III-V lasers power

transceivers that are found in every datacenter, providing connectivity between electronics.

Microoptics delivers great value for fiber couplers, beam shaping and homogenizers for illu-

mination, LIDAR and excimer lasers, photolithography, wavefront sensors for metrology and

astronomy, beam samplers and beam splitters for laser applications. While optics traditionally

builds on glass, microfabricated optics has expanded into many material systems, to exploit

the properties not found in glass. These materials are frequently made into shape using

some form of microfabrication, where moulding and ruling is not appropriate or possible.

Commonly used materials for microoptics are fused silica, sapphire and silicon. While these

materials are typically more expensive and more difficult to tailor, they can provide superior

performance compared to glass for specific applications. Microfabrication also enables more

flexibility and precision in the creation of the devices, along with convenient access to various

anti-reflective and high-reflective optical coatings using vacuum deposition technology.
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Chapter 1. Introduction and motivation

single crystal diamond silicon sapphire fused silica
Refractive

index
(1550 nm)

2.3878 [2] 3.5167 [3] 1.7462 [4] 1.444 [5]

Transparency
window

[µm]
0.22-20 [6] 1.1-6.5 [6] 0.17-5.5 [6] 0.38-2.2 [6]

Hardness
[GPa]

50-110 [6] 13 [7] 15.6-17.4 [6] 7.8-8.8 [8]

Thermal
conductivity

[W m−1 K]
2200 [6] 140 [6] 24 [6] 10 [6]

Young’s
modulus

[GPa]
1080-1155 [9] 162 [6] 340 [6] 95 [6]

Table 1.1 – Table showing optical and mechanical properties of commonly used optical materials.

Table 1.1 shows how single crystal diamond compares in optical properties against common

optical materials. It is evident that diamond has "extreme" properties: it is unsurpassed

in mechanical properties (stiffness, hardness) and thermal conductivity, has a broad trans-

parency window from the deep UV to far IR and has a refractive index only surpassed by silicon.

Diamond is also a promising material for non-linear optics, due to the intrinsic high Raman

shift and Raman gain [10].

Similarly to SOI, a diamond-on-insulator system can be envisaged, with a thin single crystal

diamond layer taking the place of the silicon device layer. While the refractive index of diamond

is smaller than the refractive index of silicon, the light still remains confined (although the

designs made for an SOI platform need to be adapted to ensure correct operation). Creating a

photonics platform with diamond as the waveguiding material allows for the study of light-

matter interaction in diamond, as the light is tightly confined inside waveguides or resonators.

Diamond is also an exceptional material for light-matter interaction due to its ability to

host bright colour centres, optically active defects arising from a co-located missing carbon

atom (vacancy) and a foreign atom. Diamond is host to over 500 luminescent colour centres

[11], of which the most famous and most well-studied one is the nitrogen-vacancy centre

(NV). This centre acts as a single photon emitter [12], as a highly sensitive magnetometer

[13, 14], functions as a three-axis gyroscope [15] and performs as a biosensor for a multitude

of applications [16]. Colour centres are also promising for the fabrication of light sources:

this takes advantage of the optical or electrical pumping of the defects, that can then emit

light at a different wavelength. There has been some experimental demonstration of the H3

centre [17], while research is ongoing for NV and SiV [18]. With the demonstration of electrical

pumping, this technology would provide this platform with access to on-chip light generation.

SOI substrates are widely used to fabricate micromechanical systems as well. Silicon makes for

a good mechanical material (Table 1.1) and the buried oxide can be used as a sacrificial layer

2



1.1. Thesis scope and outline

for fabricating free-standing devices. The combination of optical and mechanical phenomena

is of great interest, for example for reconfigurable integrated optics [19] or optomechanics [20].

Similar devices can also be fabricated in the diamond-on-insulator platform, which can take

advantage of the higher stiffness to create high frequency MEMS and MOEMS devices, with

mechanical resonators reaching the GHz range.

Diamond exhibits a high refractive index (2.4 at 635 nm [21]) and low absorption over a

wide spectral range spanning from ultraviolet to far infrared. Furthermore, it provides high

thermal conductivity and a remarkably high laser induced damaged threshold (LIDT), 20 times

better than fused silica [22]. These properties enable compact, high power laser components

and spectrometers operating in the visible and UV range that are not accessible with other

materials. While the diamond material system is less developed than the competing fused

silica, anti-reflection coatings [23, 24] and anti-reflection structuring [25, 26] have been

demonstrated, which enable low loss optics, which are especially useful considering the

high refractive index of diamond. While ruling and moulding are not possible for diamond,

microfabrication can provide an avenue for creating high quality microoptical devices.

1.1 Thesis scope and outline

The aim of this thesis is to advance the current state-of-the-art of diamond microfabrication for

the fabrication of optical devices. The work can be divided in to two major parts: development

of a diamond-on-insulator platform and the fabrication diamond microoptical devices by

application-tailored etch methods.

In the first part, the development of a diamond-on-insulator (DOI) platform is shown. This

platform aims to combine the ease-of-use of an integrated optics platform, with the possibility

of fabricating guided-wave structures in diamond (Figure 1.1). Based on previous results in

literature, the fabrication method chosen is the ion implantation-based diamond membrane

lift-off. This method is promising for commercial exploitation and can scale well for parallel

processing of multiple substrates. While diamond layer lift-off has been demonstrated pre-

viously, this thesis shows the development of full chip transfer of diamond membranes by

performing die-to-wafer bonding of the single crystal diamond substrate before the membrane

is lifted off. This enables the monolithic fabrication of DOI substrates – a key requirement

for commercial exploitation. However die bonding requires strict surface quality from the

diamond substrates that are currently not found in substrates, so a section is dedicated to the

improvement of surfaces found in as-received samples to the quality required. Subsequently

the modelling and characterisation of ion implantation is treated, along with the bonding of

the samples and diamond membrane lift-off. The resulting membranes are characterised to

ascertain the quality.

The second part treats the development of microfabrication techniques to effectively fabricate

microoptical components in diamond. To this end, different etch methods are developed,

each imparting a different quality to the patterned structures. These methods are employed

3



Chapter 1. Introduction and motivation

to fabricate high-quality surfaces, that can be exploited as diffractive microoptical devices.

The thesis shows the development of V-groove and vertical sidewall binary gratings fabricated

using a crystallographic etch, fabrication of free-standing microoptical and micromechanical

components via a deep through etch, realisation of diamond diffractive optical elements for

beam shaping via vertical etching and blazed gratings and Fresnel lenses via proportional

etching. The microoptical devices yielded by these methods are characterised for optical

properties, along with geometrical characterisation of the resulting features.

Figure 1.1 – Concept for an integrated diamond-on-insulator platform. Light is coupled in and out
of the waveguides via grating couplers. Free-standing devices (microdisks and rings) are available
and accessible via waveguides. Active components (based on colour centres) give convenient
access to diamond science on-chip.
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2 State of the art

The micromachining of diamond has seen tremendous progress over the last decade, spurred by

the availability of high quality substrates becoming commercially available. In this chapter, the

current state of the art will be reviewed for diamond microfabrication, with an emphasis on the

possible avenues into creating integrated diamond photonics and the methods for fabricating

diamond microoptical devices. First the available substrates, their fabrication and the resulting

quality in the view of microfabrication for photonics is reviewed. Then the methods are reviewed

for creating guided-wave optical devices, along with the demonstrations of such platforms in

literature and a comparison is made between the techniques based on the reported figures-of-

merit. In a similar vein, realisation of diamond micro-optical devices is examined from the

processing point of view, along with exemplars of such devices in literature.

2.1 Diamond substrate growth and polishing

Commercially available single crystal diamond substrates are grown by either the high pressure-

high temperature method (HPHT) or via chemical vapour deposition (CVD). These two meth-

ods have effectively displaced natural diamond for scientific experimentation, as they both

offer finer control over the quality of substrate (dislocations, contaminations), offer controlled

doping, have traceable origins and can produce much higher quality substrates than natural

diamond, along with control over shape and a reduction in cost compared to mining.

The high pressure-high temperature seeks to mimic the conditions during natural diamond

formation to produce artificial diamonds, using a temperature and pressure when diamond

is a stable phase of carbon [27]. HPHT growing requires a source of carbon (like graphite), a

diamond seed crystal that will serve as the template for the growth and a metallic solvent, like
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Chapter 2. State of the art

Fe, Ni or Co, or an alloy of such materials. The metal acts as a catalyst during growth, enabling

growth at a lower temperature. Typical pressures and temperatures are 5 GPa to 6 GPa and

1300 ◦C to 1600 ◦C [28]. The system is assembled in a way that there is a temperature gradient

from the carbon source to the seed crystal, thereby forcing the carbon to dissolve into the

molten metal and recrystallize as diamond on the seed. Eliminating nitrogen impurities from

the source material is impossible, so a nitrogen-affine material is introduced if pure diamond

is required, but this dramatically lowers the growth rate [29].

Chemical vapour deposition of diamond is a process carried out in a plasma reactor where

precursor gases (typically CH4, H2) react due to the presence of an external energy source.

Typical sources include hot-filament, radio-frequency plasma and arcjet torches, but these

have been almost completely abandoned in favour of microwave plasma-type CVD processes

for high quality substrates [30]. Single crystal diamond substrates are grown by placing a

seed crystal in the reactor, that is grown over with diamond layers of matching configuration

(homoepitaxy). CVD growth is a slow process, but produces very high quality layers, with

N impurity concentrations below 1 ppb is reachable [31]. Crystal growth is especially slow

in the lateral direction, which (with the increase in cost for large reactor sizes and substrate

footprint) severely increases the price of large substrates. Some CVD-grown diamonds are

annealed using an HPHT treatment to reduce defects, which can improve the quality of the

substrate by reducing absorption [32].

Technologies Capabilities

4

E L E M E N T  S I X  L E A D S  T H E  W O R L D  I N 
S Y N T H E T I C  D I A M O N D  I N N O VAT I O N

Synthetic diamond’s molecular structure makes it the world’s most 
versatile supermaterial.

Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) synthetic diamond products are 
used for a wide range of high technology applications.

T H E  V E R S AT I L E  P R O P E R T I E S  O F  
C V D  S Y N T H E T I C  D I A M O N D
T H E R M A L

 – Highest known RT thermal conductivity

 – Highest known resistance to thermal shock

 – Low thermal expansion coefficient

O P T I C A L

 – Broad transmission spectrum

E L E C T R I C A L

 – Good electrical insulator

 – Good electrical conductor (doped)

 – Low dielectric constant

 – Low dielectric loss

 – Wide electronic band gap

 – High electronic mobility

I N E R T N E S S

 – High chemical (bio) inertness

Element Six designs and develops advanced solutions, 
based on synthetic diamond, which open the way to 
dramatic step changes in process and end-product 
performance. These sometimes astonishing improvements 
in performance cannot be realized through the use of any 
other materials. The company is well established in this 
field having first invested in CVD technology in 1988 with 
commercialization taking off in the 1990s.

In 2013, Element Six opened the world’s largest and most 
sophisticated synthetic diamond supermaterials research 
and development facility in Oxford, UK. 

Element Six has a track record of successful partnerships 
with customers, providing fit-for-purpose CVD diamond 
solutions from initial design and development through 
to cost effective commercial processing. Element Six 
helps industry to implement CVD diamond solutions 
by providing subsystems and complete products that 
integrate the synthetic diamond in an easy-to-implement 
format.

N E W  O P P O R T U N I T I E S  F O R  
S Y N T H E T I C  D I A M O N D
Synthetic diamond is not only regarded as the 
hardest material known to man, it is also the ultimate 
engineering material with multiple dimensions of 
extreme performance in the most challenging conditions.

(A)
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in the implantation peaks are replaced with a frequency of ~40 s−1. Thus, implantation apparently plays the domi-
nant role for the phase transformation. The integral carbon deposition rate (which is compensated by an identical 
etching rate in the dynamic equilibrium) is equivalent to an effective exchange of the whole film every ~0.07 s.

Close to the Ir interface in region “III” the exchange rate (including the C-atoms that diffuse back from 
the Ir) is ~2.5 C-Impl/s. With this value a lateral growth rate per implanted carbon atom of 1.67 nm/s/2.5 
C-Impl/s =  0.67 nm/C-Impl is calculated. At the transition to the domain area (i.e. the reaction zone “II”) the 
gradual drop in carbon coverage as derived from AES yields a further factor of 2 (in C-Impl/s) so that we end up 
with a value of 0.3–0.4 nm/C-Impl.

From these results, we first conclude that carbon implantation events (0.3–0.4 nm/C-Impl) are apparently by 
a factor of 6–8 more efficient in promoting phase transformation than the displacements considered in ref. 32  
(0.05 nm/displacement). Their lower efficiency may be attributed to the statistical fact that a high fraction of 
carbon atoms is kicked away from the diamond/a-C:H interface. Second, taking into account the atomic volume 
of carbon in diamond (0.178 nm)3, the simulation result can be summarized in the simple statement that for 
every carbon atom that arrives at the interface by ballistic transport the domain grows laterally by two carbon 
cells (2 · 0.178 nm). The implanted carbon atom first increases the local atom density. Then the elevated process 
temperature in combination with the excess kinetic energy of the projectile provide the activation that allows the 
implanted C atom and potentially one or few nearest neighbour atoms to relax into the diamond structure and 
cause the lateral growth of the diamond lattice.

Our simulations yield plausible numbers for a subsurface crystal growth driven by implanted carbon atoms 
which is controlled and stabilized by the iridium surface. The IBI-BLG mechanism provides a straightforward 
explanation for the common observation that all diamond grains generated by BEN generally feature an excellent 
epitaxial alignment. Furthermore, we attribute iridium’s uniqueness for this process on the one hand to the strong 
Ir-C binding at the interface which manifests itself also in the excellent adhesion of the diamond layers even after 
several days in the CVD reactor. On the other hand, we suppose that its missing affinity to carbide formation and 
the negligible bulk solubility of carbon36 are further crucial ingredients.

Finally, we discuss the reasons for the extremely rare appearance of an extended 2D nucleation layer in con-
trast to the usually observed isolated nucleation centres. As shown in Fig. 1, the shape of the domains and the 
modification of the Ir surface are very sensitive to the local bombardment conditions. In addition, domains can 
grow or shrink in regions few millimetres apart on one sample11. Eres et al.37 reported a narrow bias voltage 
window: nucleation was completely absent below or above a certain voltage. All these experimental findings 
are manifestations of the same critical property: diamond nucleation and domain formation require rather well 
defined BEN conditions. Within this parameter window the 2D layer represents a metastable state with an even 
narrower range of bombardment conditions. One possible driving force for the splitting into isolated secondary 
nuclei during IBI-BLG could be the relaxation of coherence strain. For thin pseudomorphically grown diamond 
layers on Ir this effect has formerly been studied by finite element (FE) simulation studies19.

In the supplementary information further MC type simulations are described which reproduce the different 
shapes of the domains by variation of few simple parameters.

Figure 5. Freestanding unpolished diamond single crystal synthesized by heteroepitaxy on Ir/YSZ/
Si(001). The thickness of the disc is 1.6 ±  0.25 mm and its weight is 155 carat. Overall 43 X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) rocking curves for the Dia(004) reflection were measured along two perpendicular directions across the 
wafer (see supplementary information). The average full width at half maximum (FWHM) was 0.064 ±  0.011°, 
a value typical for IIa crystals41. For the corresponding azimuthal scans (Dia(311)) we obtained 0.12 ±  0.04°. 
In addition, μ -Raman measurements at 11 arbitrary spots across the wafer yielded an average FWHM of 
1.75 ±  0.07 cm−1.

(B)

Figure 2.1 – (A) Typical commercially available single crystal diamond plates used during microfab-
rication. Typical dimensions are 3 mm×3 mm×0.3 mm. Reproduced from [33]. (B) Wafer-scale
heteroepitaxially grown single crystal diamond layer. The dark colour indicates still significant
absorption form imperfections in the crystal. Reproduced from [34].

The quest for wafer scale single crystal diamond has always been a goal for the diamond

microfabrication community, mimicking the developments on the silicon material system

to enable large scale fabrication and integration of diamond devices. However, large scale

growth using HPHT and CVD methods is difficult, while heteroepitaxial growth proved to

be very challenging due to the very small lattice constant of diamond, which makes finding

the appropriate substrate difficult. Recently, a growth method based on an iridium substrate

has demonstrated truly single crystal, low defect density, large area (�= 92 mm) diamond

substrates [34]. Studies carried out on this type of substrate confirm the viability of this

diamond substrate type for hosting colour centres and exploiting their optical properties via
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microfabrication [35].

Another possibility for wafer-scale diamond growth is mosaic-type growth, where multiple

seed crystals are overgrown at the same time [36]. The effect of the grain boundaries diminish

over successive carbon layers, leading to a single-crystal layer. However, dislocation density

remains higher at the boundaries, which can be detrimental for electronic applications [37]. A

method for reducing lattice differences between the grains is to use a "cloning" method, by

generating the seed crystals from the same original substrate via ion implantation and lift-off

[38].

Once the diamond crystal has been grown, it is laser cut into plates. These plates are not yet

suitable for microfabrication, as the laser cutting leaves a rough surface. To produce a smooth

surface, grinding and polishing is carried out on the plates to render them suitable for defining

micro- and nanoscale features [39]. Smooth surfaces are also a requirement for producing

gemstones, and indeed, diamond polishing techniques have been developed for hundreds of

years. The oldest, and still used process for polishing diamond is scaife polishing [40]: a ferrous

wheel is rotated, which has diamond grit pre-dispersed on it using olive oil. The diamond

pieces are pressed against the wheel during polishing. A traditional observation is that the

polished crystal has "hard" and "soft" polishing directions, characterised by a large difference

in material removal rate. Polishing along a "hard" direction can also damage the diamond or

the scaife, and results in a rougher surface than polishing in a "soft" direction. The directions

depend on the crystalline orientation of the polished surface, resulting in easy-to-polish {100}

faces and hard-to-polish {111} faces [41]. Commercially available diamond plates typically

use scaife polishing, potentially combined with other polishing methods. Scaife polishing

is still actively developed [42, 43] and commercially available diamond plates are typically

prepared (at least partially) via scaife polishing.

Scaife-polished diamonds have characteristic surfaces, caused by the polishing. The key

features are polishing lines and pits. Polishing lines are low depth (0.2 nm to 5 nm) features

attributed to individual grits on the scaife [44]. Polishing pits are large, randomly distributed

features attribute to microcracking caused by polishing grits due to the brittleness of dia-

mond [45]. These pits are up to hundreds nanometers in depth and have lateral dimensions

approaching half a micrometer [46]. Apart from surface damage, there can be significant

subsurface damage present, due to the mechanical polishing, manifesting as dislocations.

Subsurface damage is revealed by selective etching [47, 48] or by cathodoluminescence spectra

[49]. The depth of the damaged layer is difficult to quantify, but it is reported to extend to a

few micrometers below the surface [45, 47, 49].

Among other contact polishing methods are chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) [50] and

thermo-chemical (or hot metal lapping) [51]. Non-contact polishing methods including

reactive ion etching [52] and ion beam polishing [46] are promising techniques as well that are

not yet industrially used. Reactive ion etching can also be combined with hardmask deposition

and CMP for enhancing polishing [53].
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Fabrication of photonic structures requires confinement of the optical mode in the structure,

which is achieved by providing refractive index contrast. Diamond is a high refractive index

material (2.38 at 1550 nm). The cross-section of the waveguiding structures taken in the

direction of the propagation can be examined analytically or numerically to determine the set

of guided wave modes that the structure can support, but in general, guided wave structures

of interest require a thin strip of material surrounded either by air or another material of lower

refractive index.

In the following section, such optical platforms for guided wave optics in diamond are re-

viewed.

2.2 Bulk diamond photonic platforms

Confinement of the optical mode can be provided by micromachining 3D structures in bulk

diamond. In this case, the refractive index is provided by replacing the bulk diamond material

with air or vacuum, forming waveguiding structures. A promising technique that will not be

reviewed here is the femtosecond laser bulk modification of diamond, which can be used

to write waveguiding structures into bulk diamond [54]. Similarly, waveguides formed by

implantation induced refractive index change are not discussed [55]. In the following section,

techniques for selectively milling 3D structures will be reviewed.

Focused ion beam (FIB) microfabrication is an attractive method for forming 3D structures,

owing to the high degree of freedom it offers [56]. The samples are mounted on a multi-axis

stage, allowing machining at different angles, the ion beam can be precisely focused, allowing

for high resolution. The sample can be imaged by the focused ion beam, but typical FIB

systems include a scanning electron microscope column as well, which allows for even higher

resolution and more convenient imaging.

Bayn et al. uses 30 keV Ga focused ion beam to mill single crystal diamond abundant in

nitrogen and NV centres [57]. Nanobeam cavities are formed by two milling steps: normal

milling forms the defect region in the beam (milled as repeated lines at low current), which is

followed by high current undercut from both sides of the beam at 52°. Finally the edges are

defined and fine polished using a low current beam. The authors remark on the implanted Ga

remaining in the diamond, with secondary ion mass spectroscopy showing that most of the

ions are located in the top 5 nm. Optical characterisation reveals a Q factor of 221.

Similar investigation into FIB milled nanobeams are carried out by Babinec et al. [59]. A

diamond membrane is fabricated by milling a large square pit into the side of the diamond

plate using high current. The membrane is thinned using progressively lower beam cur-

rents to ∼150 nm to 200 nm from the initial ∼1µm. Finally, the membrane is patterned into

nanobeams and the nanobeams are milled with holes, using a low current beam. An alterna-

tive fabrication scheme is also proposed, where diamond lamellas are fabricated, based on

the commonly used transmission electron microscope lift-off technique [60]. Slabs are milled
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic diagram of the dual-beam machine (FIB) for
simultaneous patterning and electron microscopy. The carving of diamond is
performed in one of two angular stage positions (I, II) at the angles of 0◦ and
52◦, respectively. (b) The defect region in the cavity. (c) Coarse carving of the
triangular cut profiles by high ion-beam currents. (d) Final free standing beam
structure after triangular surface polishing with low current.

Table 1. Nanobeam geometry parameters.

Lattice
constant Defect Beam parameters Waveguide grating Well

A D H W L Wx Wy h Hs Ws

1 0.9a 2.364a 6a 39a 0.4a 0.37W 0.5H 24.4a 29.3a
205 nm 180 nm 450 nm 1.24 µm 8 µm 82 nm 460 nm 225 nm 5 µm 6 µm

an increase in depth (at a depth of 30 nm the decrease is of three orders of magnitude).
The influence of this implanted layer on PL is discussed below. Ways of reducing this Ga
concentration are under investigation.

2.2. Nanobeam cavity characterization

The nanobeam cavity is characterized via a confocal PL setup as shown in figure 4. A continuous
wave (CW) laser with a central wavelength of λ = 532 nm and an output power of 200 mW is

New Journal of Physics 13 (2011) 025018 (http://www.njp.org/)

(A)

126101-5 Graziosi et al. APL Photonics 3, 126101 (2018)

FIG. 3. (a) SEM recording of a diamond micro-disk (diameter 10.5 µm, thickness 300 nm) and (b) measured transmission
through a tapered fiber probe. (c) High resolution scan of the resonance marked with ∗ in (b). We calculate a quality factor
of 5130 by fitting a Lorentzian (purple line) to the measured data (black line). (d) SEM recording of a diamond micro-disk
(diameter 5.9 µm, thickness 800 nm) and (e) measured transmission before and after 500 ◦C annealing in air for 4 h. The
corresponding peaks are marked with † and ‡, showing a blue-shift of ∼7 nm after annealing. (f) High resolution scan of the
resonances marked with †. The reported values of the quality factor were extracted as in (c). (g) Scheme of the taper fiber
setup used to extract the data in (b), (c), (e), and (f) (FPC: fiber polarization controller, PD: photodetector).

Kawasegi et al., annealing in air at higher temperatures (600 ◦C and higher) produces roughening of
the diamond surface, indicating etching of the diamond phase. At lower temperatures, the surface not
exposed to the FIB is not attacked by the thermal annealing, while the exposed area is removed. The
resulting structure is shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d). To remove the metal layers, we use commercial acid
etchants.

III. CHARACTERIZATION AND DISCUSSION

We characterize the micro-disks by measuring the transmission of a tapered fiber probe. The
tapered fiber is prepared following the heat-and-draw approach,45,46 using a standard SMF-28 telecom
fiber. The probe is glued on an aluminum holder, mounted on a 6-axis precision stage, and moved
in proximity of the device under test (DUT). The tapered fiber is thin enough at the central part
(with diameter on the order of 1 µm) to allow coupling the light from a tunable laser into the micro-
disk. To measure the optical spectrum and the optical quality factor, we sweep the laser wavelength,

(B)

Figure 2.2 – (A) FIB fabricated nanobeam resonator, showing the photonic crystal formation and
the undercut steps. Reproduced from [57]. (B) RIE etched and FIB undercut microdisk resonator.
The undercut is performed from two angles to produce a rectangular pillar. Reproduced from [58].

into the diamond from a normal incidence, which are then welded to a microprobe by ion

beam assisted deposition of tungsten. The slabs are then undercut and lifted out, attached to

a TEM grid. The slabs are then thinned and polished, and finally patterned into nanobeams

with holes. The authors report no Q factor measurements.

Microdisk resonators were fabricated by Graziosi et al. using a combination of RIE and FIB

milling [58]. A pillar is defined by an initial directional oxygen reactive ion etch step, which

is subsequently undercut using FIB milling from two directions. The two FIB milling steps

result in a support pillar with a square cross-section. A limitation of this technique is the

alignment of the two undercutting steps, which can result in non-uniformity on the underside

of the resonator. The implanted Ga is removed via acid etching, plasma cleaning and thermal

annealing in air. The authors report an optical Q of 5700, the highest reported quality factor

by FIB machining.

In a different approach utilising directional milling, Burek et al. demonstrated a novel method

for machining suspended photonic and mechanical elements [61]. Following the deposition

and electron beam lithography of a Ti mask, the single crystal diamond substrate is etched

using anisotropic oxygen RIE to transfer the hardmask pattern, with an etch depth of ∼600 nm.

Subsequently, a second anisotropic oxygen plasma etch is carried out, but at an oblique angle

to the surface. This is achieved by placing the same inside a prism-shaped Faraday cage. The

Faraday cage accelerates ions, defining the angle of bombardment inside the cage by the

inclination of the cage wall. This "angled-etching" is used to fabricate suspended nanobeams

of triangular cross-section. Nanobeam cavities are also demonstrated by including a photonic

crystal pattern in the beam mask. More undercut profiles are realised by extending the

fabrication method to conical Faraday cages, which can provide undercut from all directions.

Conical undercut was used to demonstrate microdisks, suspended waveguides and cantilevers.

This work was later extended with the fabrication and characterisation of more advanced
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performance. Recently, significant progress toward a diamond-
on-insulator platform has been made via thinning bulk single-
crystal diamond slabs (typically 5−20 μm thick) adhered to a
supporting wafer.19,30−33 Though this approach is quite
promising, the difficulty in obtaining uniform, large area
single-crystal diamond films limits its scalability. As such,
continued investigation into new fabrication methods for free-
standing nanostructures in bulk single-crystal diamond is
necessary.
In this work, a novel bulk nanomachining approach for

realizing suspended nanoscale mechanical and photonic
elements is presented, with single-crystal diamond used as the
example material system. Established planar fabrication
processes, including electron beam lithography and anisotropic
plasma etching, are employed, but in such a way as to produce
suspended triangular cross-section nanobeam structures
directly from single-crystal bulk diamond substrates. Figure 1a
illustrates our approach to realize suspended nanobeam
structures. Previously, free-standing triangular cross-section
nanobeam structures have been proposed34 and demonstra-
ted18 in single-crystal diamond via FIB milling. The fabrication
methodology presented here is a natural extension of this work,
but with FIB-induced artifacts eliminated. These include Ga+

implantation and crystal damage, redeposited material, tapered
sidewalls, one-of-a-kind nature of fabricated devices, and an
inherently slow fabrication process.
Single-crystal diamond substrates (Element Six) were first

cleaned in a boiling mixture consisting of equal parts sulfuric
acid, nitric acid, and perchloric acid. Following the acid clean, a
∼200 nm thick titanium etch mask was defined on the prepared
diamond substrate using electron beam evaporation and
electron beam lithography techniques. Oxygen-based plasma
etching was then carried out in a two-part process. First, a
conventional top down anisotropic plasma etch was used to
transfer the etch mask pattern into the bulk diamond.35 The
diamond substrate was etched to a depth near 600 nm in this

step. Following this, a second anisotropic etch step was
performed, but at an oblique angle to the substrate surface
(referred hereafter as “angled-etching”) to release the
nanostructures and yield the final suspended nanobeams.
This angled-etching was achieved using a standard reactive
ion etcher, by housing the sample inside a Faraday cage36,37 to
shield it from electromagnetic fields. Although the Faraday cage
has small grid openings on its surface, the effect of an external
field is attenuated drastically within a small distance of the
opening. Thus, the potential gradient in a plasma etching
process builds up over the face of the Faraday cage and
accelerates ions along a path perpendicular to the cage surface.
Once the ions move past the metal grid and inside the cage,
they are no longer accelerated and travel ballistically toward the
substrate. Therefore, plasma ions may be directed to the sample
surface at an oblique angle in multiple directions, determined
by the geometry of the cage.37 One such Faraday cage design is
a triangular prism structure shown schematically in Figure 1b.
The triangular prism design allows for angled-etching in two
simultaneous directions, as illustrated in Figure 1c. The incline
angle of this Faraday cage (θ) defines the ion incidence angle
relative to the surface normal (Figure 1b inset). As such, the
angle at the bottom apex of the final triangular cross-section
nanobeams is 2θ. Triangular prism Faraday cages with θ ∼ 45°
were used in this work to fabricate suspended nanobeam
mechanical and photonic structures. The bottom and triangular
end plates of the Faraday cages were constructed out of
aluminum, and the cage faces were aluminum mesh with 250
μm diameter mesh wire and a 2 mm × 2 mm pitch. The
Faraday cage height and length were 10 mm and 50 mm,
respectively, with the distance between cage bottom and the
surface of the diamond substrate fixed at ∼3.5 mm. While
different configurations of Faraday cages can be used, it is
important to emphasize that angled-etching may not be realized
through simple tilting of the substrate within a plasma etcher
without a Faraday cage.38,39

Figure 1. (a) Angled-etching fabrication schematic: (i) an etch mask was defined by standard electron beam lithography and thin film deposition
techniques, (ii) the etch mask pattern was then transferred into diamond substrate by conventional top down plasma etching, (iii) angled-etching is
then employed to realize suspended nanobeam structures, (iv) residual etch mask is removed. (b) Schematic of triangular prism Faraday cage design
with inset showing the relationship between the prescribed etch angle and the nanobeam bottom apex. (c) Illustration of angled-etching from two
directions accomplished with the triangular prism Faraday cage design.
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therefore the tuning of the cavity resonance, simply by
changing the dimensions of the etch mask. Similar flexibility
is not available with photonic crystal cavities fabricated in thin
films by surface nanomachining where the film thickness is a
fixed parameter. To illustrate this point, Figure 3e shows an
array of photonic crystal cavities with different physical scaling.
Here, the prototype nanobeam cavity design dimensions are
scaled from 75% to 135%, in equal intervals. Figure 3f is a
zoomed in image of the 75% scaled nanobeam cavity. Note that
the etch pits observed in Figure 3 are the result of crystal
defects in the diamond substrates. Such etch pits are not
uncommon in standard grade diamond substrates.35

Other complex suspended nanobeam structures have also
been realized with alternative Faraday cage designs. Figure 4a is

a schematic of a conical Faraday cage design, where angled-
etching occurs in all directions simultaneously, as illustrated in
Figure 4b, which allows fabrication of suspended nanobeams
oriented at arbitrary angles with respect to each other. Conical
Faraday cages used in this work were constructed in a similar
fashion as the triangular prism cages, again using a machined
aluminum base and the identical aluminum mesh as before. The
conical Faraday cage had a bottom diameter of 20 mm and an
incline angle of ∼60°, with the diamond substrate surface fixed
at a height of ∼10 mm from the cage bottom. Figure 4c and d
show SEM images of micrometer-scale undercut diamond disks
and suspended 500 nm wide nanorings. Angle-etched micro-
disks and suspended nanorings are expected to support
whispering gallery modes, and as such, may operate as on-
chip optical resonators.30,32,44−46 These structures were
fabricated using identical processing conditions as those for
suspended nanobeams fabricated with the triangular prism
Faraday cage. The noticeable asymmetry in the undercut
microdisk features was likely the result of off-center placement
of the substrate within the conical Faraday cage. FIB cross
sections of free-standing nanorings (not shown here) revealed
an etch angle of ∼50°, which is again ∼10° off the prescribed
etch angle, yielding a larger height/width ratio. To further
demonstrate the versatility of angled-etching with a conical
Faraday cage, curved and spiral suspended nanobeam structures
were also fabricated, with representative images shown in

Figure 3. SEM images of (a) an array of fabricated diamond
nanobeam cavity prototypes and (b−c) cavity region of an individual
nanobeam cavity. (d) SEM image of an array of nanobeam cavities
which are physically scaled from 75% to 135%, and (e) zoomed in
image of smallest, 75% scaled nanobeam cavity in the array. All SEM
images were taken at a 60° stage tilt.

Figure 4. Schematic illustrations of (a) conical Faraday cage design
and (b) angled-etching of the substrate from all directions. SEM
images of (c) ∼3−5 μm diameter undercut microdisks and (d) ∼500
nm wide nanoring structure; (e) ∼500 nm wide curved and (f) ∼750
nm wide spiral nanobeams; and (g) ∼1 μm wide nanobeam
cantilevers. All SEM images were taken at a 60° stage tilt. Scale bars
correspond to 5 μm.
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(B)

Figure 2.3 – (A) Process flow for fabricating free-standing nanobeam structured using a prism-
shaped Faraday cage for achieving undercut. (B) Conical Faraday cage and schematic of the
undercut for rotationally symmetric structures. SEM image of fabricated array of microdisks. To
note is the misalignment of the centre of the pillar with respect to the disk due to the ion focusing
effect. Reproduced from [61].

photonic devices, operating at telecom and visible wavelengths [62]. Racetrack resonators

feature loaded Q-factors of QT E ∼ 151000 and QT M ∼ 113000 at 1550 nm wavelength. They

estimate the propagation loss of the waveguides to be ∼ 1.5 dBcm−1.

A drawback of the "angled-etch" method using the conical cage is the focusing of the ions -

while this makes the undercut possible due to introducing an angle to the ions, it also makes

the resulting etch dependent on the positioning of the cage (Figure 2.3B). To overcome this

limitation, Atikian et al. utilises a broad ion beam and the rotation of the tilted sample to

achieve similar undercutting [63]. The method, termed reactive ion beam angled etching, uses

an oxygen ion beam to mill the surface. The samples are first processed at a normal angle

to achieve vertical etching, then tilted to an oblique angle to perform the undercut. They

demonstrate racetrack resonators in polycrystalline diamond (Q ∼ 30000) and single crystal

diamond (Q ∼ 286000). Uniformity is demonstrated by fabricating two racetrack resonators

separated by 19 mm, with comparable quality factors and transmission spectra.

A recent development for bulk machining of diamond was the development of crystallographic

etching and its use for fabricating microdisks by Khanaliloo et al. [64]. The process can be

thought of as the analogue of the SCREAM process used in silicon microfabrication [65].

Starting from a single crystal diamond substrate, a 400 nm thick Si3N4 hardmask is deposited

using PECVD and patterned via e-beam lithography (ZEP positive resist) and ICP RIE. The

hardmask patterns are transferred into the diamond using directional etching. A second

deposition of ∼200 nm Si3N4 conformally coats the sidewalls, but is removed from the bottom

of trenches using a short ICP etch. Unbiased oxygen plasma crystallographically etches the

exposed diamond, while the sidewalls remain protected. Etching is continued until the desired

undercut is achieved, resulting in free-standing structures. The crystallographic etch and it’s

remarkable properties are studied in detail in § 2.5.3. This fabrication method was used to

create diamond microdisks of ∼1µm thickness and ∼7µm diameter, with a faceted supporting

pillar of ∼4.6µm. Optical characterisation reveals a loaded Q of ∼1.09×105. This fabrication
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from bulk diamond. This scalable technique relies upon
undercutting of diamond with inductively coupled plasma
reactive-ion etching (ICPRIE) along diamond crystal planes
using a zero bias oxygen plasma.36 This approach, which was
also recently used to create diamond nanobeams,36 shares the
low material damage characteristics of the Faraday cage ICPRIE
process of Burek et al.33 while providing an undercut profile
intrinsic to the device geometry and etching parameters. It is
fully compatible with standard nanofabrication tools and does
not require modification to the etching tool setup.
The high-Q/V single crystal diamond microdisks studied

here were fabricated as follows. A ⟨ 100 ⟩−oriented optical-
grade single crystal diamond chip (3 mm × 3 mm × 0.3 mm)
grown using chemical vapor deposition (Element Six) was
mechanically polished (Delaware Diamond Knives), cleaned in
boiling piranha (3:1 H2SO4:H2O2), and coated with a 400 nm-
thick layer of PECVD silicon nitride (Si3N4) (Figure 1a(i)).
Microdisks were patterned using electron-beam lithography
(EBL) with ZEP520A resist. The EBL resist was developed in
ZED-N50 at low temperature (−15 °C) to minimize sidewall
roughness (Figure 1a(ii)). To prevent charging during EBL, the
sample was coated with ∼5 nm of titanium (Ti) via electron-
beam evaporation after the Si3N4 deposition. Alternatively,
coating the EBL resist with a water-soluble conductive polymer
(aquaSAVE) was found to be effective.
The resist pattern was transferred to the Si3N4 hard mask

using an ICPRIE etch with C4F8/SF6 chemistry (Figure 1a(iii)).
All ICPRIE steps were performed using an Oxford Instruments
PlasmaLab 100 etcher. The exposed Ti layer was also removed
by the Si3N4 etch. Following the etch, the remaining resist was
stripped off using a 10 min deep-UV exposure (1.24 mW/cm2,

254 nm wavelength) and a 5 min soak in Remover PG at 70 °C.
The pattern was transferred to the diamond using an
anisotropic O2 ICPRIE etch (RF power 80 W, ICP power
850 W) with high diamond-to-Si3N4 etch selectivity (40:1)
(Figure 1a(iv)). This etch is characterized by a high diamond
etch rate (60 nm/min), smooth and vertical diamond sidewalls,
and no observed micromasking. The etch time was determined
by the desired final device thickness. Next, the vertical sidewalls
were protected using a conformal coating of ∼200 nm PECVD
Si3N4 (Figure 1a(v)) followed by an anisotropic C4F8/SF6
ICPRIE etch to remove the Si3N4 from patterned nonsidewall
surfaces such as the bottoms of the windows surrounding the
microdisks (Figure 1a(vi)). During this step, it is crucial not to
overetch the Si3N4 protection layer to ensure that the top
corners of the vertical sidewalls remain coated with Si3N4. The
patterned structures were then undercut using a quasi-isotropic
O2 ICPRIE etch with zero preferential ion directionality
(Figure 1a(vii)). This etch employs no vertical ion plasma
acceleration (zero RF power), a dense plasma (3000 W ICP
power and a chamber pressure of 15 mTorr), and an elevated
sample temperature (250 °C). Finally, as shown in Figure 1,
panel a(viii), the Si3N4 and Ti layers were removed by wet-
etching in 49% HF followed by cleaning in boiling piranha.
The quasi−isotropic undercut etch step is critical for creating

microdisk devices and prior to this work has not been reported
for microcavity fabrication. Of particular importance for
creating high-Q whispering-gallery mode cavities is that the
fabrication process creates a pedestal sufficiently isolated from
the whispering gallery modes to prevent radiation loss into the
substrate and a microdisk bottom surface free of features, which
break the azimuthal symmetry. As illustrated schematically in

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the microdisk fabrication process steps. (i) Polished bulk single crystal diamond chips are cleaned in boiling piranha and
coated with a 400 nm thick PECVD Si3N4 layer, coated with a thin (∼5 nm) Ti anticharging layer, and EBL resist (ZEP 520A). (ii) Microdisks are
patterned in ZEP using EBL and developed in ZED−N50. (iii) Patterns are transferred to the Si3N4 hard mask using an ICPRIE etch. ZEP is
removed using a deep-UV exposure and Remover PG. (iv) Patterns are transferred to the diamond using an anisotropic O2 plasma ICPRIE etch. (v)
The diamond sidewalls are protected with a conformal coating of PECVD Si3N4. (vi) A short ICPRIE etch removes Si3N4 from the bottom of the
etch windows. (vii) A zero bias O2 ICPRIE plasma undercuts the microdisks by etching along crystal planes. (viii) The sample is soaked in HF to
remove the remaining Si3N4 layer, followed by a piranha clean. (b) A 45° rotated scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 7.9 μm diameter
microdisk in a diamond chip with ⟨ 100 ⟩−oriented surface and edge crystal planes. (c) Overview of an array of fabricated microdisks.

Nano Letters Letter

DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.5b01346
Nano Lett. 2015, 15, 5131−5136

5132

Figure 2.4 – Process flow for fabricating free standing single crystal diamond microdisk resonators
using crystallographic etching. SEM images show the undercut and the sidewalls of the etched pit
bordered by diamond crystal planes. The microdisk resonator stands on top of a faceted pillar, but
the disk itself remains circular. Reproduced from [64].

process was subsequently improved on by Mitchell et al. [66]. The previously described

process was optimized to reduce the pillar thickness supporting the microdisks, leading to

pedestal waist thickness of less that 100 nm. While similar optical Q is reported like the

previous work, a significant advancement is the observation of optomechanical backaction,

discussed later in § 2.6.1. After extensive process optimisation, Q was improved even further

by a factor ∼4 [67]. The authors investigated optimising the hard mask etching step, the

anisotropic vertical diamond etch step, surface treatment and cleaning and the modification

of the pedestal shape via an additional masking layer, which resulted in the observation of

optomechanically induced transparency.

In a different trajectory, Mouradian et al. applied the crystallographic etching to fabricate

nanobeam cavities in single crystal diamond [68]. In their work, the fabrication was carried

out in a similar manner as described in [64], with the exception of using Al2O3 deposited via

atomic layer deposition. This method is more conformal than PECVD, hence allowing the

reduction of the thickness of the sidewall protection layer to 20 nm, which in turn enables

the fabrication of smaller trenches. In comparison with the "angled-etch" method previously

shown for nanobeam fabrication [61], these nanobeams have a rectangular cross-section.

Optical measurements reveal an optical Q factor above 14700.

The fabrication process for nanobeam cavities was subsequently extended to fabricate 2-

dimensional photonic crystals as well by Wan et al. [69]. With a practically equivalent process

flow, ∼ 4µm-wide, ∼ 200 nm-thick planar slabs are fabricated, with optical cavities formed

by designed defects in photonic crystal. The measured Q factor is 2670 to 6080 at 637 nm
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wavelength. Notably they demonstrate the simultaneous fabrication and release of photonic

crystal slabs on the same substrate.

2.3 Diamond-on-insulator photonic platforms

The diamond-on-insulator (DOI) structure can be thought of as the analogue of the silicon-

on-insulator (SOI) substrate, in this case diamond replacing the silicon device layer (not to

be confused with silicon-on-diamond-type structures where diamond replaces the insulator

layer). The structure consists of a diamond layer, on top of a low refractive index dielectric

layer, for example silica, which is typically on top of a thick silicon handle layer.

A diamond-on-insulator photonic platform is a key technology for bringing the access to

diamond light-matter interaction from laboratory to industry, enabling the industrial scale

exploitation of colour centres for example for quantum information processing [70]. As

with SOI, this technology enables the integration of passive and active structures in the

same substrate, provides standard interfacing methods for fibers and can be packaged and

integrated into larger optical and electronic systems.

The key component for fabricating a diamond-on-insulator structure is the thin diamond

layer. For full control of the light propagation, the diamond layer has to be thin enough to

support single-moded operation, in the scale of hundreds of nanometers of thickness. Since

thin film supports the optical mode, the layer quality (absorption) and fabrication quality

(sidewall scattering) of this layer is very important. In the following section different methods

and their applications in literature are reviewed for creating this thin layer.

2.3.1 Diamond film growth

The most straightforward method of fabricating a diamond thin film on an insulating layer is

the direct growth of diamond. The challenge for this approach lies in the production of a high

quality thin film, due to the aggressive growth conditions for diamond and the difficulty of

heteroepitaxy. In the subsequent section, the current state-of-the-art is reviewed for growing

thin diamond layers on an insulating non-diamond substrate.

Fabrication of diamond-on-insulator structures were carried out by Wang et al. [71]. Nanocrys-

talline diamond film of 140 nm to 160 nm was grown on 1µm thick SiO2 on Si. The diamond

film is patterned via a SiO2 hardmask, patterned via e-beam lithography. Photonic crystal

cavities are fabricated, with a Q factor measured as 585 at 631 nm. The same process was

used to fabricate microdisks as well, which had a quality factor of ∼100 [72]. FIB polishing

was employed to smooth the sidewalls of the disks, but this didn’t result in improved quality

factors.

Rath et al. proposed the fabrication of such platform using a silicon carrier with silicon dioxide

as insulating layer [73]. Diamond nanoparticles are coated onto the thermally oxidised (2µm)
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silicon wafer to act as seed layer for the subsequent microwave-assisted CVD growth of a

600 nm microcrystalline diamond layer. The resulting layer is quite rough (Rq = 15 nm) with

typical grain size on the order of 100 nm. Patterning is done with a thick HSQ e-beam resist

and electron beam exposure, with pattern transfer using O2/Ar chemistry. Ridge waveguides

and grating couplers are fabricated and characterized. The propagation loss is measured

as 5.3 dBmm−1, with grating coupler loss being 5.0 dB at 1555 nm, with a 3 dB window of

50 nm. The grating coupler performance characteristics are comparable to ones achievable on

classical SOI platforms. Using this platform, released slot-mode optical and optomechanical

resonators are also fabricated [74], with an optical Q of 8500. Similarly, large diameter ring

resonators are also shown, with a quality factor of Q = 11000 [75].

Improvements are demonstrated in growing the diamond layer by utilising an iridium buffer

layer for growth by Riedrich-Möller et al. [76]. By engineering the lattice mismatch of the

growth substrate (Ir/YSZ/Si(001)), the grown ∼12µm thick layer is single crystal diamond,

even if rich in dislocations. To fabricate free standing membranes, the backside silicon layer

is etched in windows using deep reactive ion etching. The buffer layers are removed via ion

beam etching, and the diamond film is thinned, removing the lowest quality nucleation layers.

Subsequently, FIB milling is carried out to pattern the layer into nanobeams and photonic

crystal cavities. A final annealing at 1000 ◦C is carried out for 2 h in vacuum, followed by an

acid treatment (H2SO4:H2O2, 1:1) and oxidation (420 ◦C, 2 h), to remove FIB damage. Q factors

of 700 and 450 are reported for the nanobeam and photonic crystals, respectively.

2.3.2 Membrane thinning

Thin diamond films can also be fabricated by thinning down bulk crystals. Here the challenge

lies in manipulating the thinned membranes and achieving uniformity and smoothness along

the whole dimensions of the membranes. Recently, membranes as thin as 5µm became

available for commercial purchase [77, 78], which makes them an attractive starting point for

many fabrication approaches.

Faraon et al. demonstrated a fabrication of a single crystal diamond-on-insulator type struc-

ture by thinning a 5µm membrane [79]. The membrane was attached to a 2µm thick thermally-

grown SiO2 layer on a silicon substrate. The membrane is thinned to 280 nm, then patterned

using a Si3N4 mask and e-beam lithography. The hardmask is removed in a final etch that also

removes ∼300 nm into the SiO2 layer. The fabricated microring resonators have a Q factor of

5000, limited by sidewall roughness.

Hausmann et al. starts the fabrication from a 20µm slab [80]. Large diameter ring resonators

and racetrack resonators are fabricated, with a measured Q of ∼250000. The transmission

waveguide loss is estimated to be 1.7 dBcm−1. This fabrication process was adapted for

suspended structures later by the same group [81]. The diamond membrane is attached to a

Si substrate for this work, before being thinned to ∼250 nm and patterned via electron beam

lithography and RIE. Nanobeam cavities are formed by the pattern, which are the undercut
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Resonant enhancement of the zero-phonon
emission from a colour centre in a diamond cavity
Andrei Faraon1*, Paul E. Barclay1,2,3, Charles Santori1, Kai-Mei C. Fu1,4 and Raymond G. Beausoleil1

Integrated quantum photonic technologies are key for future
applications in quantum information1,2, ultralow-power opto-
electronics3 and sensing4. As individual quantum bits, nitrogen-
vacancy centres in diamond are among the most promising
solid-state systems identified to date, because of their long-
lived electron and nuclear spin coherence, and capability for
individual optical initialization, readout and information
storage5–9. The major outstanding hurdle lies in interconnecting
many nitrogen vacancies for large-scale computation. One of
the most promising approaches in this regard is to couple
them to optical resonators, which can be further interconnected
in a photonic network10–12. Here, we demonstrate coupling of
the zero-phonon line of individual nitrogen vacancies to the
modes of microring resonators fabricated in single-crystal
diamond. Zero-phonon line enhancement by more than a
factor of 10 is estimated from lifetime measurements. The
devices are fabricated using standard semiconductor tech-
niques and off-the-shelf materials, thus enabling integrated
diamond photonics.

Previous efforts to couple nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centres to
optical resonators have been hindered by difficulties in the fabrica-
tion of single-crystal diamond13–15 or integration of diamond with
other optical materials16–18. Coupling to microresonators has been
observed using diamond nanoparticles, but the spectral and coher-
ence properties of NVs in these structures are not suitable for
quantum information applications19–22. Enhanced zero-phonon
line (ZPL) emission by coupling to surface plasmons23,24 has
recently been reported; however, in those cases both the ZPL and
phonon sidebands are enhanced. In our approach, the resonator is
fabricated directly in a single-crystal diamond membrane, thus
enabling selective enhancement of the ZPL while the emission
rate into the phonon sidebands remains almost unchanged. By
using single-crystal diamond it is expected that NV centres with
excellent spectral properties could be integrated into an optical
quantum network.

The spontaneous emission rate enhancement of a particular
dipole transition i of an emitter coupled to a microresonator, relative
to the uniform dielectric medium of the resonator, is enhanced25 by
the factor (t0/tleak)i + Fi, where 1/t0 is the emission rate in the
uniform dielectric medium, 1/tleak is the emission rate outside the
cavity mode, and

Fi = Fcav
E(ri) · mi

Emax

∣∣ ∣∣ mi

∣∣ ∣∣
( )2

1

1 + 4Q2(li/lcav − 1)2 (1)

where mi is the dipole moment, E(ri) is the local electric field at the
emitter location ri , lcav is the cavity wavelength, li is the emitter
wavelength, and |Emax| is the maximum value of the electric field

in the resonator. For the case where the dipole is resonant with
the cavity and also ideally positioned and oriented with respect to
the local electric field, F¼ Fcav, where

Fcav =
3

4p2

lcav

n

( )3 Q
Vmode

(2)

and Vmode =
�

V e(r) E(r)| |2d3r
( )

/max e(r) E(r)| |2
( )

is the optical
mode volume of the resonator, and e(r) is the electric permittivity
at position r.

The optical cavity used in the experiment consisted of a
diamond microring on a silicon dioxide pedestal (Fig. 1). The
microring, 4.8 mm in diameter and 700 nm wide, was etched into
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Figure 1 | Microring resonator fabricated in single-crystal diamond.

a, Scanning electron microscope image of the device (top view). The dashed

line indicates the location of the azimuthal cross-section for which the fields

in b are plotted. b, Simulated field profile (azimuthal cross-section) of the

TMm¼40 (Ez component shown, where the index z indicates the direction

perpendicular to the plane of the ring) and TEm¼40 (Hz field component

shown) resonances supported by this microring. (m is the azimuthal

quantum number and p is the radial quantum number.) c–e, Side view of the

microdisk, showing surface roughness arising from the fabrication process. In

e it can be seen how the 2-mm-thick SiO2 substrate has also been etched

by 300 nm during the fabrication process (with the diamond ring acting

as a mask).
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Figure 2.5 – Single crystal microring resonator fabricated via the membrane-thinning method.
The insets highlight the sidewall roughness of the etched structures, as well as the transfer of the
etch pattern into the insulator layer. Reproduced from [79].

and released by Si isotropic etching. Cavity modes are measured for the released nanobeams

with Q factors up to ∼ 6000. Two dimensional photonic crystal cavities are fabricated based on

a similar process flow by Jung et al., attaching a thin single crystal diamond membrane onto a

Si substrate [82]. In this work, the membrane is attached to a silicon substrate with windows

via HSQ bonding, before final thinning to 264 nm. Focused ion beam milling is used to create

the holes for the photonic crystal structure. The authors report a Q factor of 870 at 637 nm.

Similarly thinned membranes are used by Li et al. as well [83]. After transfer and thinning,

Si patterned membranes are used as hard mask. The Si mask is fabricated from SOI wafers,

enabling very high hardmask quality due to the single crystal nature of the material and the

mature technology for Si microfabrication. Photonic crystal cavities were fabricated and

characterized, yielding Q values of 4700 at 632.3 nm. This fabrication method was later used

by Schröder et al. to fabricate 2D photonic crystals [84] with embedded Si vacancies, by local

implantation via Si focused ion beam.

This platform is used by Gao et al. to fabricate integrated optics components [85]. The

diamond membrane is thinned to 500 nm using Ar/Cl2 plasma and patterned using electron

beam lithography and Ar/O2 plasma. Finally the samples are overcoated with 2µm PECVD-

grown SiO2. The devices are then optically characterized, yield a waveguide attenuation of

2.3 dBmm−1, a large improvement over the previous 6.5 dBmm−1 demonstrated by the same

group in an earlier work [86]. The improvements are attributed to compensating for the wedge

in the diamond membrane, along with smoother e-beam patterning.

Hill et al. demonstrated the integration of a thin diamond membrane with a Si photonic

integrated circuit [87]. The membranes were thinned via ICP to 1µm before bonded by drop

casting onto the prestructured SOI wafer. Hybrid Si – diamond and Si – HSQ – diamond

waveguides and resonators were fabricated via this method. The authors report ∼ 30800 for

structures with HSQ and ∼ 10800 without.
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Another method for obtaining a thin membrane via etching is carried out by Appel et al. [88],

and subsequently improved on by Challier et al. [52]. The fabrication is carried out from

thinly cut commercially available diamond plates with a thickness of 50µm. The plate is

sandwiched between a carrier wafer and a laser cut quartz cover slip that acts as the mask

for the subsequent dry etch steps. The quartz mask’s sidewall profile is engineered to have a

strong retrograde profile (30°) to reduce mask redeposition and trenching effects. They report

that these processes take less than 20 h to remove ∼ 50µm of diamond, with the resulting

membrane showing a uniformity of 400 nm to 800 nm, resulting in reliable fabrication of

membranes down to 1µm. Membranes of such thickness have the possibility of supporting

well-confined optical modes if patterning is carried out. Similarly thinned membranes were

demonstrated by Ali Momenzadeh et al. [89] and Pomorski et al. [90] using a diamond mask

instead of quartz.

Membranes of suitable thickness can also be fabricated vertically [91]. In this case, reactive

ion etching is used to mill many nanoslabs into the single crystal material, which can then

be exfoliated and placed onto another substrate. While transferred slabs have been shown,

devices have not yet been published using this fabrication method.

2.3.3 Diamond Smart-Cut

A promising method for achieving thin diamond single crystal diamond films employs a

fabrication scheme similar to the SmartCut® process for SOI wafers.

The SmartCut® process employs high fluence ion implantation of H+ ions into single crystal

silicon [92]. The ions significantly damage the crystal lattice, but most of the damage is

concentrated near the area where ions come to a stop (end of range). A second wafer, with a

thermally grown SiO2 layer, is bonded to the implanted wafer. Thermal annealing is carried out

at 600 ◦C, which induces the blistering of the implanted region, forming H2 and microcavities.

The bonded second wafer acts as a stiffener during this step, suppressing the localised cracking

of the layer, leading to full wafer splitting. The resulting surface is polished to specifications,

removing the roughness caused by ion straggle.

Following the first report on achieving diamond membrane lift-off via implantation by Parikh

et al. [93], there have been many publications investigating ion implantation induced graphi-

tisation and using this phenomena to fabricate single crystal diamond membranes and

membrane-based structures, which will be reviewed in detail in the following section.

An example of a successful implementation of the graphitisation - lift-off method for pro-

ducing single crystal diamond membranes was carried out by Olivero et al. [94]. Following

graphitisation caused by 2 MeV 1.5×1017 ion/cm2 He+ implantation, the layer was machined

using 30 keV focused ion beam, creating micrometer-sized trenches. Afterwards the sample

was annealed in 550 ◦C in air for 1 hour, for converting the damage layer to etchable amor-

phous carbon in the layer with damage exceeding the threshold and to anneal out ion damage
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pose the buried highly damaged layer to the surface. The
focused beam was scanned to define patterns as shown in Fig-
ure 1b. We note that 1 lm spatial resolution machining of dia-
mond can also be achieved with high-power laser ablation.[8]

Other possible manufacturing techniques include conven-
tional photolithography, masking with a hard mask such as a
deposited metal, and reactive-ion etching (RIE) in oxygen.
However, the focused ion beam can machine trenches a few
tens of nanometers in width and therefore allows, in principle,
the fabrication of nanometer-sized structures in single-crystal
diamond.

Thermal Annealing: After the FIB patterning, the samples
were thermally annealed at T = 550 °C in air for 1 h. The dam-
age density threshold, beyond which diamond structure is not
recovered upon annealing, is reported to be 1 × 1022 vacan-
cies cm–3.[12,13] Therefore, after the annealing process only in
the highly damaged layer (which is exposed to the surface
through the FIB-machined trenches), the crystal structure is
converted to tetrahedral amorphous carbon, while in the less-
damaged regions the diamond structure is recovered.

Etching: The annealed samples were processed via wet
chemical etching in boiling acid (1:1:1 H2SO4/HClO4/HNO3).
The chemical attack selectively etches the exposed sacrificial
layer, while leaving intact the chemically inert diamond phase.
It can be observed in Figure 1c that the process starts at the

corners of the patterned region, where the trenches intersect,
thus forming deeper and wider drilled regions. Buried dam-
aged regions connected to a trench but otherwise covered by
undamaged diamond are also etched allowing unconnected
surface layers to lift off, leaving behind the desired patterned
structure, which may include under-etched (i.e., freestanding)
regions. An example of such a freestanding structure is the
cantilever shown in the SEM image in Figure 1d. With the
same procedure, freestanding bridges can be created, as
shown in Figure 2. The structures have well-defined submicro-
meter-sized features, and the bottom surface after the lift-off
appear very regular and smooth; surface roughness measure-

ments performed with atomic force microscopy (AFM) con-
firm that its root-mean-square (RMS) roughness is ∼ 2 nm,
equal to that of the original diamond surface. This is due to
the abrupt damage threshold for phase transformation upon
annealing that leads to a sharp interface between diamond
and the sacrificial layer.

High-Temperature Annealing: A final thermal-annealing
step was employed to recover the pristine diamond structure
from residual damage induced from both MeV He and stray
keV Ga ions in the implantation and patterning steps, respec-
tively. The samples were annealed for 2.5 h at a temperature
of 1100 °C in forming gas (4 % H2 in Ar), which allows an-
nealing whilst preventing high-temperature oxidation. Pre-
vious work reported that this annealing strategy causes most
of the ion-induced damage to be removed and the crystalline
diamond structure to be recovered.[13] This is confirmed by
Raman characterization of the samples: Raman spectra exhib-
it clear diamond features and low residual damage in the an-
nealed microstructures.

Total Internal Reflection Mirrors: To inject light into our
structures, we developed an input/output light-collection sys-
tem based on linear trenches inclined at 45° with respect to the
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Figure 1. Microfabrication process of a cantilever structure in single-
crystal diamond: a) MeV ion implantation (optical image of the
100 lm× 100 lm implanted regions) is followed by b) FIB-micromachin-
ing (scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the patterned
trenches), thermal annealing, and c) chemical etching (optical image of
the structure after subsequent etching steps progressively undercutting
the cantilever); d) shows a SEM image of the final cantilever structure.

Figure 2. SEM image of a micrometer-scale bridge structure machined in
single-crystal diamond; the ∼ 400 nm thick gap below the freestanding
bridge is visible.
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is shown in Figure 3a. A high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)

image of the sandwich region (prior to annealing) is shown in

Figure 3b, which demonstrates a highly ordered crystalline

lattice as expected in single-crystal diamond. After annealing

at 1100 8C, the membrane was lifted out from the sample and

attached to a TEM grid. The TEM diffraction image shown

Figure 3c confirms the high quality of the membrane, returning

the expected pattern for single-crystal diamond.

The double-implant method can be used as the basis for the

fabrication of a range of photonic and NEMS structures. A

schematic of the fabrication process is shown in Figure 4.

Following the double implant, high temperature annealing,

and galvanic etching (Step 1), a FIB is used to carefully mill

down to the depth of the shallower implant (Step 2). A sharp

tip is then glued to the cap layer (Step 3), which is then lifted

out (Step 4) using a micromanipulator. The scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) image shows the cap layer still attached to

the probe (which can be transferred for other applications if

desired). What remains on the substrate is a thin diamond

membrane, attached to the substrate only at its edges. The

thinnest layers produced using this method are to date 210 nm,

achieved using helium ions with implantation energies of 2.00

and 1.88 MeV.

The thickness of the resulting layer is dependent on the

energies of each implant. We chose to use 2.00 MeV as a fixed

starting energy and vary the second implant energy. The

higher-energy ion was always implanted first, followed by the

lower energy to restrict the broadening of the damage profile

for both implants. Four distinct membranes were produced,

and in Table 1 we show the difference in the helium-ion

energies used (higher energy, E1 � lower energy, E2), the layer

thickness produced, and the peak-to-peak distances as

calculated by SRIM 2008. Note that the SRIM-calculated

peak-to-peak separation will overestimate the resultant

membrane thickness, as it does not take into account the

excluded graphitic regions or the swelling of the material

discussed previously. The results from the first three

membranes were used to predict the 200 nm layer from an

implant of 2.00 and 1.88 MeV helium ions. The experimental

result for membrane four was a layer of 210 nm. No advantage

was observed by annealing the sample between implantations.

An important advantage of our double-energy implant

method is the fact that the annealing of the implanted layer

occurs with the cap layer in place. As has been previously

shown,[41] large pressures are extant in the implanted layer

because of the expansion of the damaged layer primarily due to

the change in density from diamond to amorphous and

graphitic phases (this is the origin of the strain that causes the

orientation of the graphitic crystallites). In essence, the cap

layer and the underlying substrate act to constrain the

sandwich under high pressures during the annealing process,

and protect the thin membrane from surface oxidation and/or

graphitization. We are therefore able to use higher annealing

temperatures that would normally lead to graphitization of the

desired layer.

The exposed membranes are then suitable for further

processing, using FIB to build photonic structures. One such

structure is presented in Figure 5a, which shows a microring

cavity sculpted from the thin diamond membrane. The ring is

3mm in diameter, and has a cross-section of 280 nm� 330 nm,

one of the smallest single-crystal diamond rings ever

fabricated, and with dimensions compatible with single

(transverse)-mode operation in the red. Microring cavities

Figure 4. Schematic of the fabrication procedure: Step 1 shows the sample
after annealing and etching, with two air layers at depth within the sample.
Step 2 shows FIB cuts around�80% of the edges of the cap layer, to enable
liftout. Note that the cuts must stop exactly at the shallow layer, or the thin
membrane below can be lost. Step 3 shows the positioning and attachment
of the probe to the cap layer. Step 4 shows that once the final cut is made
the cap layer can be removed, exposing the thin membrane beneath for
further processing and/or milling. The SEM image shows the freshly
exposed layer as the cap is lifted away after being attached to the probe
with platinum.

Table 1. List of implantation energies used to produce various layer
thicknesses at depth within single-crystal diamond.

E1 [MeV] E2

[MeV]

Energy

difference

[MeV]

Resulting

layer

[nm]

SRIM peak

to peak

distance [nm] [a]

2.00 1.70 0.30 620� 40 600

2.00 1.80 0.20 350� 18 400

2.00 1.85 0.15 255� 13 320

2.00 1.88 0.12 210� 10 240

[a] Theoretical maximum thickness.
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(B)

Figure 2.6 – (A) Process flow for fabricating free-standing single crystal diamond devices using
implantation and lift-off, followed by FIB patterning. Reproduced from [94]. (B) Single crystal
diamond membrane fabricated via two-energy implantation and FIB-based liftout. The membrane
is welded to a micromanipulator via localised Pt deposition. Reproduced from [95].

in the capping layer, where it didn’t. The amorphous layer is then etched in boiling tri-acid

etch. They remark that the now-exposed bottom surface of the single crystal capping layer is

smooth (Ra =∼ 2 nm), attributed to the abrupt damage threshold. A final high temperature

annealing (1100 ◦C, forming gas, 2.5 h) is performed to recover residual damage from both the

initial implantation and from FIB processing. Cantilevers and suspended beam waveguides

are fabricated, using diamond-air total internal reflection mirrors for coupling, machined

during the FIB milling step.

In order to fabricate membranes thin enough to support single optical mode waveguides,

Fairchild et al. proposed a two-energy implantation fabrication scheme [95]. The motivation

behind the two energy implant is the difficulty of reducing the capping layer thickness to

200 nm without problems with strain induced cracking. Two implantations of He+ are carried

out with 1.8 MeV and 2 MeV, creating two amorphised layers, with a layer of ungraphitised

diamond between. The authors observe that the graphitised layer corresponding to the second

2 MeV implantation is deeper than expected, likely because of the swelling caused by the first

implantation, resulting in a 330 nm thick membrane. After annealing at 1260 ◦C, electrochemi-

cal etching is used to remove the amorphous carbon layers. FIB milling is used to cut a window

into the capping layer, which is then lifted by bonding it via platinum deposition to a micro-

manipulator. This results in the thin single crystal diamond membrane remaining, supported

at the edges. Further FIB processing is showcased to fabricate micro/nanostructures in the

membrane.

A different approach for obtaining optical confinement was pursued by Wang et al. [96]. In

their work, they employ low energy (180 keV), low fluence (2×1015 ions/cm2) boron implan-

tation to create the amorphous carbon. The capping layer is subsequently overgrown using

MPCVD (300 nm). Structures are then formed by deposition and patterning of an Al/Ti hard

mask layer using e-beam lithography (ZEP positive resist). Chlorine-chemistry (BCl3/Cl2) ICP

is used to etch the metal layers, then O2-based plasma is used to etch the diamond - amor-

phous carbon - diamond layers ∼1.45µm deep. Afterwards Ti/Al electrodes are patterned onto
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2.3. Diamond-on-insulator photonic platforms

The subsequent process steps formed the resonator struc-
tures through electron beam lithography and inductively
coupled plasma �ICP� etching. A 1 �m thick aluminum film
was formed by electron beam deposition to serve as a mask
for the subsequent ICP etching. A thin �80 nm� overlayer of
Ti ensured a smoother film surface through subsequent ther-
mal processes such as the soft bake of the electron beam
resist �180 °C on a hot plate for 3 min�. The samples were
then patterned with ZEP-520A electron beam resist and pat-
terns were formed by electron beam lithography using a
JEOL—JBX-5DII. ICP etching was used to etch the Al/Ti
layer. Fairly straight etched sidewalls can be obtained under
the following conditions: 20 SCCM BCl3, 40 SCCM Cl2
�SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per minute at STP�, 70 W
bias power, 300 W ICP power, and 0.7 Pa pressure. The etch
rate is about 500 nm per minute. The pattern was subse-
quently transferred into the diamond through reactive ion
etching: 40 SCCM O2, 1 SCCM CF4, 700 V bias voltage,
and 50 mT for 15 min. The etched depth is about 1.45 �m.
The high bias voltage and resulting redeposition of material
onto the etched sidewall result in the sloped profiles that are
observed in Fig. 2�a�. Energy dispersive x-ray analysis re-
veals large peaks from the sidewall material, corresponding
to Al and F. The layer can be completely removed by immer-
sion in potassium hydroxide �KOH�. The final results are
shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. The ion implanted layer �the
black region� can be clearly observed in these pictures. By
examining the devices distributed within an area of about 1
�1 mm2 in the central region, the average thickness of the
implantation layer is found to be 149±20 nm, and that of the
diamond epilayer is 295±31 nm.

The next, key processes involve the selective removal of
the ion-implanted region to form the undercut layer. Electro-
chemical etching of implanted diamond has been previously

described by Marchywka and Pehrsson.10 In that process, the
sample was subjected to a rather high voltage supplied by a
pair of electrodes, usually spaced a few centimeters apart
within a liquid electrolyte. The applied voltage was typically
100–300 V, and lateral etch rates were about 300 �m/h. We
desired better control over the undercut process, over a more
localized spatial region, and therefore chose to integrate the
electrodes onto the device. Local electrodes of Ti and Al
were patterned onto the substrates through optical lithogra-
phy and thin film lift-off. Schematic views of the electrodes
are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. The electrodes are subject
to a low frequency ac bias �50 Hz� with etching taking place
at the diamond substrate. We have chosen an electrode ge-
ometry that surrounds the diamond structure to more easily
and rapidly form the undercut structure. The use of the ac
voltage and the distribution of the electrodes ensure the uni-
formity of the etched profile. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 4. The sample was held fixed within the beaker
and immersed in an electrolyte composed of 10:1 DI water to
ordinary laboratory water. Use of the ordinary laboratory wa-
ter provided some conductivity in the electrolyte; use of the
DI water lessened the possibility of artifacts and contami-
nants in the solution. The conductivity of the mixture is
about 80 �S/cm. Gold plated tungsten tips were used to
avoid the oxidation of the tips. Helium gas was bubbled
through during the etch process to avoid local buildup of
etch products, etchant, and to break up local generation of
gases resulting from the etch process �mainly H2 and O2�.
Voltages between 5 and 10 V were used in this experiment.

After completion of the electrochemical etch, the samples
were dipped in gold etchant to remove the electrode patterns.
The final structures are shown in Fig. 5. In the case of the

FIG. 1. �a� Schematic drawing of device structure. �b� Optical photograph of
the grown material �top view�.

FIG. 2. Scanning electron microscopy �SEM� graphs of �a� beam structure
and �b� microdisk after patterning by reactive ion etching.
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sample was subjected to a rather high voltage supplied by a
pair of electrodes, usually spaced a few centimeters apart
within a liquid electrolyte. The applied voltage was typically
100–300 V, and lateral etch rates were about 300 �m/h. We
desired better control over the undercut process, over a more
localized spatial region, and therefore chose to integrate the
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were patterned onto the substrates through optical lithogra-
phy and thin film lift-off. Schematic views of the electrodes
are shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. The electrodes are subject
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at the diamond substrate. We have chosen an electrode ge-
ometry that surrounds the diamond structure to more easily
and rapidly form the undercut structure. The use of the ac
voltage and the distribution of the electrodes ensure the uni-
formity of the etched profile. The experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 4. The sample was held fixed within the beaker
and immersed in an electrolyte composed of 10:1 DI water to
ordinary laboratory water. Use of the ordinary laboratory wa-
ter provided some conductivity in the electrolyte; use of the
DI water lessened the possibility of artifacts and contami-
nants in the solution. The conductivity of the mixture is
about 80 �S/cm. Gold plated tungsten tips were used to
avoid the oxidation of the tips. Helium gas was bubbled
through during the etch process to avoid local buildup of
etch products, etchant, and to break up local generation of
gases resulting from the etch process �mainly H2 and O2�.
Voltages between 5 and 10 V were used in this experiment.

After completion of the electrochemical etch, the samples
were dipped in gold etchant to remove the electrode patterns.
The final structures are shown in Fig. 5. In the case of the
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(A)

beam structure, our goal was to remove the ion damaged
layer in region A, but not in regions B and C. Figs. 5�a�–5�c�
show the results for structures that were �a� underetched �b�
properly etched, and �c� overetched. These figures illustrate
the importance of localized control of the electrochemical
etch process, achievable through our approach. It is also in-
teresting to note the residual strain revealed in the overetched
structures, evident in the bowing that is observed. We note
that below a threshold value of voltage �7–8 V�, the ion
damaged layer is not etched at all. Once the etching is initi-

ated, full undercut of the beam structures is achieved very
rapidly, with an average estimated etch rate of about
10 �m/min. The microdisk required a slightly higher volt-
age �10 V� to initiate the etching, and the etch rate is slower.
Four electrodes were placed around the microdisks, and two
�I,III� or �II,IV�, as noted in Fig. 3, electrodes were biased at
a time. Figure 5�d� shows the result if only one set of elec-
trodes are biased, and Fig. 5�e� shows the result if both of
them are used. More complete exploration will be carried out
on the effects of geometry, proximity, and placement of the
electrodes on the etch rate. It is already apparent that the
ability to tailor the electrode geometry to the structure to be
etched is an advantage of our technique. No distinctive
modes were observed for the microdisks at room temperature
excitation with a 532 nm laser, at an incident power of about
10 mW. Photoluminescence �PL� measurements of the epi-
taxial film alone showed much weaker emission, more than
an order of magnitude weaker in intensity, compared to
type-Ib diamond substrate. No clear emission from N-V cen-
ters was observed from epitaxial film. Subsequent finite-
difference time-domain simulations indicated that the
150 nm postheight is not large enough to decouple the disk
and the substrate. We note that microdisks we have previ-
ously fabricated in nanocrystalline diamond on SiO2 did
demonstrate broad optical modes.14 In that case, larger disk-
to-substrate separation was achievable by selective etching
into the SiO2. New fabrication approaches will therefore
need to be developed for single crystal diamond resonators.

FIG. 4. Experimental setup of electrochemical etching. He gas was bubbled
during the process.

FIG. 3. Schematic drawings of the electrodes distribution relative to the �a�
beam structure and �b� microdisk.

FIG. 5. SEM graphs of beam structure that are �a� un-
deretched, �b� properly etched, and �c� overetched, and
of microdisk structures which are etched by biasing: �d�
one set of electrodes and �e� both sets of electrodes.
Regions in �a� are labelled to correspond to Fig. 3.
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Figure 2.7 – (A) SEM picture of implanted microstructures, the dark layer corresponding to the
graphitised region. (B) Structures after local electrochemical release. Buckling of the structures
after release indicate induced stress, a by-product of ion damage. Reproduced from [96].

the substrate for subsequent electrochemical etching. Deionised water is mixed with tap water

(10:1), forming the electrolyte with a conductivity of ∼80µS. Voltages of 5 V to 10 V are used,

with electrode spacing of 10µm to 20µm. The electrodes are arranged on both sides of linear

structures (beams) and on four sides around circular structures (disks). It is remarked that a

threshold voltage of 7 V to 8 V is required for the etching of the beam structures and 10 V for the

disks, with a high 10µmmin−1 etch rate. The amorphous carbon is completely etched for the

beam structures, and partially for the disks, leaving an amorphous carbon pillar. The finished

structures were probed for optical modes, but there were none found (subsequent simulations

showing that the 150 nm air gap revealed by removing the α−C does not provide optical

isolation). SEM also reveals significant residual stress in the structures resulting in buckling

after release (Figure 2.7B). This residual stress is attributed to the unannealed damage in the

top device layer.

Hiscocks et al. utilises dry etching to fabricate ridge waveguides, achieving optical confine-

ment using the graphitisation method with a single 2 MeV implantation and annealing [97].

The waveguide ridges (height: 1.5µm, width: 3.5µm) are defined using an oxide mask and

photolithography, etched using oxygen plasma. FIB is then used to mill holes for the sub-

sequent electrochemical release as well as 45° mirrors for coupling to the waveguides. The

authors report successful multimode propagation in the waveguide.

Magyar et al. demonstrates the diamond lift-off process with an additional membrane thin-

ning step, opposed to overgrowth of the membrane [98]. 1 MeV implantation of He+ was used

to form the amorphous layer, which was annealed post-implantation at 950 ◦C for 2 h. The

substrate was etched into 225µm square mesas using oxygen reactive ion etching and then

electrochemically etched. The mesas are detached from the bulk and were collected in a

water droplet and transferred onto an oxidised silicon wafer via drop-casting. The membranes

are transferred in both original orientation (initial top surface as top surface) and flipped

orientation and then thinned using oxygen ICP plasma. The Raman signals are recorded from

both membranes, showing reduction of the non-diamond signal from the flipped membrane
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Chapter 2. State of the art

where the etching removes the end-of-range damage, and unchanged for the membrane in the

original orientation. This suggests that removal of up to 1µm of the membrane enhances opti-

cal properties by removing unannealed ion damage. The resulting 200 nm thick membranes

show strong luminescence and can be processed further into nanophotonic devices.

employed as a platform for diamond based sensors,8 radiation
detectors,9 micro/nano-mechanical resonators,10–12 integrated
photonics,13,14 Raman lasers15 and frequency combs.16

A different method that has been used is the fabrication of
10 µm wide and millimetre long beams with 200 nm thickness
by etching 10 µm deep trenches on a bulk SCD using RIE.17,18

In the last step, thin strips are picked up mechanically from
the substrate. But, these membranes have not been used for
integrated devices fabrication due to size limitations.

Ion implantation and lift-off is another technique for fabri-
cation of free-standing thin SCD membranes.19–22 This tech-
nique has many advantages. Prime among these is that ion
implantation process creates an etchable damage layer at a fixed
depth below the surface, and so naturally provides a membrane
of uniform thickness that is independent of the parallelism of
the original substrate. However, the residual damage from the
ion implantation step introduces built-in strain and also
degrades the optical quality of the membranes, limiting the use
of these membranes for photonic devices.20 These stand-alone
thin membranes also tend to crack and bow during lift-off limit-
ing the production of large size ultra-thin membranes. Never-
theless, CVD overgrowth after ion implantation, can be used to
form a high-quality SCD layer followed by plasma etching of the
damaged layer and provides a promising platform for photonic
device fabrication.21,22 In order to remove the entire damaged
region after CVD overgrowth step, only 1–2 µm of diamond
needs to be removed by RIE. Furthermore, a variety of colour
centers can be incorporated in the membranes through control
of the CVD overgrowth process.23

Each of these methods has their own advantages and dis-
advantages. The disadvantages common to all three methods
are the difficulty in handling. To overcome the handling
problem, these membranes are often bonded to a substrate
such as Si/SiO2 which may restrict the operational functional-
ity of membranes due to different thermal/chemical properties
of the substrate and bonding materials. In addition, scalability
is another issue to be addressed. Here we report a robust
fabrication method that overcomes many of the SCD proces-
sing limitations by providing large, ultra-thin, low-strain SCD
membrane windows supported by a thick diamond frame.
These membrane window architectures are easy to handle
while minimizing breakage/curvature and incorporate single
NV centres. The membrane properties are dependent primarily
on control of the CVD overgrowth process, which has been
shown to produce extremely high quality single crystal material
provided sufficient substrate preparation methods are followed
to minimize dislocation generation.24 Furthermore, this fabri-
cation process is suitable for large scale production, by allow-
ing for parallel implantation, overgrowth and etching of
multiple membranes.

2. Fabrication

The fabrication process of high quality, ultra-thin SCDMW is
shown in Fig. 1. In this work, high pressure high temperature
(HPHT) Type 1b and CVD grown Type IIa SCD substrates
(300–500 µm thick) were implanted with 1 MeV energy Helium

Fig. 1 Schematic of fabrication process of ultra-thin SCD membrane windows (a) The as-received SCD slab was implanted with high energy Helium
ions to create a thin damage layer ∼1.7 µm deep from the diamond surface. (b) The implanted diamond was annealed at temperature ∼1300 °C for
1 hour to convert the amorphous layer to graphite-like etchable carbon layer (c) The annealed diamond was then overgrown using MPCVD yielding
high quality SCD layer. (d) Another slab of diamond (PCD or SCD) milled using a laser cutter has lateral dimensions smaller than the original SCD
substrate and with a thickness of 150–300 µm. Frames of different geometries such as micro-channels can be fabricated that connect some of the
apertures within the diamond frame. (e) The diamond frame was then placed and aligned on the top of the overgrown substrate. (f ) The diamond
assembly was again grown in MPCVD reactor for selective growth and fusion of diamond frame. (g) The assembly was immersed in an electro-
chemical cell to etch the graphite-like carbon layer. The SCD membrane fused with the thick diamond frame was lifted off. (h) The fused membrane
was flipped and thinned using ICP-RIE to etch the damage layer. (i) If required, RIE was conducted through frame apertures. ( j) The finished large
area, high quality, ultra-thin SCDMW produced by a scalable process.
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plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) to achieve a final
membrane thickness of ∼1 μm. The resulting thin membranes
shows a diamond Raman line centered on 1333 cm−1 with a full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 2.1 cm−1 and free of any hint
of remaining ion damage which proves that the membrane is
made of high quality material with low strain. Photo-
luminescence (PL) measurements obtained using confocal
microscopy using an excitation laser with a wavelength of 532
nm show optically active defects with a density of ∼5/μm2,
incorporated during the CVD process. The PL spectra show
signatures of neutral and negatively charged NV centers. The
existence of single defects within the membranes is proven via
autocorrelation measurements, showing antibunching down to
g2(0) = 0.3, as presented in our previous work.51 SCDMW
templates are hence generally suitable for photonic applications
using color centers in diamond. The density of optically active
defects could be further reduced by avoiding traces of doping
materials in the CVD chamber, such that single color centers
could be incorporated at intended positions within the
photonic circuits.
The fabrication of nanophotonic devices, as illustrated in

Figure 1, starts with the SCDMW template described in the
previous section (Step A). The SCDMW is glued to an
oxidized silicon wafer using poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) such that the diamond frame is in contact with the
PMMA (Step B). Then the fabrication follows the procedure
that was successfully established for PCD devices:35 a 5 nm

layer of silicon oxide is deposited onto the diamond in order to
promote resist adhesion. A layer of negative tone resist
hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) is spin-coated on the
membrane with a thickness of ∼500 nm. The nanophotonic
circuits are then written into the HSQ resist using electron
beam lithography (EBL) on a JEOL 5300 50 kV system (Step
C). After development (MF319, 10 min), the exposed HSQ
resist pattern serves as an etch mask. The pattern is transferred
into the SCD membrane via dry etching by capacitively coupled
reactive ion etching (RIE) in an Oxford 80 Plasmalab etcher.
The device height (or etch depth) is precisely controlled by the
etching time (Step D) and was 380 nm in the devices shown
here.
Figure 2a shows a top down optical microscope view of a 1.5

× 1.5 mm large SCDMW with four windows of 400 × 400 μm
size each. Note that our fabrication approach is not limited to
this sample size or the number of windows. Therefore, samples
with tens of membrane windows can also be readily fabricated
with the procedure presented in this manuscript. On each of
the membrane windows several nanophotonic circuits that are
compatible with commercially available fiber arrays can be
structured, as illustrated in the EBL layout of Figure 2b. A
general photonic circuit as shown in the bottom inset of Figure
2b consists of in- and output focusing grating couplers
connected to a 1 μm wide bus waveguide and a ring resonator
that is evanescently coupled to the waveguide. The focusing
grating couplers (upper inset of Figure 2b) are Bragg gratings

Figure 2. Device fabrication. (a) Optical microscope image of a SCDMW (1.5 × 1.5 mm) before device fabrication. The diamond frame is fused to a
SCD thin membrane, which forms an array of 2 × 2 membrane windows each of 400 × 400 μm size and ∼1 μm thick (b) Lithography layout
showing sets of ring resonators evanescently coupled to waveguides. The insets show an exemplary circuit (bottom inset) and a zoom on a focusing
grating coupler for out-of-plane coupling to optical fibers (top inset). (c) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of fully fabricated photonic
chip, hosting sets of photonic circuits on the SCD membranes. Inset: SEM micrograph of a compact device, consisting of grating couplers,
waveguide, and microring resonator.

Figure 3. Characterization of integrated optical circuits. (a) Atomic force microscope scan of a device, showing 1 μm width of both ring and
waveguide, 380 nm step height, and 1.7 nm rms roughness of the etched substrate. (b) Schematic of the measurement setup, consisting of a tunable
infrared laser, a polarization controller, a fiber array for coupling light into and out of the chip, the SCD photonic chip, and a photodetector, allowing
for easy device characterization via transmission measurements. All components are not to scale. Inset: Simulated profile of the TE-like guided mode
(norm of the electric field) at 1570 nm wavelength of the 1 μm wide diamond rib waveguide, after etching 380 nm into the 1 μm thick SCD
membrane. (c) SEM micrograph of one SCD membrane window after fabrication, showing sets of small devices along with four photonic circuits
designed to match commercial fiber arrays. The arrows indicate the flow of light during a transmission measurement.
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Figure 2.8 – (A) Process flow for fabricating SCD membrane windows using lift-off with a fused
stiffener frame. (B) Fabricated SCD window substrate, with photonic devices fabricated on the
platform. Reproduced from [99] and [100].

Piracha et al. shows an improved process flow for accessing and handling thin diamond

membranes fabricated via the ion implantation lift-off technique [99]. Following the 1 MeV

implantation, the substrate is annealed at ∼1300 ◦C and overgrown using MPCVD. After over-

growth, laser cut poly- and single crystal diamond frames of 150µm thickness are positioned

on top of the substrates. Subsequently, the substrate - frame assembly is overgrown again,

fusing the frames to the substrate. Electrochemical etching is used to separate the membrane

from the bulk, followed by reactive ion etching on membrane side to remove ion damage. The

membrane can be further thinned to the desired thickness, selected as 300 nm in the article.

The authors carried out extensive characterisation of the resulting membranes, confirming

high quality single crystal structure using Raman spectroscopy and the existence of lumines-

cent NV defects using photoluminescence. This membrane fabrication technique was later

extended to the fabrication of photonic devices [100]. The processed diamond membrane-

frame assembly is glued to a carrier substrate using poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), so

that the frame is in contact with the adhesive. E-beam lithography is carried out with HSQ
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2.3. Diamond-on-insulator photonic platforms

negative resist. Subsequently, the patterns are transferred into the membrane using a timed

reactive ion etch, resulting in an etch depth of 380 nm. The resulting ridge-type photonic

structures were characterised optically. They report a propagation loss of 7.2 dBcm−1 for the

waveguides and a (loaded) Q-factor of 66000 for the disk resonators. The authors comment

on the possibility of the fabrication of fully etched structures on the platform by either using

anchor structures or the augmentation of the membrane structure with a low refractive index

material on the bottom side, such as PECVD SiO2.

Bormashov et al. utilises the graphitisation-based lift-off process to fabricate large-area di-

amond Schottky diodes [101]. Low energy (450 keV) He+ implantation is used to create the

buried layer at 820 nm depth from the surface. MPCVD is used to overgrow the capping layer

with boron doped diamond. Two layers are grown, the first heavily doped layer serving both

as a source of holes during on-state and providing mechanical strength to the membrane

during lift-off, and the second, optimally doped layer providing depletion in off-state. Elec-

trochemical etching is used to remove the amorphous carbon layer and then the samples are

annealed at 680 ◦C for surface termination. Schottky contacts are formed by depositing Pt on

one side, and ohmic contacts are formed by depositing Ti/Pt/Au. The resulting diodes are

characterized electrically, showing improved performance in almost all figures of merit versus

diodes fabricated previously in 200µm thick diamond substrates [102].

Bray et al. extends the fabrication shown in previously in [98] to engineer Schottky, p-n and

p-i-n diamond junctions in single crystal diamond [18]. Boron doped single crystal diamond

is implanted with 1 MeV He+ ions to form the etchable layer ∼ 1.7µm below the top surface,

which is then etched electrochemically. The membrane is transferred to a Ti coated substrate

and thinned to ∼200 nm. The device is characterized, showing rectifying behaviour due to

the formed Schottky junction. A modified process is employed to fabricate p-n junctions.

Following He+ implantation, n-type diamond (P doping) is grown epitaxially (∼200 nm). The

transferred membrane shows diode-like behaviour with a high rectification ratio of ∼1×104,

comparable to bulk diamond devices. Furthermore, the authors demonstrate p-i-n devices, by

modifying the process to create an intrinsic diamond layer below the n-type layer. The intrinsic

layer was grown in the presence of Si to form SiV colour centers. Electric characterisation

shows diode-like behaviour for the p-i-n structure rectification ratio of ∼1×106, along with

demonstration of electroluminescence of the SiV colour center.

As seen in this section, tremendous work has been invested in the diamond membrane lift-

off process. To elucidate decisions taken in the fabrication section, the individual steps are

examined in detail, namely the implantation and subsequent annealing step, the etching of the

amorphised layer and the handling or bonding of the membrane for subsequent processing.

Implantation and conversion to etchable carbon

A key facet of the diamond material systems is the ability to host foreign atoms, which can

form colour-centers with exceptional properties. Some of the most studied colour centers are
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the nitrogen vacancy center (NV) [16, 103–105] and the silicon vacancy center (SiV) [106, 107],

but new centers are still being discovered.

The creation of these colour centers require the introduction of the foreign atoms into the

diamond lattice, which can be done during growth [107] or via ion implantation. Ion implan-

tation is the process of accelerating the dopant atoms to high energies and inserting them into

the host material’s lattice via bombardment. This process causes multiple effects depending

on the material of the dopant and host, the angle and temperature of the implantation, the

energy and fluence of the ions. The ion’s path can be thought of as ’atomic billiards’, as the

ion collides with host atoms in succession, losing energy by each collision. These collisions

can be classified into two phenomena: electronic stopping and nuclear stopping. During

the first part of the ion’s descent, the particle is too energetic for collisions and loses energy

via electron-electron interactions or excitation/ionization. After sufficient energy is lost, the

ion loses energy due to nuclear collisions in the material, leaving behind a high density of

displaced host atoms, eventually coming to a stop [93]. The displaced host atoms leave empty

lattice locations behind, known as vacancies. Vacancies can be thought of as pseudo-atoms,

that can move in the lattice, if there is sufficient energy. At room temperature, vacancies

are immobile. As a first approximation, ion implantation can be thought of as additively

increasing the number of vacancies in the affected diamond region. This phenomenon of

vacancy creation is also referred to as ion damage.

Diamond is a metastable phase of carbon [108]. Supplying enough disorder via ion dam-

age and then performing providing energy in the form of annealing can change the phase

into amorphous carbon [109]. The amorphous carbon phase has different properties from

the diamond and these properties can be exploited for structuring. The first report on this

phenomenon was by Parikh et al. [93], who identified the ion damage categorized into four

regimes based on the ion-dependent fluence:

low fluence regime in this regime the ion damage is almost completely recoverable by

post-implantation annealing

medium fluence regime the ion damage is not recovered by post-implantation annealing, a

stable phase is formed

high fluence regime the implanted region is converted into an amorphous carbon phase by

annealing

extreme fluence regime the implanted region spontaneously undergoes the phase transition

to amorphous carbon without annealing

Both oxygen and carbon are used for implantation. The authors report that the fluence is an

insufficient predictor for the threshold fluence for each regimes, but that the implantation

depth has an influence, possibly due to the unconverted cap layer restricting the expansion of

the damaged layer.
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Locher et al. followed the same concept with oxygen implantation, but applied overgrowth,

i.e. after implantation, a diamond homoepitaxial layer is grown on the implanted side of the

substrate [110]. The aim of this overgrowth is to create a pristine layer of diamond that has no

ion damage. They show via X-Ray and Raman study that the fluence of the implantation does

not significantly alter the quality of the overgrown diamond layer. A similar procedure was

carried out by Samlensi et al. [111], who performed ion channeling analysis using Rutherford

Backscattering (RBS) experiments. They conclude that high quality single crystal film growth is

possible after graphitisation treatment, without additional heat treatment post-implantation.

Similarly to [110], they show that the template bulk diamond plate can be reused for repeating

the membrane lift-off process to the same effect as the pristine diamond plate. Gippius et al.

investigated the implantation of H+, D+ and He+ species [112, 113]. While they remark that

the behaviour of D+ and He+ are very similar, they observe the formation of hydrogen gas and

island formation upon annealing when implanting with H+. This gas formation can be seen as

similar to the phenomenon during H+ implantation into Si driving the Smart-Cut process [92].

The conversion to the graphite depends not on the fluence, but the level of radiation damage.

Radiation damage depends not only on the fluence but also the implantation temperature,

because the low temperature lessens the diffusion of vacancies. Implanted region swells, due

to lower density, because of sp2 bonds [114]. Molecular dynamics simulations show that cold

implantation, followed by very high temperature annealing leads to a sharp (α−C ) − diamond

interface, which results in smooth diamond surfaces after amorphous carbon etching [115].

Membrane lift-off via hot implantation was demonstrated by Suk et al. [116]. Two implanta-

tions are carried out: a first hot implantation of 4 MeV C+, and subsequently a room tempera-

ture implantation of H+ at 380 keV, both targeting 2.3µm depth. During annealing at 850 ◦C,

the top diamond membrane self-cleaves, due to the formation of H2 gas. The membrane has

significant stress, and to prevent warping, a Ti layer is deposited before cleavage.

Bosia et al. proposes a numerical model for predicting structural changes induced by ion

implantation [117]. Expanding on previous work on modelling the swelling caused by implan-

tation [118], the authors derive a formula for describing vacancy density, which accounts for

a saturation of defects. The vacancies are related to the decrease in density, and therefore,

swelling of the material. The models were validated using 1.8 MeV He+ implantation. Subse-

quent work carried out by the same group further refines these results [119]. Graphitisation is

also being explored for microfabrication of microfluidics [120], surface micropatterning [121]

and buried electrode fabrication for bioMEMS [122].

Quantifying ion damage

Depth-resolved or confocal Raman spectroscopy is a useful tool to quantify the ion damage

of the substrate. Pristine diamond displays a single peak at 1332 cm−1 ("the diamond peak"),

with no other peaks between 0 cm−1 to 2000 cm−1. Implantation produces a broadening

and shift of the diamond peak, with the appearance of several other peaks, at 1445 cm−1,

1490 cm−1, 1630 cm−1 and 1680 cm−1 [123]. This study also reveals the evolution of these
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peaks during annealing, revealing a significant decrease of the peaks attributed to the amor-

phous carbon phase after annealing at 1200 ◦C, attributed to the annealing of the associated

defects. The data reveals that the annealing behaviour depends on the depth where the defects

are located - defects at the end of range anneal more completely than defects closer to the

surface. Olivero et al. also reports the decrease in amorphous fraction both for 550 ◦C and

1100 ◦C annealing [124].

Photoluminescence can also help identifying the ion damage in diamond. Many defect

centres are both luminescent and related to vacancies [125], allowing an indirect way of

quantifying damage. Especially of importance is the GR1 defect center which is attributed

to a vacancy in the neutral charge state (V0). Many diamond samples also are naturally

luminescent due to containing NV or SiV centres, the suppression of these signals can also

point to lattice damage [57, 125].

re"ections which exhibit a spread in angular orientation (curved) was
determined to be approximately 3.4 Å. This corresponds well with the
reported values JCPDS diffraction data for the graphite (002) planar
spacing of 3.36 Å [25] and 3.38 Å [26]. There appears to be a somewhat
preferential orientation to the graphite with the (002) planes of the
graphite being vertical, i.e. (002)g//(022)d.

Within the graphite layer, shown in an <110> on-axis bright !eld
(BF) TEMimage in Fig. 8(a), pockets of crystallinediamondappear in the
near-surface interface region. This region between the crystalline
diamond and graphitic regions (Fig. 8(b)) is less abrupt than the
corresponding graphite-bulk crystalline boundary (Fig. 8(c)). Through
the nature of ion interactions in a solid and using the energy from

Fig. 7. HR-XTEM images of diamond after Si+ implant at 1 MeV to a dose of 3!1015 cm!2 at 303 K using on-axis [110] BF imaging conditions. Images are taken from the upper
crystalline-to-amorphous transition region. Images shownwith the respective fast Fourier transform (FFT): (a) as-implanted HRTEM and (b) FFT, and (c) annealed at 1350 °C for 1 h
image and (d) FFT and (e) 24 h image and (f) FFT.

Fig. 6.On-axis BF-XTEM images of diamond Si+ implanted at 1 MeV to a dose of 3!1015 cm2 at 303 K (a) as-implanted and (b) annealed at 1350 °C for 24 h. Black arrows indicate the
near-surface interface between crystalline and amorphous layers; gray arrows indicate the bulk interface between amorphous and bulk crystal diamond.
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films of only 200 nm thickness suffers from technical

challenges. Our approach is to employ a double-implant

strategy to create two damage layers with a single-crystal layer

‘‘sandwiched’’ between them. Figure 1a shows a cross-sectional

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of such a

double implant. Two helium-ion implant energies were

employed, 1.80 and 2.00 MeV. The TEM image clearly shows

the amorphous layers created by the implantations, and the

‘‘sandwiched’’ layer of diamond between the two amorphized

layers. SRIM simulations[39] (Fig. 1b) were performed to

model the implantation process. For convenience, the lightly

shaded areas shown in Figure 1b correspond to the location of

the amorphized regions as measured from the TEM image in

Figure 1a. Between these layers, the sandwich layer is marked

in white. The simulation shows peaks in the expected damage

profile at about 3100 and 3550 nm, for the 1.80 and 2.00 MeV

implants, respectively. The region in which the damage

exceeds the critical dose is expected to be amorphized, thus

leading to two amorphous layers separated by a thin

‘‘sandwiched’’ diamond layer. Comparison of the TEM data

and the SRIM simulation show reasonable agreement in the

predicted depth of the amorphized layers and the width of the

‘‘sandwiched’’ layer. However, the observed depth of the

2.00 MeV amorphized layer appears to be somewhat deeper

than that predicted by SRIM. This may be a consequence of the

swelling[36] that occurs during the implantation process, which

results in an overall decrease in density of the ion-implanted

material. Since the difference in the density of diamond

(3.52 g cm�3) as compared to amorphous carbon (1.8–

2.3 g cm�3) is substantial, such swelling can more than account

for the difference between the SRIM simulation (which

assumes a constant density) and the observed depths of the

implanted region.

In the as-implanted state, the interface between the single

crystal regions (D<Dc) and the amorphized regions (D>Dc)

is not sharp, as can be seen in Figure 2a, which shows one of the

interface regions at higher magnification. High-resolution

imaging of the interface (not shown) clearly demonstrates that

the material marked between the dotted lines in Figure 2a is

amorphous, whereas the material in the dark bands close to the

dotted lines consists of single-crystalline material rich in point

defects. Figure 2b shows the interface region after annealing at

1260 8C. The interface sharpens considerably as the regions in

which D<Dc are annealed back to diamond, and the regions

D>Dc are converted into an etchable sp2-bonded form of

carbon. In the region between the dotted lines, high-resolution

images of the interface clearly show the presence of small

crystals of graphite, whose c-axis is oriented parallel to the

direction of the interface. Such preferred orientation has been

observed before in related systems, and is attributed to the

lowering of the Gibbs free energy in the presence of a strain

field, which in the present case is parallel to the interface.[40]

After annealing, the resulting graphite layers buried within

the sample are removed by galvanic etching (as described in

Experimental Section). This produces two air gaps within the

sample, i.e., a diamond/air/diamond/air/diamond structure, as

Figure 2. Before and after annealing. a) As-implanted interface between
the single crystal regions and the amorphized regions. Note the darkened
regions between the low-damage and high-damage regions, which accord-
ing to TEM are due to point defects in the diamond lattice. b) After
annealing at 1260 8C, the interface between the damaged and undamaged
areas becomes significantly sharper. The highly damaged region converts
to graphite, and the transition zone between the graphite and diamond
appears to be �10 nm.

Figure 3. a) SEM image of 330 nm layer after etching, showing �100 nm
air gaps between diamond layers. b) HRTEM image of the as-implanted
diamond layer produced using our method, before annealing and etching.
c) Diffraction image from the diamond membrane after liftout, with all
spots indexed to single-crystal diamond.
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(B)

Figure 2.9 – (A) Sharpening of the interface between amorphous carbon and single crystal di-
amond due high temperature annealing. The annealing facilitates the conversion of damaged
diamond to amorphous carbon that has been implanted above the critical fluence and decreases
the damage in diamond that received less. Reproduced from [126]. (B) Surface of diamond lay-
ers after removal of amorphous carbon in a two layer fabrication scheme, revealing a smooth,
well-defined membrane. Reproduced from [95].

On the destructive sample testing side, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) can pro-

vide an extremely high resolution, if somewhat qualitative view of the implantation area.

Furthermore, electron diffraction is a straightforward way of measuring the crystallinity of

the material, allowing to measure the amount of crystalline and amorphous signal coming

from the measured area. TEM also provides a precise measurement of the implanted layer

depth and thickness, surpassing optical techniques where the depth of focus limits resolution

to hundreds of nanometers. In a TEM study, Hickey et al. [126] investigated the implantation

of Si+ ions, below and above graphitisation threshold, with TEM cross-sectional imaging of the

sample both post-implantation and after annealing. They observe the swelling associated with

implanting and identify that the damaged layer is amorphous and not a graphite or diamond-

like phase. TEM imaging also shows qualitatively the sharpening of the interface between the

amorphous carbon layer and the crystalline diamond layer, along with the decrease of defect
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density, following the annealing step. For qualitative measurements, electron energy loss

spectroscopy (EELS) has been used [127], along with cathodoluminescence measurement

[128].

Transmission and absorption spectroscopy can also be used to measure the implanted layer,

as some defects are absorptive [129]. Similarly, the refractive index contrast can be probed via

ellipsometry [130].

Furthermore, x-ray techniques can be used to the measure the distortion of the lattice [119]

or even identify individual dislocations via x-ray diffraction topography [128].

Amorphous carbon etching

As described previously, the highly irradiated diamond layer is converted into amorphous

carbon (a −C ). This layer has chemical contrast with diamond, which can be exploited to

perform etching of this layer.

The first method used in literature is chemical wet etching. Graphite and amorphous carbon

are very chemically resistant, but certain very powerful oxidisers are able to etch it. Some

examples are hot chromic-sulfuric acid [93] and the "tri-acid" etch (HNO3:H2SO4:HClO4,

1:1:1) [94].

The second method relies on implanting reactive species into diamond, forming a volatile

phase either during implantation or during annealing, thereby accomplishing separation of

the capping layer from the bulk [93]. This method can be combined with supplying a reactive

atmosphere during the annealing step [93] and exploiting the lower activation energy of the

oxidation reaction (C + O −−→ COx) for amorphous carbon than for diamond, but in this case,

care must be taking that the diamond phase is not etched.

Amorphous carbon can also be etched using an electrochemical etch method. Marchy-

wka et al. invented the method for etching implanted graphitised diamond layers [131, 132],

based on previous empirical evidence of electrochemical oxidation of carbon materials [133].

The implanted sample is immersed into an low conductivity electrolyte, and high voltage is

applied via electrodes. The authors demonstrate that no physical contact of the electrode

with the implanted layer is required to perform etching. Platinum-iridium/platinum wires or

graphite electrodes are used when a monolithic etching is performed, but the microfabrication

of electrodes directly on the diamond substrate is also possible [96].

2.3.4 Diamond bonding

Bonding is the joining of materials in a permanent fashion. A variety of structures are en-

abled via wafer bonding (sensors, actuators) and it allows material combinations/thicknesses

otherwise impossible via layer deposition. A complication faced when bonding diamond
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is the substrate size – commercially available single crystal diamond substrates are mostly

chip-sized and techniques/equipment well adapted to wafers may perform suboptimally or

not at all. This problem is present for other semiconductor materials, and there has been some

work on reliable bonding of chip-size substrates [134, 135]. In the following section, different

bonding techniques will be reviewed, along with demonstrations.

Metallic interlayer bonding Exploiting diamond’s excellent heat conduction properties as

heatsinks has been investigated for integration with active devices that are limited by power

dissipation, like photodiodes and lasers. Metallic interlayer bonding is especially attractive

for this application, as it is typically more forgiving of the bonding surface, one of which is

typically already a high thermal conductivity metal heatsink, typically copper. An early work

comes from Russell and Thomson, who fabricated avalanche photodiodes that were bonded

via gold-gold thermocompression to a diamond cube [136]. Another option is to use solder to

perform the joining of the active layers to the diamond, as demonstrated by Katz et al. using a

gold-tin eutectic alloy solder [137]. Optimisation of the thin film stack on the submount and

active device is required to prevent reaction of solder with the active layers and the failure of

the bond [137, 138]. Similarly, deposition of bumps on the electrical contacts and subsequent

flip-chip bonding was demonstrated for high performance photodiodes and ASICs [139, 140].

Interlayer bonding A thick organic interlayer can compensate for a highly textured surface

(such as the waveguides fabricated in SOI), but still allows evanescent coupling between the

two layers, therefore it is an attractive option for photonic heterogeneous integration, as

demonstrated for bonding III-V dies to silicon circuits [141].

BCB bonding for free-standing diamond devices was also shown by Lebedev et al. with a

complex thin film stack [142]. Nanocrystalline diamond was grown on a first Si wafer, followed

sacrificial poly-Si deposition. A second Si wafer was oxidised, then metallised with Au/Ti. BCB

is used as the adhesive layer, and the two wafers are bonded. Subsequently, the first wafer’s Si

bulk is completely removed by grinding and subsequent XeF2 etching. The Au/Ti electrodes

are fabricated on top of the NCD layer and the diamond layer is patterned. Finally, the poly-Si

is etched in XeF2, leading to free-standing NCD structures.

Spin-on glass can be used instead of an organic layer, which can increase the thermal budget

of subsequent processing steps. Hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) is a type of spin-on glass

commonly used in microfabrication for e-beam lithography, but it can also be used for inter-

layer bonding. This is an organosilicon compound, where SiOx groups form clusters bound to

hydrogen ([HSiO3/2]n). Commercially available formulations of HSQ are spin-coatable liquid

substances, but after solvent evaporation, it can be cured into a pure network of SiOx. Bonding

was demonstrated for attaching a diamond substrate to a Si window [82]. Thin diamond film

bonding with an HSQ interlayer to an oxidised Si substrate was also shown by Tao et al. for

nanomechanical resonator systems [143].
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SiO2 can also be deposited on diamond substrates via thin film deposition techniques. Bond-

ing of ultrananocrystalline film diamond-on-insulator (UNCD diamond / SiO2 / Si) stack to a

thermally oxidised Si wafer was demonstrated by Bayram et al. [144]. To enable the bonding,

100 nm PECVD SiO2 was deposited on top of the diamond layer. The PECVD SiO2 was polished

with chemical-mechanical polishing to smoothen the surface (resulting in a surface roughness

of 0.45 nm rms). After rigorous cleaning of both surfaces, they are brought into contact in an

wafer bonding system, in vacuum (1×10−4 mbar). During the bonding process a 10 kN force

is applied to bring the surface into intimate contact and temperature is elevated to 550 ◦C, to

increase the surface energy of diamond-oxide bonding. The authors report success with this

technique, remarking on the necessity of densifying the PECVD layer to release trapped H2

gas, that would form unbonded pockets.

Direct bonding Direct bonding or fusion bonding is a way of bonding two surfaces without

the assistance of additional layers [145]. This bonding technique relies on getting the two

mating surfaces in a very close contact, such as interatomic and intermolecular forces can keep

the two surfaces together. The forces participating in the bonding determine the adhesion: van

der Waals forces, hydrogen bonds, metallic, ionic and covalent bonds are all possible. While

soft materials can be easily deformed plastically to bring into close contact, brittle materials

will deform only elastically, which makes it more difficult to achieve good bonding conditions.

The literature is rich on direct bonding of various brittle, semiconductor materials, especially

silicon, which can serve as starting point for developing processes for diamond [146–149], for

which there are comparatively fewer works. As Tong and Gösele [150] report, all materials that

can form H – F, H – O or H – N bonds are potentially direct bondable. Diamond direct bonding

was predicted by molecular dynamics simulations as well [151].

Significant research has been carried out into diamond-silicon direct bonding. This is moti-

vated by the fabrication of SOI wafers, with the insulating layer being diamond, also termed

silicon-on-diamond or SOD. Since diamond has higher thermal conductivity than thermally

grown SiO2, this could enable better thermal management of electronic and optical devices

fabricated in the Si device layer [152]. It is also a good candidate for radiation-hardened SOI

technology [153].

Polycrystalline diamond to silicon fusion bonding was demonstrated by Yushin et al. [152]. The

diamond layer was deposited via MPCVD and polished to ∼15 nm rms roughness. Bonding

was carried out in high vacuum and and constant uniaxial stress of 32 MPa. Bonding was

observed when the temperature during the process was above 950 ◦C. Scanning acoustic

microscopy revealed that the fracturing of the diamond layer was found, increasing with

fusion temperature, while XTEM revealed that the bonding interface of silicon and diamond

was an amorphous interlayer containing significant amounts of oxygen. The formation of

oxygen-rich interlayers is known for Si-Si fusion bonding. Similar experiments were carried

out on highly oriented diamond (HOD) layers by the same group [154]. Here the amorphous

interlayer was only observed near grain boundaries, whereas in areas without dislocations and
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sufficiently smooth diamond surface resulted in an abrupt Si – diamond interface. Notably

the HOD layer used in this work has a roughness of 1 nm to 5 nm rms.

Besides a unique polishing method, Rabarot et al. demonstrated a thorough investigation of

SOD substrate fabrication [53]. Even though the used CVD polycrystalline diamond layers

were significantly smoothed, they are not yet smooth enough for direct bonding. To overcome

this, a polysilicon bonding interlayer (0.5µm to 1µm) is deposited, which is then polished to

0.5 nm rms, to enable Si-Si fusion bonding. The Si surfaces are made hydrophilic via chemical

treatment and annealed at high temperature (up to 1100 ◦C). The authors remark that since

the diamond layer was encapsulated by the interlayer, no damage was observed due to the

high temperature.

Surface activated bonding of Si and a single crystal plate was demonstrated by Liang et al. [155].

The as-received diamonds were repolished to a roughness of 0.82 nm Ra prior to bonding.

The surface activation was carried out by Ar beam irradiation, before bringing the surfaces

into contact. Partial bonding of the diamond substrate was demonstrated, attributed to non-

uniform thickness of the diamond plate. TEM study shows a thin amorphous layer between

the Si and diamond lattice, created by the Ar bombardment. The authors emphasise that the

amorphous layer makes the bonding possible, as the layer can release the stress from lattice

and thermal expansion mismatch between the two materials. Full bonding without voids

based on this method was subsequently demonstrated by Koga et al. [156]. Liang et al. later

demonstrated the bonding of single crystal substrates via Ar surface activated bonding to Si

substrates [157]. The authors demonstrate high temperature stability of the bonded interface

(1000 ◦C) and the bond withstanding a shear force of 300 N.

Nagata et al. demonstrated thin SiO interlayer bonding of nanocrystalline diamond layer

grown on Si [158]. Chemical-mechanical polishing and sputtering was used to smooth the

CVD-deposited SiO2 layer to 0.2 nm. Surface activation is carried with O2, N2 and Ar gases, of

which O2 produces the largest bonded area (90 %+). Afterwards, annealing was carried out at

200 ◦C in vacuum.

Direct bonding of diamond has also been demonstrated for other semiconductor materials,

where direct bonding of diamond can be exploited as a heat conductor located close to

the active region. Sugino et al. successfully carried out bonding of p-doped polycrystalline

diamond to GaAs [159]. The surface of the diamond layer was exposed to O2 plasma, while

the GaAs layer was rinsed with deionised water and placed in contact with the diamond

surface. After 24 h of rest, the devices were characterised electrically, and the detection of

photovoltaic phenomena indicates bonding and formation of a pn junction. Successful

bonding of CVD polycrystalline diamond to AlGaN layers are reported, using a proprietary

bonding method [160]. Other semiconductors are expected to be feasible to be direct bonded

to suitable diamond surfaces, such as the demonstration of the bonding of ZnSe and sapphire

to diamond [161].
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thermal budget chip/wafer scale
optical

properties
substrate

requirements
metallic - + - +
adhesive – organic - + + +++
adhesive – SOG/HSQ + + + +
direct +++ + +++ -
van der Waals + - +++ -

Table 2.1 – Qualitative comparison of bonding methods. +++ indicates excellent, or low require-
ments. + indicates suitable. - indicates poor or high requirements.

Van der Waals bonding Thin diamond layers can also be bonded via Van der Waals forces

only. In these cases the diamond layer is thin enough that gap closing is not a problem, due

to the thin layer’s elasticity (Eq. (3.13), Eq. (3.14)). Such bonding was demonstrated using

diamond membranes polished to 5µm to 10µm thickness [79, 80]. Membranes fabricated

via the smart-cut method are also bondable in this fashion [98]. This method can produce

well bonded sample, but require significant manual dexterity during the transfer/handling, as

membranes of this thickness are extremely fragile.

Table 2.1 shows a qualitative comparison of the surveyed bonding methods for diamond

bonding, for the aspect of optical integration.

2.4 Comparison of diamond photonic platforms
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Figure 2.10 – Reported Q-factors of diamond optical resonators grouped by fabrication technique.
The shape of the marker indicates resonator type, while the colour indicates the wavelength of
operation. When multiple values were reported, the highest was taken. [DOI = diamond-on-
insulator, PC = photonic crystal]

Bulk diamond micromachining has been used to demonstrate the highest optical quality
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resonators so far, using novel 3D machining techniques [61, 64], along with flexible, but less

high quality serial focused beam techniques, such as FIB [58].

However these techniques share a limitation in the possibility of integration: either the realiz-

able geometry is constrained, like in the case of crystallographic etching [64] or large scale

photonic circuits are infeasible (focused beam). Integration with metallization or other layers

is difficult, since the optical confinement arises from the waveguiding structures being etched

out of the substrate, making subsequent depositions infeasible. However, the crystallographic

etch process is commonly accessible in cleanrooms, requiring no specialized tools.

Diamond-on-insulator type platforms benefit from a close analogue of the SOI platform,

which is extremely well studied and potentially adaptable to diamond. As demonstrated for Si,

the integration of components (waveguides, resonators, couplers, conductors) is an achievable

tasks.

Three general categories were shown for fabricating the diamond thin film part of the DOI

structure. Direct growth of diamond on the insulator is the most straightforward method, but

the grown layer will be polycrystalline in nature, which limits the achievable optical quality.

While impressive results have been obtained in PCD [74], ultimately the material will limit

performance.

Membrane thinning can be feasible alternative to growth, with several demonstrations of

DOI structures. However, the thinning of the membrane is a significant challenge and the

resulting membranes can display significant inhomogeneity [83, 87], which can hinder further

processing. While it is possible to thin a membrane from a plate, most demonstrations use

few-10 µm thick membrane for starting the fabrication. These substrates are expensive and

difficult to handle and ship, due to their fragility. The thickness variation can also be significant

due to the elastic deformation during polishing [87].

Diamond Smart-Cut, or implantation-based lift-out is a technique studied in detail for two

decades now, but has been hindered by the ion damage the substrate sustains during im-

plantation. However, optical resonators have been demonstrated [100], along with multiple

mechanical resonators, that confirm that there has been significant progress towards eliminat-

ing this ion damage. The demonstration of electronics based on this method is another vote of

confidence [18]. Although this method requires access to implantation facilities, the implanta-

tion and lift-off is a parallelisable and therefore scalable method, which is very promising for

the industrial exploitation of diamond-on-insulator substrates.

Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of reported optical Q factors, separated into bulk and DOI-

type fabrication technique. The operating wavelength and type of resonator is indicated to

allow quick comparison.
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2.5 Diamond etching

Due to the outstanding chemical stability of diamond and the high binding energy of C – C

bonds, wet etchants typically cannot supply sufficient energy to break bonds and form etch

byproducts. One known method of wet etching is to utilise molten salts, like KNO3[163]

or K2CO3 [164] at very high temperatures (600 ◦C+). In this case, oxygen from KNO3 reacts

with the carbon in diamond, resulting in chemical etching (with crystallographic anisotropy).

However this method is extremely aggressive, incompatible with most cleanroom processes

and difficult to carry out in a microfabrication environment, therefore rarely used. In the

following section, some more commonly used etching techniques will be introduced, with

their advantages and drawbacks.

While not the focus of this thesis, serial patterning techniques like laser cutting and focused

ion beam milling are successful techniques for patterning diamond. The advantage of using

FIB milling is the tremendous flexibility in etching 3D microstructures, demonstrated by the

machining of nanobeams [57, 59], disk resonators [58] and solid immersion lenses [165]. The

drawback of this method is the implantation of Ga+ ions, which deteriorates the quality of the

material [58]. The achievable geometries are also limited by the Gaussian nature of the ion

beam [59]. Oxygen-based FIB milling can provide patterning without Ga deposition, but the

damage range is ∼ 10 times larger than Ga at 30 keV [166].

For fine milling, gas-mediated electron beam-induced etching can be an alternative FIB milling

[167]. An oxidising precursor (O2 or H2O) can provide etching in the nanoscale, typically inside

SEM or FIB/SEM system. The patterning follows the same serial concept as FIB, but the etch

rate is lower and exhibits crystallographic selectivity.

Similarly, laser cutting can deliver high aspect ratio structures using femtosecond machining

[168], but this method is limited to µm resolution.

A promising recently developed technique is dressed photon-phonon (DPP) etching [169].

Intense 325 nm UV light is used to dissociate an etching gas (in this case O2), which etches the

surface at protrusions, leading to a polishing effect.

2.5.1 Thermochemical etching

Crystal growth or thin film deposition can be thought of the opposite side of etching. This

suggests that the high temperature growth process of diamond also has a counterpart of high

temperature etching.

Shahin et al. demonstrated the structuring of NCD film via thermal etching [170]. Etching was

carried out in a O2 atmosphere, at 700 ◦C+ temperatures. Thick SiO2 films proved to be the

most effective masks against the etch. Vertical and lateral etching was demonstrated (mask

undercut), with similar calculated activation energies. Exposing diamond to atomic oxygen

has been shown to etch (111) and other facets, while (100)-oriented faces remained unetched
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[171].

Another observed phenomenon related to high temperature is metal-catalytic etching. Metals

with high carbon solubility (eg. Fe, Ni) deposited onto the diamond are capable of dissolv-

ing carbon into the metal, transporting to metal-air interface and desorbing it as gas. This

technique is exploited as a form of polishing called hot lapping. Diamond patterning via this

technique was reported by Ralchenko et al. [172]. Iron is shown as producing the highest etch

rate, 8µmmin−1 which is significantly faster than typical plasma etches, but the etch does

not produce a smooth surface. This technique can be used for nanopatterning by the use of

nanoparticles [173]. In a more recent work, Nagai et al. also report extremely high etch rate

(8.7µmmin−1) for Ni catalytic etching [174]. The etch demonstrated for (100) substrates is

strongly anisotropic, showing selectivity over crystalline planes. The authors also demonstrate

polishing by applying the etch to a (111) diamond substrate.

2.5.2 Directional dry etching

Etching of diamond structures is also possible through directional plasma etching. In this

case, the etching has a physical component, which is supplied by ion bombardment and a

possible chemical component, where the ion species react with carbon atoms. The research

into the structuring of diamond via dry etching concentrates on different aspects: etch rate,

selectivity, verticality, sidewall and etch floor smoothness. There is significant empirical data

available for different processes, which would be too long to list, but a few key studies and the

chemistry used is shown.

Oxygen chemistry is very effective in removing diamond material [175] and is typically used as

a high-etch rate processing step [88]. It can be effectively combined with argon for an increase

in etch rate, at the expense of mask selectivity [176].

A drawback of oxygen/argon based etches is micromasking, i.e. the erosion, and subsequent

redeposition of the masking material onto the etch surface, where it prevents the proceeding

of the etch. To combat this effect, the chemistry can be altered to include a gas that chemically

etches the masking material [177]. Due to the typical use of oxide-based mask, adding a

fluorine-containing gas is an attractive option, especially since this gas is commonly available

due to it’s use in Si micromachining [178]. Modifying the chemistry can also be used to alter

the shape of the etched features [25].

Chlorine chemistry diamond etching has been reported to improve smoothness of the surface

during etching, and has been used for polishing [52, 88]. Chlorine-based chemistries also ex-

hibit a lower selectivity against typical particle contaminants (oxides) and against photoresist,

which enables proportional etching, where low selectivity is desired [179].

A unique modification of the dry etching was demonstrated by Burek et al., where an angled

Faraday cage was used to deflect the ion trajectories [61] (see Figure 2.3).
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Hydrogen/oxygen (H2/O2) plasmas are selective over dislocations as demonstrated by Tal-

laire et al. [48]. Threading dislocations were etched faster than surrounding defect-free

diamond, creating a characteristic inverse pyramid etch pits, with an XTEM study confirmed

the presence of dislocations at etch pits. Similarly, high temperature etches combined with

H2, O2/H2 plasmas have shown to be exhibit selectivity over defects [47, 180, 181].

Ion beam milling is also possible for a purely physical etch [182], while ion beam polishing

was shown by Mi et al. [46]. The drawback of ion beam patterning is the low selectivity of

the process due to the small etch rate for diamond (an advantage for polishing applications

however) and the resputtering of the masking material and diamond on the sidewalls (also

called fencing). An interesting improvement can be the use of reactive ion beam etching with

oxygen, demonstrated by Atikian et al. for the ion milling of free-standing structures [63].

2.5.3 Crystallographic etching

Some etch methods of crystalline materials are sensitive to the crystalline face being etched

and exhibit a difference in etch rate for these faces. Such methods are extensively used

in machining 3D microstructures from silicon [183] and are termed "crystallographic", to

distinguish from directional anisotropy arising from ion bombardment typically encountered

in dry etching. Silicon crystallographic etches are typically thought of as certain wet etch

processes, like etching with KOH, TMAH and EDP. Notably, the exact composition of the etch

bath and temperature has a strong influence on the plane selectivities [184]. Recently, dry

etching was also demonstrated using thermochemical etching in Si, that exhibits a degree of

crystal plane selectivity [185].

Crystallographic plasma etching was reported that was selective for dislocations [47, 48], but

the real analogue of the Si crystallographic etching was first reported by Khanaliloo et al. [64].

The crystallographic etching is carried out in a standard deep reactive (ICP) ion etcher. The

process is performed at high ICP powers and zero platen/bias power. This results in an almost

thermal plasma (due to the missing ion acceleration) that is very dense (due to the high ICP

power). In this sense, the etching performed is almost completely chemical in nature, thereby

showing selectivity over the crystal orientation of the etched material. Some publications also

utilise an elevated temperature to increase etch rate [64, 68]. Process pressure is also higher

than typical dry etches for the same reason (15 mTorr to 22 mTorr), however etch rates are

quite low (<10 nmmin−1) and non-linear for undercuts [64].

Further characterisation of this etch method was carried out by Xie et al. [186]. They found

that with an increase of the bias from 0 W to 40 W, different crystalline planes can revealed

for trenches in the 〈110〉 direction, starting from the {111}. Above 40 W, the crystallographic

nature of the etch is no longer present.

This etching technique was employed with success to undercut nanobeams [68] and photonic

crystal structures [69] as well.
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2.6 Diamond MEMS and optomechanical devices

Diamond has excellent mechanical properties, which makes it an attractive material to fab-

ricate micromechanical systems — or as Auciello et al. asks: "Are Diamonds a MEMS’ Best

Friend?" [187]. While the literature is rich with various diamond MEMS devices, like RF MEMS

[187], bioMEMS [188], heaters [189], mechanical sensors [189], microfluidics [190], switches

[191] and transducers [192], the discussion will be restricted to mechanical resonators.

Hemispherical polycrystalline diamond resonators were fabricated using a microfabricated

glass mold, supported on a Si pillar [193]. Laser vibrometry is used to measure supported

modes, revealing modes in the 100 kHz range, with quality factors up to Q = 20000 for the

hemispherical resonator gyroscope mode of interest. In a later work, Saito et al. [194] demon-

strates wineglass microcrystalline diamond resonators with a similar process, with quality

factors up to Q = 528000.

Tao et al. fabricated diamond cantilevers with very high quality factors [143]. Single crystal

electronic grade, single crystal optical grade, polycrystalline diamond and single crystal silicon

cantilevers were measured using scanning force microscopy via an fiber-optic interferometer

and compared. SC electronic grade cantilevers reach quality factors up to Q = 1000000 at

room temperature, roughly 10-100 times as high as single crystal silicon, which has similar

performance to the polycrystalline diamond cantilever. The authors also report that the quality

factor is heavily dependent on the surface termination: O-terminated cantilevers outperform

10-fold the as-released cantilevers and F-termination also improving versus as-released, but

only ∼ 2-fold.

Naing et al. fabricated [195] electrically driven spoke supported ring resonators from mi-

crocrystalline diamond (and polysilicon). The authors also present a very comprehensive

description of the resonator design, along with fabrication and characterisation. Resonators

with a resonant frequency of 899.6 MHz (with Q = 77200) and 2970 MHz (with Q = 42900) were

demonstrated under vacuum operation.

Free-standing doped-NCD beam, cantilever and disk resonators were fabricated and char-

acterised via laser Doppler vibrometry by Lebedev et al. [142]. Q-factors are ∼ 1×104 for

cantilevers and ∼ 1×103 for beams and microdisks. The authors identify the grain boundaries

and doping as the cause of the observed low Q-factor.

Wu et al. used the graphitisation undercut method to fabricate cantilevers [196]. Long duration

annealing was carried out after fabrication at 500 ◦C in oxygen atmosphere, which etches

defects resulting from the implantation. Signficant improvement of the Q-factor was measured

(Q = 30000 to 434000) after 380 h, accompanied with a small decrease in frequency (70 kHz).
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2.6.1 Optomechanical devices

Optomechanics, or cavity optomechanics is a branch of physics devoted to studying the inter-

action between light and mechanical vibrations. The first developments of this field was from

the gravity wave detection community, with theoretical background laid out by Braginsky in

the 1970s. Later, when the first experimental device with an optical microresonator coupled

with mechanical modes was realized in 2005 by Rokhsari et al. [197] the interest in the field

increased dramatically. In the spirit of brevity, only one application of cavity optomechanics

(optomechnical oscillators), and one cavity configuration (whispering gallery mode) is dis-

cussed here, and from an engineering perspective — the reader is referred to the excellent

treatise of the topic by Aspelmeyer [198] for an in-depth view on this topic.

For the optomechanical interaction to occur, the mechanical and the optical modes have

to be located in the same place. This has spawned a number of different designs: beams,

double beams, disks, and toroids. The creation of optomechanical device requires both good

mechanical and optical performance. This requires designing a mechanical resonator with

quality factor as high as possible, which supports a co-located optical cavity with a sufficiently

high quality factor.

Optomechanical oscillators are of great interest for integration of frequency references [199],

frequency comb generation [200] and sensing [201, 202] and have been fabricated from a wide

range of materials, including doped SiO2 (PSG) [203], SiN [204], Si [20], and LiNbO3 [205].

Diamond optomechanical devices Demonstrating optomechanical behaviour in diamond

is a challenge, considering the relative immaturity of diamond microfabrication and the strict

requirements on the resonators. In general there are three variants of fabricated diamond

optomechanical resonators, which are compared in the following section. In general, op-

tomechanical behaviour improves by performing the experiment in vacuum (removal of air

damping) and at cryogenic temperatures (removal of thermoelastic damping), but cryogenic

and vacuum operation is undesirable outside of laboratory applications.

The first demonstration was done in polycrystalline diamond by Rath et al. [74]. Free-standing

waveguides are fabricated by patterning waveguides in PCD, then locally etching the support

SiO2 beneath. Slot mode resonators are realized by closely spaced waveguides, which exhibit

a mechanical quality factor Q = 11200 at 3.8 MHz. In a later work, this system is augmented

with electrostatic actuation [206]. This allows for a direct measurement of the mechanical

Q factor of the system, by applying a radio-frequency electrical excitation to the system and

measuring the optical output power. Two mechanical resonators are fabricated per device in a

Mach-Zehnder interferometer configuration: light is evanescently coupled to each mechanical

resonator, with one resonator being electrostatically actuatable. A mechanical quality factor

of 9600 at 13.8 MHz is reported.

Optomechanics was demonstrated by Burek et al. for devices fabricated using the "angled-
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etch" technique [207]. In this case, free standing one dimensional nanobeam cavities were

used, with a triangular cross-section arising from the fabrication method. A highly confined

electrical field is created by forming two guided-wave mirrors using elliptical holes in the

beam, where it couples to mechanical modes (via moving boundary and photoelastic effects).

A mechanical quality factor of 4100 was reported for a 5.52 GHz mechanical mode.

In a parallel trajectory, optomechanics was also demonstrated via the crystallographic etch-

based diamond SCREAM process shown by Khanaliloo et al. [64]. The first method uses

a suspended diamond nanobeam coupled to a tapered fiber to create the optomechanical

cavity [208]. The authors report a mechanical quality factor of the order of 1×105 in cryogenic

conditions for frequencies in the MHz range. Measurement of optomechanics was performed

by Mitchell et al. for a microdisk system fabricated via the diamond SCREAM process [66]. A

strong dependence of the mechanical Q on the support pillar diameter was observed, with

clamping loss preventing the observation of mechanical resonances for pillars with a diameter

larger than 500 nm. The best mechanical quality factor of ∼9000 is reported for microdisks of

5µm diameter with a pillar diameter <100 nm.

2.7 Diamond microoptics

Microoptics fabricated in single crystal diamond represent an inspiring endeavor, thanks

to their exceptional material properties [209]. Diamond exhibits a high refractive index (2.4

at 635 nm [21]) and low absorption over a wide spectral range spanning from ultraviolet to

far infrared. Furthermore, it provides high thermal conductivity, which reduces the thermal

lensing effect [210] and a remarkably high laser induced damaged threshold (LIDT), 20 times

better than fused silica [22]. These properties enable compact, high power laser components

and spectrometers operating in the visible and UV range that are not accessible with other

materials.

Although diamond microoptics requires microfabrication (opposed to ruled or molded grat-

ings), microfabrication provides greater flexibility in patterning, gives access to a wide range

of materials in addition to the typically employed grating substrates (quartz, plastic), such as

silicon [211], gallium nitride [212] or gallium arsenide [213], and inherently enables surface

treatments, such as distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) or anti-reflection (AR) coatings, in the

same manufacturing environment. Current research efforts address the improvement of

microfabricated gratings for astronomy [211], long-wavelength operation [214], microspec-

trometers [215, 216], external cavity lasers [217] and large-area gratings [218, 219]. In such

applications, the extraordinary optical, mechanical and thermal properties of single crystal

diamond are of high practical and functional value.

Another interesting application area for microfabricated diamond diffractive optics is for

hard x-ray applications. Hard x-ray pulsed sources can output extreme power densities that

traditional x-ray materials (gold thin film) are unable to handle. The high thermal conductivity

coupled with low x-ray absorption makes diamond an intriguing material for these applica-
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tions, even for extremely bright pulsed sources, like x-ray free electron lasers (XFEL) [220,

221].

2.7.1 Refractive diamond microoptics

Template-grown CVD diamond refractive lenses were demonstrated by Woerner et al. [222]. A

template substrate was patterned with spherical impressions of 2 mm to 5 mm diameter and

4 mm to 7 mm curvature radius using grinding and polishing. A diamond film is deposited via

MPCVD onto the patterned substrate. The growth side is then polished and the film is removed

from the template. Individual lenses are laser cut from the film. Since the fabricated lenses

correspond very well to the impressions in the template, very high fidelity of reproduction was

achieved, corresponding to less than 1 % deviation from a perfect spherical surface. M. Polikarpov et al.  /  Physics Procedia   84  ( 2016 )  213 – 220 215

2. Diamond refractive lenses 

 
Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of diamond X-ray refractive lenses with planar parabolic (a,b), linear individual spherical (d,e) and two-

dimensional parabolic (g,h) profiles. Lens sketches with all dimensions are also presented. (f) shows five individual spherical lenses (from (d)) 

forming a compound refractive lens. 

 
At first, planar lenses were fabricated using commercially available single crystal diamond plates of size of 

3x3mm2. These plates were grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and supplied by Element Six Ltd. Parabolic 
lens profiles were processed by “Micro Usinage Laser” (Grattentour, France, [52]) using a tripled Nd-YAG laser 
(355nm) with a precision galvo-mirror beam steering, coupled with translation of the diamond support stage. In 
order to decrease a focal distance, single lenses are normally put in a row to form a so-called Compound Refractive 
Lens (CRL) [3]. So two CRLs with variable numbers of single lenses in a row were laser machined in the diamond 
plate ((Fig. 1, (a,c)). One row (CRL2) consisted of two single lenses with radius of the parabola apex of 200 m; the 
second row (CRL5) - consisted of five single lenses with radius of parabola 500 m. The geometrical aperture of 
both CRLs was 1 mm, while the depth of the structures was equal to the diamond plate thickness of 300 m. The 
thickness of the diamond between apexes of successive parabolas was 75 μm. This value could be substantially 
reduced, but in these first fabrication tests a conservative value was used to ensure no breakage of the lenses during 
handling. The scanning electron micrograph (Fig. 1,a) showed good quality of the lens side walls, although some 
‘scallop’-like roughening of the surface could be seen at the parabola apex (Fig. 1,b). According to [53], such 
deviations may occur due to σ-polarization of the laser beam ablating diamond material. The amplitude of this wavy 
profile is growing with increase of the number of movements of the laser spot along the lens trajectory [54]. Such 
negative effect could be avoided while using π-polarized laser beam.  

CRLs were tested at the undulator beamline ID06 of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in a 
focusing mode. The detailed description of the experiment can be found in [47] and here we will show only essential 
results. CRL2 was focusing monochromatic X-radiation (Fig. 2, a) from undulator source according to the thin lens 
formula 1/F = 1/L1+1/L2, where F is a lens focal distance, L1 = 55 m and L2 = 8.3 m are source-to-lens and lens-to-
focus distances, respectively. A source demagnification factor, D = L1/L2, of 6.6 was achieved. At ID06 the 
radiation coming from the undulator source normally has initial vertical size of 20 μm (FWHM) but in reality it is 

(A)

us to achieve monolithic diamond Raman lasers with a high conversion
efficiency.

2. Design of the diamond micro-lenses

In a monolithic diamond Raman laser, two sides of a diamond are
coated with dielectric mirror coatings to form a resonator. These
coatings can be damaged if the optical field intensity exceeds a certain
threshold. Such intense fields are within the realms of monolithic
diamond Raman laser operation and therefore this aspect needs careful
consideration. The peak intensity (Pmax) of the pump laser is deter-
mined by the mode area:

Pmax ¼
E

Δτ � πw2ð Þ ð1Þ

where w represents the beam radius of the mode area (πw2) on the
plane surface, E denotes the pump energy and Δτ is the pump pulse
duration. These key parameters are illustrated in Fig. 1. Hence, a large
mode area is critical to enable higher pulse energies without damage.
The beam radius w on the plane surface of the micro-lens resonator
depends on the ROC of the micro-lens, the wavelength of the laser
emission λ, the length of the diamond micro-lens resonator L and the
refractive index of diamond n (~2.42) [15]:

w ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L� λ
n� π

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ROC � n

L
� 1

rs
ð2Þ

From Eq. (2) it can be seen that a largemode area can be achieved by
fabricating micro-lenses with a large ROC. In particular, a micro-lens
ROC larger than 10 mm is critical if a micro-joule-class diamond
Raman laser is required [9].

The ROC in turn depends on the diameter Ф and height h of the
micro-lens:

ROC ¼ Ф2 þ 4h2

8h
ð3Þ

Thus, to achieve the largest possible ROC, a large aspect ratio of
diameter to height is needed. We target a diamond micro-lens of
400 μm in diameter which was chosen as a trade-off between the
fabrication challenges described here and the usage of sample area.
This choice allows us to fit an 8 × 8 array of micro-lenses on the
4 × 4 mm2 area of the diamond sample. Therefore, the ROC of the
micro-lens is limited by the achievable minimum height h of the
micro-lens. Diamondmicro-lenses as shallow as possible with a diame-
ter of 400 μm are desired. Section 3 describes the fabrication process for
such large ROC micro-lenses.

3. Fabrication of diamond micro-lenses with a large ROC

The sample used in this workwas a 2mm thick (resonator length L),
4 × 4mm2highpurity single crystal CVDdiamond fromElement Six Ltd.

To fabricate a shallow micro-lens in diamond using thermal resist
reflow and ICP etching, two aspects are crucial: 1. a shallow and uniform
micro-lens PR mask and 2. a low selectivity ICP etching to transfer the
micro-lens PR mask to diamond. A schematic of the diamond micro-
lens fabrication process is illustrated in Fig. 2. To fabricate a shallow
and uniform micro-lens PR mask, there are two main issues. The first
is the “edge bead effect” [16] which occurs when spin coating the PR
on the surface of small samples. This “edge bead effect” affects the
uniformity of the spin coated PR and the control of the PR thickness.
The second issue is the deformation of the PR pattern, namely the
edge bulges, after reflow. This deformation happens due to insufficient
surface tension.

Tominimise the “edge bead effect”,wedeveloped aUVcurable optical
adhesive holder which is made of Norland 81. The diamond sample was
sandwiched in between two glass slides and surroundedwith the optical
adhesive. The optical adhesive was then UV-cured to form the holder. By
removing the glass slides, a free standing holder with the diamond em-
bedded is obtained. This effectively extends the boundaries of the dia-
mond and shifts the edge bead from the diamond to the holder. The
edge bead on the holderwas then cleaned using a cleanroom swab to en-
sure that the PR patterns developed on the diamond sample surface had a
uniform thickness after using a standard lithography process.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the fabrication process of diamond micro-lenses.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the resonator based on a diamond micro-lens illustrating the key
parameters of: beam radius on the plane surface w, mode area πw2, resonator length L,
lens diameter Ф and lens height h. Specifications of mirror coatings: HT 532 nm, high
transmission at 532 nm; HR 532/573 nm, high reflectivity at 532/573 nm; 30% OC
573 nm, 30% output coupling at 573 nm.

38 H. Liu et al. / Diamond & Related Materials 65 (2016) 37–41

(B)

Figure 2.11 – (A) Compound refractive lenses fabricated by laser cutting. Reproduced from [168].
(B) Process flow for fabricating microlenses via thermal reflow. Uniform spincoating of the small
diamond substrate is achieved by embedding it into a holder. Reproduced from [223].

Polikarpov et al. demonstrates the machining of single crystal diamond lenses using laser

micromachining [168]. Planar parabolic compound refractive lenses were fabricated with a

frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser (355 nm), while individual planar spherical lenses were fabri-

cated using a pulsed picosecond Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm). The picosecond laser machining

shows improved sidewall verticality and smoothness, compared to the UV laser, with rms

surface roughness decreased from 1.3µm to 1.2µm. Parabolic two-dimensional lenses are

also demonstrated with the same process, showing 5 % error from the design profile.

An effective technique for the fabrication of microlenses is photoresist reflow. Photoresist is

spincoated onto the substrate, and then patterned to define the desired shape and volume of

the lenses. A reflow step is applied, where the photoresist becomes liquid again, and surface

tension changes the shape to be spherical. Subsequent etching transfers this pattern into

the substrate, enabling scalable, reproducible fabrication of 3D shapes for lenses [179, 224,

225]. This technique was used to fabricate microlenses for a diamond Raman laser, where the

diamond acts as a cavity and as the Raman gain material [10].

An example of such fabrication process is the work carried out for single crystal substrates by

Liu et al. using reactive ion etching [223]. Photoresist thermal reflow was used to create the

spherical photoresist patterns, which was transferred into the diamond by reactive ion etching
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using Ar/Cl2, chosen for the low selectivity of this step (1:10), enabling large radius of curvature

(13 mm or more), corresponding to a height of 1.7µm. The lenses exhibit an extremely smooth

surface of 0.18 nm RMS roughness. Zhu et al. later showed a similar fabrication process,

where the reflow step was performed using solvent saturation [226]. Different solvents were

investigated, which lead to different curvature, dependent on reflow time and solvent. This

work was later extended to high fill factor (∼90 %) microlens arrays using the thermal reflow

method [227]. Polycrystalline diamond was used to fabricate microlenses by Karlsson et al.

[228]. Since the etching scales the resist profile with the selectivity, the resulting diamond

lenses are not perfectly spherical, but the error is small due to the shallowness of the lens.

The phase error was measured with a Twyman-Green interferometer to be less than 31 nm,

indicating high fidelity of reproduction.

To increase the height and curvature of the lenses, the diamond etching step has to be of higher

selectivity. Since photoresists typically do not resist oxygen-based plasma chemistries that

etch diamond effectively, a hardmask can be introduced. One approach was demonstrated

by Li et al., where silica microspheres were used as a self-assembled hardmask monolayer

[229]. The height of the resulting microlenses can be tuned by changing the selectivity or by

changing the gas mixture. For the same goal, Zhang et al. use a transferred silicon hardmask

[230]. Spherical caps are fabricated in an SOI wafer using the thermal reflow method, and are

subsequently transferred onto the diamond substrate using pick-and-place. The selectivity of

the diamond etch using SF6/O2+Ar can be tuned by changing the ratio of SF6, with reported

selectivities between 1:7 and 1:13.

The reflow method shown is only suitable for fabricating positive lens elements. For negative

elements, Lee et al. demonstrates the use of hot-embossing [231]. Positive lenses are fabricated

in a Si master using thermal reflow. Photoresist is spincoated onto the diamond substrate

and the Si master is placed on top. The assembly is heated, causing the photoresist to soften,

creating the inverse topography of the master, which is then transferred into the diamond

substrate via ICP RIE.

The intriguing properties of diamond colour centers and the possibility of interrogation via

optical means prompted research into the fabrication of diamond solid immersion lenses

(SIL), to facilitate coupling of light into and out of various colour centers. The defect center is

located at the centroid of the sphere defining the SIL, therefore all rays incident on the surface

of the sphere are normal and suffer no refraction. This results in an increase of the numerical

aperture by the refractive index of the SIL, in this case ∼2.42.

Siyushev et al. uses a combination of laser and mechanical processing to fabricate a SIL of

1 mm diameter with a flatness better than 10 nm rms roughness [232]. The SIL confers a more

than sixfold improvement in collection efficiency over an unprocessed surface, which is still

below the theoretical maximum, due to imperfect alignment of the lens to the defect.

Hadden et al. utilises FIB micromachining to define SILs [233]. The lenses are situated in

trenches, which further increases collection efficiency. The best SILs fabricated have an
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enhancement of ∼10. The authors remark that SILs are also helpful with the excitation - the

beam can be focused to a smaller volume due to the elimination of refraction, reducing the

unwanted background fluorescence (improving the signal-to-noise ratio). Marseglia et al.

demonstrates the automation of the fabrication of SILs over defects [234]. Marks are fabricated

on the surface of the diamond substrate, that are registered by the confocal microscope, which

identifies the defects. The FIB system aligns the data from the microscope to the marks,

thereby accurately and reproducibly aligning the SIL to the defect.

2.7.2 Diffractive diamond microoptics

Diffraction gratings are key elements in the optical toolbox. A periodic change in the optical

path length gives rise to interference, which can be exploited as a frequency selective element.

Diffraction gratings are found in numerous optical systems, including monochromators

[235], spectrometers [215, 216, 236], beamsplitters [237], continuous wave [217] and pulsed

lasers [238]. These are commonly fabricated by mechanical ruling [239], where the grooves

are created by mechanical material removal, or by microfabrication technologies based on

photolithography and subsequent etching procedures [240].

Diffractive microoptical components are attractive to fabricate, even for a material system

like diamond where the fabrication is less mature than conventional materials, like silica.

Diffractive components work by exploiting interference - this means that the structures cause

optical path length deviations comparable to the wavelength of the used light. Especially

with a material with such a high refractive index as diamond, this requires machining only of

small amounts of material (>1µm for visible light). Coupled with the difficulty of machining

diamond, this can mean easier exploitation of material system than for refractive structures.

Furthermore, subwavelength structures can act as an anti-reflective layer, which can make

up for the lack of material experience with optical coatings on this substrate. In the follow-

ing sections, diamond diffractive microoptical systems and their fabrication procedures are

reviewed. Where applicable, optical characterisation results are shown.

Fu and Ngoi fabricated diffractive elements in a polycrystalline 1.5µm thick diamond film on

fused silica using 50 keV Ga FIB milling [241]. The authors report a diffraction efficiency of

73 %, and remark that the fabrication of one DOE structure takes ∼ 20 min.

Blazed diffraction gratings and diffractive optical elements were fabricated in polycrystalline

diamond by Karlsson et al. [243]. Continuous relief structures were exposed by electron beam

lithography, which were transferred into diamond using Ar/O2 ICP RIE, with a selectivity of

1:10. The authors report a smooth transferred surface, but attribute most of the deviation from

the theoretical diffraction efficiency to deviation from the ideal resist profile.

Diffractive structures are also very useful as anti-reflection layers in combination with other

optical elements. A subwavelength periodic structure is formed, which acts as a modula-

tion of refractive index, creating an index gradient between diamond and air, suppressing
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          Fig. 2. Interferometer picture of a diamond microlens (diameter 90 µm, height 2 µm). 

 

3. Plasma etching of the diamond micro-optical structures 

Both the spherical lenses and the subwavelength grating were then transfered into the 
underlying diamond substrates. In both cases we used an oxygen plasma in another ICP 
etching system. The advantage of using ICP over other etch systems, such as reactive ion 
etching (RIE), is that ICP gives a high ion density and therefore short etch times. ICP systems 
also yield better anisotropy, due to low process pressure, and smoother etched surfaces than 
RIE. Carbon will easily form volatile compounds with oxygen radicals and oxygen plasma is 
therefore suitable for diamond etching. Etch parameters were ICP power 600W, bias –140V, 
chamber pressure 2.5 mTorr, flow rates of 7 sccm O2 and 8 sccm Ar, with total etch times of 
10- 14 minutes. All samples were mounted with vacuum grease on the water cooled aluminum 
rf-chuck to enhance the thermal conductivity (e.g., avoid burning of the resist). 

The diamond substrates we used were commercial polycrystalline diamond grown by 
chemical vapour deposition in microwave plasma (Drukker International B.V., The 
Netherlands). Size of the diamond substrate was 0.3 x φ 5 mm, flatness < 1 fringe at λ  = 633 
nm. The surfaces were polished to a root-mean-square (RMS) roughness below 15 nm. 

By first measuring the etch rate of partly covered diamond and knowing the desired 
grating depth, we could calculate the etch time needed for fabricating the subwavelength 
grating. A silicon wafer with resist on was also partly covered to find the etch rate in the resist 
and thereby we could calculate the etch time for the transfer of the resist microlenses into 
diamond. The etch rate of diamond and resist was measured to be 200 nm/min and 1300 
nm/min, respectively. These etch rates corresponds to a total etch time of about 10 min. 
Finally, for the AR structures, the Al was stripped by wet etching. In Fig. 2 a white-light 
interferometer picture of a diamond microlens is shown and Fig. 3 shows the result of a two-
dimensional subwavelength grating in diamond. The diamond microlenses and the 
subwavelength grating were then optically characterized. 
 

 
Fig. 3. (left) Scanning electron microscope picture of a diamond subwavelength grating 
designed for reducing surface reflections at a wavelength of 10.6 µm. The grating period is 4 
µm and the grating depth is 1.8 µm. (right) Close-up picture of the subwavelength grating. 
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3.1. Nanoimprint with soft stamps

Initially we used electroplated nickel stamps, but the stiffness of
these caused a number of problems on the small, polycrystalline dia-
mond substrates: the edge bead from spin coating held the master up
so nopatternwas imprintedwithin severalmillimeters of the edge, par-
ticles gave rise to large holes in the pattern and the imprint depth and
residual polymer thickness varied between diamond grains due to
their slight height difference from polishing. The PDMS stamp on the
other hand bends around particles, edge bead and steps at grain bound-
aries. Note that nanoimprinting patterns containing different length
scales can lead to defects due to bending and “proximity effects”, even
with a stiff stamp [26]. Since PDMS stamps bend easily, the bending ef-
fects are noticeable even at short lateral distances and they are

therefore only suitable for imprinting regular gratings with small pe-
riods (b~10 μm).

3.2. Etching with a multilayer mask stack

The layered mask of Al and Si allowed us to produce both cleaner
and thicker masks. The imprinted polymer mask could be made thin,
since we start with a thin Al layer, which aids good definition in the
imprint. A thin polymer also reduces the edge bead that forms during
spin coating. Using a thin Al layer allowed for the sample to be over
etched quite a bit in the first etch step, this is to remove small defects
and small variations in residual polymer thickness across the sample.
An intermediate Si layer is used to transfer the pattern to a thick Al
layer for deep etching in diamond (see below). When etching the Si
layer we could under etch the mask some 100 nm (which we already
compensated for in the pattern design). This under etching was help-
ful as it further removed small defects and smoothened the edges of
the mask. It can also be used for some fine-tuning of the pattern fea-
ture size.

The periodic oxidizing of the Al surface while etching the thicker
Al layer gave straight sidewalls and very little under etching. Thus a
very thick Al-mask could be achieved, even when the lateral dimen-
sions of the pattern were fine (line width of a few hundred nanome-
ters). This etch recipe was a bit harsher on the Si-masking than when
etching only with Cl2/BCl3, but the selectivity in etch rate between Al
and Si was still better than a factor 8 and if necessary a thicker Si layer
could be used. A polymer mask on the other hand, etched quickly in
the oxygen plasma and gave very bad selectivity when etching Al in
this way.

3.3. Diamond etching with a thick Al-mask

Using our standard diamond etch recipe we have measured a se-
lectivity of 50 or higher between diamond and Al. In our first etching
experiments on fabrication of deep diamond gratings we used
300 nm thick Al as mask, as this was expected to be enough for etch-
ing 14 μm deep in the diamond. Surprisingly the Al mask was etched
away before reaching 8 μm in the diamond. Etching in shorter steps
with careful inspection between showed what was happening. The
sputter yield of Al is highly angle dependent with respect to the im-
pinging ions. The high ion bombardment in diamond etching there-
fore gives rise to faceting of the edges of the mask [25]. After facets
developed, the angled edges of the mask were etched much faster
than the top. This is not necessarily a problem when etching larger
structures, it only leads to an angle of the etched side walls that is a
little less steep. In a grating of narrow lines however, the receding
edges soon lead to the complete removal of the mask. To achieve
the desired well-defined tops, the etching needed to be stopped be-
fore the mask started to recede laterally from the edge. To address
this we increased the thickness of the mask. It is not clear that the
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b

Fig. 3. Pictures of the larger gratings. a–c) SEM micrographs. All the scale bars are
10 μm long and 0.5 μmwide. d) Photo of a 2 cm diameter circular grating before strip-
ping the mask.

a b

Fig. 4. SEMmicrographs of the larger (a) and smaller (b) AR gratings on the backsides of the components. The scale bars are 2 μm long and 0.1 μmwide. In a) a typical defect from a
grain boundary can be seen crossing the image horizontally, indicated by white arrows.
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Figure 2.12 – (A) Anti-reflective microstructures (moth-eye) fabricated in polydiamond for far-IR
(10.6µm). (B) Circularly symmetric half-wave plates, fabricated via a hardmask resputtering-based
process to maintain sidewall angle with high aspect ratios. Scale bars are 10µm long. Reproduced
from (A) [228] and (B) [242].

Fresnel reflections in a wavelength-dependent way. To augment the fabricated microlens

system, Karlsson et al. fabricated antireflection structured surfaces for the infrared spectral

region [228]. Sputtered Al was patterned using e-beam lithography and etched using chlorine

chemisty ICP RIE. The definition of the anti-reflection layer increases transmission from 71 %

to 97 % when applied on both sides, for an illuminating wavelength of 10.6µm (typical for

CO2 lasers). AR layers were also fabricated by Martínez-Calderon et al. using laser-induced

periodic surface structuring (LIPSS) via femtosecond laser pulses [244]. Nanostructuring was

carried out by pulsed laser light at different wavelengths, resulting in grooves of different

morphologies. According to modeling carried out by the authors, these patterns can raise

transmission by 12 % compared to an unstructured surface.

Diffractive optical elements (DOEs) are also very useful for shaping and transforming beams.

Karlsson et al. demonstrates a binary DOE fabricated in polycrystalline diamond, designed

as a fan-out element (16-way beamsplitter) [245]. Sputtered Al was patterned via contact

photolithography. The diamond etch was carried in Ar/O2 plasma, with an etch depth of

3.84µm (for 10.6µm operation) or 224 nm (for 633 nm operation). Uniformity error of 4 % is

reported for red light.

High aspect ratio gratings were fabricated by Forsberg and Karlsson [242]. Thick aluminium

is used as hard mask that masks against strongly biased Ar/O2 plasma. The process employs

multiple hardmask layers and pattern transfers to create the desired Al hardmask. A critical

problem addressed with this method is the erosion of the mask layer during the aggressive

diamond etch step. The hardmask geometry undergoes evolution during etching that leads

to faceting, which accelerates the erosion due to the increased sputtering yield of the lower

angles, eventually receding from the edges of the diamond bar. To combat this effect, the mask
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layer thickness is increased to 1.7µm, which enables 13.7µm deep grooves in the diamond.

The article also elaborates on the bottom surface roughness as a function of initial hardmask

geometry: it is observed that vertical sidewalls prevent micromasking from the resputtering of

the hardmask. When the hardmask has become faceted, the redeposition occurs, but the etch

floor is not longer in line-of-sight for the sputtered atoms.

The grating fabrication technique was subsequently refined by Vargas Catalan et al. [246].

Fabrication was carried out in polycrystalline diamond, with a hardmask stack similar to

previous work [242]. Solvent-assisted microcontact molding is used to define the grating

patterns in the hardmask stack. A Si master is patterned using e-beam lithography, used to

fabricate a PDMS stamp. Photoresist is coated onto the diamond with the hardmask, and

the stamp is positioned on top of the resist. The substrate is placed into solvent-saturated

atmosphere (ethanol), which permeates the PDMS stamp. The PR softens, and fills the

patterns in the stamp due to capillary forces, which is then used to pattern the hardmask

and subsequently the diamond substrate. Optimisation of the etch parameters results in the

control of the sidewall angle between 2.1° to 4.2°. The authors demonstrate greater control of

the maximum etch depth by periodically resputtering the Al hardmask. Due to shadowing, the

Al layer is thicker at the top of the groove, than at the bottom. A short etch is able to remove the

mask material from the bottom of the groove, enabling the continuation of the etch process.

An aspect ratio of 1:13.5 and a sidewall angle of 1.55° is demonstrated with this approach.

Half-wave plates are also demonstrated for the mid-IR by Delacroix et al. [247]. Subwave-

length gratings were optimised to work in the N-band (8µm to 13µm). The design employs

gratings of trapezoidal profile, that were optimised to be tolerant of fabrication errors. An

antireflective grating was fabricated on the backside to decrease transmission losses. The

fabricated structures show increased transmission compared to the original plate (89 % to

95 %), along with a retardance of (180.08±3.51)° over the N-band. Similar fabrication was

shown for quarter-wave plates by Forsberg et al. [248]. In addition, free-hanging gratings

are fabricated in a polycrystalline diamond thin film on silicon. After the patterning of the

diamond layer using ICP RIE, the underlying Si bulk is etched in a modified anisotropic Si

etch, that undercuts the grating, leaving it free-hanging in a silicon frame. Crossbars were

added to the grating lines to enforce buckling in the same direction. The authors note that a

free-hanging grating can be advantageous in reducing transmission losses (no bulk Fresnel

losses / no AR layer needed), a less demanding fabrication (without a large index substrate,

the grating lines can have a larger period while retaining subwavelength properties) and better

production scalability but the resulting devices are more fragile and difficult to handle.

Similarly microfabricated subwavelength gratings were demonstrated for coronagraphy (imag-

ing of objects close to a star) [249]. Annular groove phase mask subwavelength gratings were

fabricated for both near infrared (1µm to 3µm) and visible (400 nm to 700 nm), along with

vortex phase masks with a topological charge of 4. An interesting technique shown in this

article is the ability to tune the depth of gratings post-fabrication. To decrease the depth of the

fabricated gratings, photoresist is coated, filling the grooves. Subsequent etching decreases
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the groove depth, due to slower etch of the PR at the bottom of the groove. Increasing the

groove depth is performed by Al resputtering, similarly to previous work [246].

adhesive layer for the used hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) electron-
beamresist layer, and (ii) as a conductive layer to avoid excessive charg-
ing of the electrically insulating diamond surface during electron-beam
exposure. A negative-tone resist HSQ (FOx-16™, Dow Corning) was
spin-coated at 6000 rpm for 60 s on the Cr-coated membranes, yielding
~450–500 nm thick resist layer. In case of structures smaller than
~40 nm, a Methyl Isobutyl Ketone (MIBK) diluted HSQ (1:1 by volume)
was used, and resulted in a thickness of at the same coating parameters.
The grating patterns were exposed onto the resist by electron-beam li-
thography at 100 keV electron energy using a Vistec EBPG 5000 + ES
writer, either at 2–10 nA using a 200 μm final aperture for grating struc-
tures below 60 nm, or at 30–150 nA using 400 μm aperture for larger
structures. The optimal exposure parameters were found by test expo-
sure series. We found optimal exposure doses of between 5000 μC/
cm2 and 13,000 μC/cm2, depending on the grating line widths and the
HSQ resist shelf time, which seem to result in significantly varying sen-
sitivity. Moreover, its adhesion generally became weaker for smaller
patterns, underexposed patterns typically result in structures that are
not fully developed and are prone to detach, and hence dose varying
for each pattern was necessary for optimisation. For diamond mem-
branes, which typically exhibit a curved surface, the surface heightmea-
surements for e-beam writing fields were fitted with polynomial
function to compensate for its profile.

The developmentwas performed by immersion of the exposed chips
in a mixture of Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and water (1:3 by volume),
for 5–6min, followed by rinsing in de-ionizedwater, and in isopropanol.
For structure widths above 50 nm, the chips can be dried in a N2 gas jet.
For structures smaller than50nm, the chipwasdried using critical point
drying to avoid structure collapse due to the capillary force.

After the development, the samples were etched in a Cl2/O2 plasma
to transfer the HSQ pattern into a Cr layer, revealing the underlying di-
amond. The selectivity of this etch process is relatively high, however
too long treatment results in a slightly reduced HSQ mask layer. The
samples are then baked at 300 °C for 40 min. This process significantly
hardens the HSQ mask, therefore enhancing the etching selectivity in
the subsequent pattern transfer into the diamond. The diamond is
etched by oxygen ICP-RIE (OXFORD PlasmaPro100). The used recipe
was optimized for anisotropy and selectivity, by tuning the ion energy
and ion density in the ICP etcher. The process typically requires
readjustments of these parameters after ~1–2 μm depth of etching, in
order to minimise the sidewall slope.

3. Results & discussion

Fig. 1(a), (c) shows a side-view of a linear transmission grating, with
a size of 2 mm by 2 mm, a pitch of 200 nm, and an etched depth of
~1.4 μm. The typical aspect ratios of the lines of these gratings are 10–
20, depending on the duty cycle. Since the exposures were carried out
on thin membranes consist of Carbon only, the proximity effect by
back-scattered electrons was negligible.

Initial trials showed that narrow (~100 nm or below) and long (~1–
2 mm) HSQ structures collapsed during the diamond etching step, pre-
sumably due to the severe heating and sputtering when going through
the ICPprocess. To improve the structure stability during the ICP etching
the grating lines were connected by support structures, where the de-
veloped HSQ pattern resembled an overlaid mesh of narrow line and
wide pitch. The x-ray optical effect of these support structures turned
out to be negligible, as the duty cycle of the support structures was
only of the order of 0.05.

These nanoscale pitch gratingswere used as a hard x-ray beam split-
ter to divert a small portion of the beam for quality analysis or sample
probing purposes. Hence the diffraction efficiencies and the structure
homogeneities of the gratings are of crucial parameters to better under-
stand and optimise the fabrication processes. We have tested several
gratings in the hard x-ray range (6–18 keV photon energy) at synchro-
tron facility PETRA III, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY). Fig.

2(a) shows the efficiency map of a typical grating over its entire surface
of 2 mm by 2 mm indicating the homogeneity of the grating structures.
The variation of the efficiency across the grating lies within 30%. A faint
grids shaped inhomogeneity can be observed in the image. The pitch of
this grid corresponds to the stitching field size of the electron-beam ex-
posure. This is mainly due to the curvature of the diamondmembranes,
resulting in small errors of the focus settings and e-beam height-map-
pingmismatch. This has an effect of the electron-beam size andwriting
fields stitching accuracy, and causes local variations of the grating line
width and depth.

The diffraction efficiency dependency on the x-ray energy for two of
the gratings is shown in Fig. 2(b). The measured efficiency reaches ap-
proximately 55% (sample 1) and 35% (sample 2) of the theoretically cal-
culated values [9]. This discrepancy in efficiency values between the
theory and the experimental value mainly arises from the fact that, in

Fig. 1. (a) Side view of a linear gratingwith a pitch of 200 nm, and a height 1.4 μm. (b) Top
view of a linear grating with a pitch of 43 nm with support structures to stabilize the
grating. (c) Side-wall view of grating lines with 200 nm pitch, aspect ratio 20, after
tuning the ICP etching parameters.
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optical microscope and (b) a scanning electron micro-
scope at an angle of 70°. As seen, the periodic micro-
structure comprises dark square cells representing ion-
implanted areas separated by spacers (bright regions)
of nonimplanted diamond. The size of the implanted
regions corresponds to mesh size (40 μm) of the grid
mask.

The structural characterization of initial (unim-
planted) and boron-implanted regions of diamond
was performed by SEM with measurements of EBSD
from the near-surface layer of samples. In contrast to
the Kikuchi diffraction patterns in the form of lines
parallel to planes of the crystalline lattice of diamond,
the EBSD patterns from the regions implanted with
boron ions exhibit only wide diffuse fringes indicative
of the breakage of crystalline lattice and the appear-
ance of amorphous carbon inclusions in the near-sur-
face layer.

Figure 2a shows an AFM image of a fragment of the
diamond DOE near the spacer (dark region) between
boron-implanted cells (bright rough regions). Figure 2b

presents a surface cross-section profile measured
along the line indicated in Fig. 2a. As seen, the boron-
implanted regions (cells) protrude by ~100 nm above
the surface of diamond. This is explained by swelling
of the ion-irradiated regions (grating cells) having a
lower density (ρgraphite = 2.09–2.23 g/cm3)
as compared to that of nongraphitized diamond
(ρdiamond = 3.47–3.55 g/cm3) [13]. The measurement
of Raman spectra excited by an argon laser at a wave-
length of 522 nm also confirmed the presence of
destroyed diamond in boron-implanted material,
since the well-known intense line of diamond at
1336 cm–1 [14] was accompanied by weak lines in the
region of 1560 cm–1 indicative of graphitization [13].
The implantation of boron ions into diamond and
destruction of its crystalline lattice may be expected to
lead to boron carbide formation as a result of the bind-
ing of boron and carbon atoms. However, no charac-
teristic lines corresponding to boron carbide were
observed in Raman spectrum in the region from 200 to

Fig. 1. Micrographs of the surface of diamond implanted with boron ions through a square-mesh mask, as observed in (a) an opti-
cal microscope and (b) a scanning electron microscope.
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Fig. 2. (a) AFM image of a fragment of the diamond grating, showing regions of unimplanted diamond (dark) and boron-
implanted cells (bright); white line shows the direction of transverse profile measurement. (b) Surface cross-section profile mea-
sured along the line indicated in (a).
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Figure 2.13 – (A) X-ray diffraction gratings fabricated via e-beam patterning of HSQ and a chlorine
chemistry etch. (B) Diffraction gratings fabricated via selective graphitisation induced via ion
implantation. Reproduced from (A) [250] and (B) [251].

Another option for creating the periodic change in optical path length required to produce

diffraction is to change the refractive index of diamond, instead of etching away material.

Such fabrication was carried out with ion implantation as a way of graphitising selected areas

in diamond by Stepanov et al. [251]. Boron ions with an energy of 40 keV were implanted

with a high fluence of 1.43×1018 ion/cm2, masked by nickel grid with 40µm square openings.

SRIM [252] simulation indicates that the boron atoms are deposited in a ∼100 nm-thick

layer resulting in graphitisation due to the high fluence (see § 2.3.3). The graphitised layer

expands due to lower density of amorphous carbon (ρa−C = 2.09 g

cm3 to 2.23 g

cm3 ) compared

to diamond (ρDi amond = 3.47 g

cm3 to 3.55 g

cm3 ) and the refractive index changes to na−C = 2.1

to 2.223, thereby creating the optical path difference.

An investigation into tungsten-relief and diamond-relief gratings for high energy hard x-ray

diffractive optics revealed that the diamond gratings withstand a fluence of 59000 mJ/¢m2 at

8.2 keV, 118 times the amount measured for tungsten gratings before damage occured [253].

The damage manifested in the diamond gratings as unintended graphitisation. An innovative

way of improving diffraction efficiency for diamond nanofabricated Fresnel zone plates were

presented by David et al. [254]. The electron-beam lithography structured diamond structure

was filled with Ir, deposited conformally via atomic layer deposition. The high density of

iridium confers an increase in phase-shifting, while the diamond fins serve as an effective way

of cooling the metal to prevent damage.

Microfabricated x-ray gratings are demonstrated by Makita et al. [250]. A 500 nm HSQ layer is

used with a chromium adhesion/conduction layer 30 nm to create the grating patterns. The

grating pattern is exposed via electron-beam lithography resulting in grating lines with 30 nm

to 4µm pitches. The etch process first transfers the electron-beam written pattern into the

chromium using chlorine/oxygen chemistry, then transfer the pattern into diamond using

an oxygen-based recipe. The HSQ layer is cured before diamond etching to increase recipe

selectivity (300 ◦C, 40 minutes). The diamond etching is continuously tuned every 1µm to
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2µm to maintain sidewall angle. The resulting structures have an aspect ratio between 10 and

20.

Continuing this line of research, suspended gratings were fabricated by Kujala et al. [255],

somewhat similarly to the free-hanging gratings previously demonstrated by Forsberg et al.

[248], on a suspended CVD diamond membrane attached to a Si frame. A diffraction efficiency

map of the first order was measured, indicating an efficiency variation of 20 % across the whole

grating. The variation is attributed to a non-flat diamond substrate, resulting in variation in

the e-beam-written patterns due to focus error.

2.8 Conclusion

The interest in diamond microfabrication has seen a tremendous growth over the last decade,

spurred by the commercially available and affordable high quality substrates. While the field

is much less mature than the microfabrication of silicon (and it can be argued that it is more

difficult), techniques are being developed that enable devices with surfaces and features that

are comparable to the ones found for silicon. Nevertheless, it is clear that diamond does not

compete with silicon and III-V materials for the choice of material photonic circuits, rather the

aim is to enable new applications that can harness the material properties and colour centres

of diamond.
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3 Diamond-on-insulator platform

This chapter describes the motivation, design and fabrication of a diamond-on-insulator

platform, from substrate preparation to patterning and release. Cleanroom processes are

described in detail along with the characterisation of the steps, to enable reproduction of these

results. The chapter discusses treatment of as-received samples for smoothness and flatness,

the process and steps of creating a diamond-on-insulator substrate via ion implantation and

membrane lift-off, the transfer and bonding of the membrane and finally the patterning and

release.

Creating a single crystal diamond-on-insulator (DOI)) substrate involves producing a diamond

membrane of suitable thickness (<1µm) and bonding it to a substrate (preferably oxidised

silicon, as in the case of silicon-on-insulator). As seen in the state-of-the art overview, several

approaches are possible for manufacturing thin diamond membranes (§ 2.3). While the

thinning approach seems attractive, thin diamond membranes are expensive to purchase,

their thinning is not reliable enough for integrated optics applications (thickness variations

up to 1µm) and their handling is difficult. In contrast, the diamond smart-cut process can be

applied to commercially available (thick) plates, which can also be reused for manufacturing

multiple membranes. The so far demonstrated DOI processes relying on diamond smart-cut

have a significant drawback: they require lifting off the membrane before bonding it [18, 98].

To overcome this drawback, the proposed process flow in this thesis uses die bonding to bond

the still thick (therefore easy-to-handle) diamond plate before releasing the membrane.

The overview of the process flow for creating a diamond-on-insulator substrate and devices

is shown on Figure 3.1, while subsequent sections describe individual steps in detail. The

process is carried out on commercially available diamond plates (typical dimensions 2.6 mm x

2.6 mm x 0.3 mm). The as-received diamond plates then receive treatment to improve surface
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IV V VI

VII VIII IX

Single Crystal Diamond amorphous carbon SiO2 Si HSQ

Figure 3.1 – Typical process flow fabricating a diamond-on-insulator platform and devices. I,
Substrate surface refinishing. II, Light ion implantation to create buried damage layer. III, High
temperature vacuum annealing to recover damage in cap layer and to convert damage layer to
etchable carbon. IV, Bonding to insulator (SiO2) on handle wafer. V, Carbon etching and bulk
lift-off. VI, Diamond film thinning to target. VII, Device patterning via e-beam lithography. VIII,
Vertical etch to transfer patterns into diamond. IX, Release of free-standing structures in vapour
HF.

quality. The diamond is then implanted with light ions to create a highly damaged buried

layer. The diamond is then annealed at high temperatures to recover the crystal structure

of the cap layer and to facilitate the conversion of the damaged layer to an etchable carbon

phase. While this was not in the scope of this thesis, at this point the diamond substrate can

also be overgrown homoepitaxially, which creates a pristine diamond layer (optionally doped).

Subsequently the diamond is bonded to a thermally oxidised silicon substrate. The amorphous

carbon phase is etched, lifting off the bulk diamond piece. The remaining membrane is then

cleaned and optionally further thinned to the desired thickness. The diamond layer patterned

via photolithography or preferably e-beam lithography and ICP etching. Finally, for the

creation of free-standing devices, the oxide layer is etched away in vapour phase HF, resulting

single crystal diamond devices suspended on SiO2 supports on a Si handle substrate.

3.1 Platform design

In this section, the DOI platform’s thin film thicknesses are designed through the optical

modelling of devices to be fabricated. For these simulations, finite element modelling is

carried out in COMSOL Multiphysics.

The simplest type of waveguide in a DOI system is a rectangular waveguide. The waveguide
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Figure 3.2 – a) Mode analysis for a suspended single crystal diamond strip waveguide at 1550 nm
wavelength. As the width and thickness of the waveguide increases, additional modes are allowed
to propagate. The dashed vertical line indicates the design width, which ensures single mode
propagation for widths up to 700 nm. Calculation results for a strip waveguide on a SiO2 substrate
is also shown, indicating that for 700 nm width and 250 nm thickness, the waveguide is still guiding
and single mode. b) Waveguide cross-section with the electric field norm (|E |) plotted for the T E0

mode. c) Electric field norm of the designed linear grating coupler. The light is propagates in the
waveguide and is coupled out into free-space, where the overlap is calculated with fiber guided
mode to determine efficiency (47 %).

is designed to ensure single mode propagation to control propagation characteristics. The

single mode condition was determined by mode analysis of the waveguide cross-section using

COMSOL, where single mode operation is shown by only a single mode having an effective

refractive index (ne f f ) above the surrounding media. Figure 3.2a shows the effective indices

of modes for different cross-sections, both for a suspended and a strip waveguide on SiO2.

The horizontal dashed lines indicate cut-off for propagating modes. The dashed vertical line

shows the chosen waveguide thickness of 250 nm, which allows single moded operation up to

700 nm width for both suspended and strip waveguide configurations (Figure 3.2b).

Other waveguide geometries are also possible, like the rib waveguide, which is frequently used

for SOI platforms [256]. However due to the additional processing requirement (+1 lithography
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Chapter 3. Diamond-on-insulator platform

and etch), this was not investigated in this thesis.

To interface with the optical device on the platform, light needs to be coupled in and out. An

advantage of a platform is that it is possible to define light circuits, that can be interfaced

with using standard tools, instead of probing individual devices. Grating couplers allow high

efficiency coupling to guided wave structures from fibers. A grating coupler was modelled and

optimised using COMSOL and MATLAB for 1550 nm operation. The optimised coupler has a

period of 1311 nm, 76 % duty cycle and a 937 nm air gap above the Si substrate (Figure 3.2c).

The simulated efficiency for a linear coupler is 47 %.

3.1.1 Optomechanics

A device of interest on a free-standing diamond platform would be optomechanical devices.

These devices can exploit the high stiffness of diamond to reach very high frequency of

operation, which is beneficial for increasing the stability of frequency references. In this

section, a brief introduction is given to optomechanics and finite element element modelling

is shown for the design of optomechanical oscillators to show the feasibility of such devices in

a diamond-on-insulator platform.
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Figure 3.3 – Simplified illustration of the time-domain behaviour of optomechanical oscillation
in a whispering-gallery mode resonator. The shift in the resonance of the cavity is induced via
radiation pressure, which in turn decreases coupling to the resonator, shifting back the resonance.
The periodic occurrence of this phenomena gives rise to a modulation of the incoming continuous
wave light.

For the optomechanical interaction to occur, the mechanical and the optical modes have

to be located in the same place. This has spawned a number of different designs: beams,

double beams, disks, and toroids. The creation of optomechanical device requires both good

mechanical and optical performance. This requires designing a mechanical resonator with

quality factor as high as possible, which supports a co-located optical cavity with a sufficiently

high quality factor.

If the parameters of the mechanical and optical resonators are known, the solutions for their

coupling are known analytically for several resonator configurations. For a disk or a ring

resonator with a whispering gallery optical mode and a radial mechanical mode, the equations
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3.2. Quality of as-received samples

governing the interaction are [257]:

|G| ≈ ωcav

R
(3.1)

g0 =G ·
√

ħ
2me f f ΩM

(3.2)

where G is the frequency pull parameter, which shows how the resonant frequency changes

by moving the boundary of the resonator and g0 is the optomechanical interaction strength,

which is a useful way of describing diverse optomechanical systems. Furthermore R is the

radius and ωcav the angular frequency of the optical whispering gallery mode and me f f is the

effective mass andΩM the frequency of the mechanical mode.
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Figure 3.4 – a) Profile of the whispering gallery mode inside a r = 5µm diamond disk (azimuthal
mode number m = 17). The optical resonance is at λ=1.51µm. b) Mechanical radial mode of a r =
5µm diamond disk supported on a 500 nm oxide pillar. Superimposed is the optical whispering
gallery mode (in grayscale) inside the resonator to show co-located mechanical and optical
fields. The radial mode is at 1.053 GHz, indicating gigahertz-range optomechanical oscillators are
possible with this configuration.

The radius of the resonator has to be chosen sufficiently large, so that the radiative losses

of the resonator (simulated here) will be smaller than sidewall scattering and absorption

(Figure 3.4a). The mechanical properties of the resonator were modelled using COMSOL. The

mode shown in (Figure 3.4b) has a frequency of 1.05 GHz, a quality factor of 1.34×105 and an

effective mass of 6.3698×10−14 kg. Simulated optomechanical parameters of the resonator

shown in (Figure 3.4b) has G = 243 GHznm−1 and g0 = 34.1 kHz for 1550 nm operation, which

means the power threshold for oscillation [203] (assuming a Qo of 50000) is 231µW, which is

achievable is laboratory settings.

3.2 Quality of as-received samples

All processing were carried on commercially available diamond plates, sourced from different

suppliers. For an integrated photonic platform, three main factors can be identified that
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Chapter 3. Diamond-on-insulator platform

govern the quality of the realisable structures: top-face roughness, sidewall roughness and

absorption. Similarly, for microoptical structures the parameters are surface roughness,

absorption, flatness and parallelism (especially for transmission-type devices). Absorption

is primarily determined by substrate growth quality, while sidewall roughness is a product

of the etching process and used material stack. Surface roughness, flatness and parallelism

are primarily determined by the polishing regime employed. However this polishing can

introduce defects in the top surface, such as polishing pits and create dislocations that extend

below the surface due to the extreme mechanical stress. Figure 3.5a shows the schematic of

the top surface of a diamond plate, along with the possible defects encountered.
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Figure 3.5 – a) Overview of defects in diamond plates. 1, Surface contamination: slurry particles,
organics. 2, Polishing pits (up to hundreds of nm depth). 3, Polishing tracks, shallow. 4, Surface
dislocations caused by contact polishing, extends few µm into the bulk. 5, Bulk dislocations,
caused by crystal growth. 6, Surface roughness, set by polishing. 7, Surface flatness / parallelism,
set by polishing. b) SEM and c) AFM surface profile of as-received sample, showcasing surface
defects 1-3.

The strict requirements for producing high optical quality components show the need for

high-quality diamond substrates. When as-received samples don’t meet the requirements for

the application, additional processing can be carried to improve the surface quality. As shown

in Table 3.1, a number of diamond samples were tested to characterise the surface properties.
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3.3. Ion beam polishing

Sample Ra [nm] P-V flatness [nm] Defect density
supplier #1, general grade <30 (<1)* 150 to 500 high
supplier #1, optical grade <5 (<1)* 100 to 200 high
supplier #2, optical grade <3 100 to 500 low

polisher #1 <2 1000 to 1300 low
polisher #1, extra flat <2 200 low

supplier #3, optical grade <30 400 to 1000 low
supplier #3, mechanical grade <30 600 low

Table 3.1 – Quality of as-received samples. Mean roughness (Ra) indicates datasheet specified
values, except values labelled with *, which denote local roughness between defects measured
via AFM. Roughness measurements are measured via AFM (Bruker Dimension FastScan). Defect
density estimated via optical microscope and SEM. Peak-to-Valley (P-V) values are extracted from
optical profilometry (Sensofar S Neox, Veeco Wyko NT 1100) data after removing a fitted plane.
Supplier #1: Element Six, supplier #2: Lake Diamond, Supplier #3: Dutch Diamond, Polisher #1:
ALMAX Easylab (samples polished: supplier #1 general grade)

While plates are typically smooth enough between defect pits, some samples exhibit large

defect density (resulting in a large mean roughness). While pits only decrease bonded area,

they reduce fabrication yield, especially problematic when large area photonic circuits need

to be fabricated. Unfortunately, flatness is not a common requirement of diamond plates,

and as such are typically not guaranteed by suppliers. Achieving a highly flat surface is a

challenge, where scaife polishing mounting can greatly influence results. The tested substrates

also display large variance in this parameter. From the table it is apparent that it is difficult to

obtain substrates that are both flat and smooth at the same time.

In the following section the two approaches are described: improve the smoothness of samples

that meet the flatness criterion (200 nm) (or smoothing) or improve the flatness of samples

that meet the roughness criterion (1 nm rms) (or flattening), ideally in a way that preserves

the other property during the process. These criteria are derived from the requirements for

direct bonding (§ 3.6), but are also important for optics.

3.3 Ion beam polishing

Ion beam etching (IBE) is a physical dry etching method utilising a broad beam of accelerated

ions. When using argon ions, the primary etch mechanism is sputtering. The advantage

of using IBE is that all materials are susceptible to etching, allowing the machining of hard

and/or chemically inert materials. The disadvantage of this method is the low selectivity

across most materials (close to 1 : 1 for most material combinations) and the redeposition of

sputtered material on the sides of the mask, leading to a phenomenon known as fencing. A

property of sputtering is that the etch rate is sensitive to the incident angle of the ions due

to a change in the deposited energy. The exact shape of the function of the etch rate versus

angle (ER(α)) depends on the material, but all are similar in that there is an increase in etch

rate until a maximum and then the etch rate drops as the angle becomes grazing. This leads
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Chapter 3. Diamond-on-insulator platform

to the application of ion beam etching as a polishing method, since roughness (Figure 3.5)

is characterized by high frequency height changes, which means large changes in surface

angle, so the angle selectivity property can be exploited. On the contrary, flatness is difficult to

improve as low-frequency, small angle changes will lead to only small differences in etch rates,

which results in prohibitively large process times.

High angle ion-beam polishing (based on [46]) was carried out on diamond substrates. Sub-

strates were cleaned in hot Piranha (100 ◦C, 30 min) and HF (concentrated, 15 min), before

performing a substrate cleaning ion beam etch (Veeco Nexus, LOW, 10°, 15 min). This etch

highly selective for diamond and can remove contaminations that remain even after wet treat-

ment. Subsequently, high angle IBE is carried out (HIGH, 60°, 30 min). During the polishing,

evolution of thin filaments are observed (Figure 3.6a), surrounded by pillar-like structures.

The change in etch rate in the vicinity of the filament is attributed to crystallographic disloca-

tions, based on the frequency and that there were no new filaments observed after repeating

the etching process on the same sample (which would suggest micromasking). The filaments

also withstand acids and show no material contrast under energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX).
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Figure 3.6 – IBE/thermochemical etching surface refinishing. a) Filament observed after high
angle IBE polishing. b) Preferentially etched holes observed after thermochemical etch, attributed
to dislocations. c) Roughening of as-received surface after 10 min and d) 120 min 750 ◦C thermo-
chemical etch. The smoothness of the surface d) is not recoverable by IBE, due to the merging of
the defect pits. e) Surface smoothed, optical grade, circular diamond substrate under SEM. Top
inset shows magnified image: defect density is greatly reduced, some deep pits remain. Bottom
inset shows AFM measurement of a remaining pillar-like defect.

For removing these features, a thermochemical etching step is performed before any IBE treat-

ment. As seen in previous work, elevated temperature H2 and H2/O2 plasmas preferentially

etch dislocations [47, 48]. The samples annealed at 750 ◦C for 1 h show etch pits of similar

density as the filaments (Figure 3.6b). After this heat treatment, further ion beam polishing

do not reveal filaments. However, the thermochemical etch exhibits both crystallographic and
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3.4. Substrate flattening via 3D printing

isotropic etching, which results in a roughening of the original surface (Figure 3.6c), therefore

the etch time is kept short (10 min) to preserve a surface that is still characterised by etch pits

and therefore smoothable by IBE. Subsequent high angle IBE (HIGH, 60°, 30 min) removes the

surface defects. The samples prepared this way show greatly reduced defect density, while pre-

serving surface roughness, however the dislocations are not etched completely, as evidenced

by column-like structures revealed during the IBE etching (Figure 3.6e). These structures

have very small aspect ratios that make them unremovable by further IBE processing.

The shown polishing method of ion beam etching combined with thermochemical etching

shows greatly reduced defect density, while preserving smoothness. However further pro-

cessing is required to remove the small columnar protrusions that are observed, which are

detrimental for direct bonding.

3.4 Substrate flattening via 3D printing

The idea for flattening the substrate is based on measuring the deviation from the ideal

substrate flatness and correcting the deviation by etching the substrate by the difference

between the measured profile and ideal flat profile.

10x 25x

10x
Cl

Cl

Cl

I II III IV

V VI VII VIII

Single Crystal Diamond Si IP-S Photoresist

Figure 3.7 – Process flow for 3D printing-based flattening. I, Diamond substrate cleaning and
attaching to carrier wafer. II, Initial surfaces is optically profiled. III, Height data is converted into
complementary surface. IV, IP-S photoresist is dispensed and exposed in the NanoScribe system
using a 25x objective. V, Resist development in PGMEA and IPA. VI, Cl2-based ICP proportional
etch. VII, Optical profiling of the flattened surface. VIII, Evaluation of the flattening performance.

For this method, there needs to be a characterization method that records the surface profile

of the substrate, a patterning method that creates a layer that governs the amount of etching

carried on each point of the substrate and an etching method that transfers the patterns
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into the substrate. The methods used and their alternatives are described in the subsequent

section.

Optical profilometry is a fast, non-contact method to measure the topography of a substrate.

Vertical Scanning Interferometry (VSI) or White Light Interferometry (WLI) uses fringe contrast

to find surface height. The sample is scanned vertically through the whole height range, and

the Z position corresponding to the maximum fringe contrast is recorded for each pixel. These

maxima are assembled into a topography image of the substrate. The field size is determined

by the magnification of the objective, but multiple images can be taken and stitched to create

a composite image spanning multiple field-of-views. For optical profiling, a Sensofar Neox

S system was used with the Nikon 10X DI objective in VSI mode. 3-by-3 fields are taken and

stitched together to form the topography image. An image is taken of the topography of the

carrier substrate to measure the tilt of the sample with respect to the carrier, since extending

the scan range to cover the carrier degrades stitching accuracy and the stitched image has

visible error.

The NanoScribe Photonic Professional GT is a tool for additive manufacturing using two

photon polymerisation. 780 nm femtosecond laser light is focused to crosslink a volume of

resist, with the required energy for crosslinking gained only when two photon are absorbed

simultaneously. A single point of exposure forms a volumetric pixel, or voxel. The size of the

voxel depends on the laser power and used objective. The exposure of complex patterns is

achieved by moving the illuminated spot in X , Y and Z , forming a potentially 3D structure of

exposed photoresist. Since the objectives have a working distance of ∼300µm, the substrates

were sunk with respect to the carrier substrate to prevent accidentally crashing into diamond

plate during movement. This was achieved using standard lithography and Bosch-process

silicon etching Figure 3.7, etching square recessions of ∼230µm depth. The diamond plates

are mounted in the holes using mounting wax (QuickStick 135). The carrier wafer is mounted

into holder, which is loaded onto the Nanoscribe stage. The system is designed so that the

holder is flat, and the holder being mounted onto the stage so that the tilt of the holder (and by

extension, the carrier substrate) is zero with respect to the X -Y axes of the stage. The precision

required in Z displacement of the writing requires the use of the piezo for moving the write

head, and the large area writing requires the use of the galvo scanner. In this writing mode,

a galvo scanner deflects the beam to provide scanning over the field of view of the objective,

while the Z displacement is controlled by a piezo translating the stage. The writing proceeds

in the X -Y plane line by line, then the Z coordinate is stepped (layer-by-layer writing).

Once the height profile is obtained via a profilometry method, it is converted into an exposure

job suitable for the NanoScribe tool, applying corrections so that exposed surface matches the

designed surface precisely.

First, the raw height data is treated using a scanning probe microscopy data treatment soft-

ware (Gwyddion [258]). Binning (2x2) is applied to the height images to reduce processing

requirements. The tilt of the substrate image is extracted as reference. The profile of the
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diamond chip is rotated to align the edges of the diamond plate with the x − y axes, then the

image is cropped to discard a small region along the edges where the profile is unreliable.

Next, the tilt is extracted and removed from the profile. To prevent measurement errors and

point-like defects influencing the writing, the image is low-pass filtered (2D FFT filter) with

a radius of 2 mm−1. The image values are inverted and shifted (vi = −vi +mi n(v)), so that

the image values are greater than 0. The maximum height value is recorded and the image

is exported as a 16-bit TIFF image. For additional correction of the written data, the source

image is further processed using image processing software ImageMagick [259].

hpre

hresist hwrite

(a)

t

(b)

Figure 3.8 – a) Schematic for determining the resist height to be written (hwr i te ) based on the
measured height (hpr e ). The writing of the resist happens relative to a plane, with voxels written
inside material lost, therefore the written height has to account for the original topography to
arrive at a resist profile (hr esi st ) that is correctly scaled with the selectivity S of the proportional
etch. Difference in the reference height (dashed line) for hpr e and hwr i te only results in a constant
offset and therefore not a concern for the process. b) Surface evolution for a theoretical etch
process which has a selectivity (S) of 1. In this case, the written height needs to be a constant value,
to produce a flat surface result.
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The resist image is transferred into the diamond using a proportional etch, for which selectivity

S is defined as ERdi amond /ERr esi st , which will be typically smaller than 1 for most plasma etches.

To account for this selectivity, the source image is scaled by 1
S −1, yielding a resist surface

described by Eq. (3.3), of which the resist thickness is given by relating it to the original surface

(Eq. (3.4)), which corresponds to scaling the resist by the selectivity and an offset (Figure 3.8).

A constant height C is added to ensure the writing is always above the diamond surface. A

constant height offset only changes the etch time required to completely etch the resist, but

not the shape of the resulting profile. During the etch, the resist profile will be proportional to

the diamond surface by S, leading to a final profile obeying Eq. (3.5), a constant (flat) surface.

An example surface evolution is shown on Figure 3.8b with S = 1 to elucidate the validity of

the calculations.
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Figure 3.9 – Improving writing performance. (a) Resolution in the Z direction is increased by
overlapping voxels, making the effective resolution the overlap distance ∆Z . (b) Effect of tilt
compensation. The top image show the written patterns for a tilted substrate, while bottom image
shows the resulting resist structures with respect to the surface, highlighting the importance of
performing both global and local correction to arrive at a flat surface. (c) Resist profiles of three
adjacent fields, with different amount of overlap (negative overlap meaning separation). Arrows
mark the location of the overlap, where a protrusion can be observed for overlapping fields, while
zero overlap and separation result in a hole. Profiles have been offset for easier comparison.

The resolution of the written pattern depends on the voxel size, which in turn primarily

depends on the used objective. For this particular application, it is desirable to have large X -Y

voxel size to decrease writing time (low X -Y resolution), but high Z resolution for smooth

written features. To increase vertical resolution, voxels are overlapped (Figure 3.9a), leading

to structures that combine fast writing with high Z resolution, allowing the use of the 25x

objective. A ∆Z of 150 nm was used to expose the structures.

The image is split up into square fields based on the field of view of the objective (a < 300µm,

chosen size is 200µm). No overlap between the fields results in a trench developing between

fields, due to the shrinkage of the resist (Figure 3.9c), while overlap results in a protrusion

with a height related to the number of layers in the overlap area, due to increased ambient

dose. The structures are exposed without overlap to prevent protrusions, since protrusions

are detrimental for bonding surfaces.

The tool uses an autofocusing system based on Zeiss Definite Focus II, but it is not reliable

when multiple optical interfaces are present (such as resist-diamond-resist/air/QuickStick/

silicon), resulting in either the system not focusing, unpredictable shifts of focus versus the
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resist-diamond interface or focusing on the silicon surface. The accuracy of the focusing is

limited to approximately ∼1µm, which is not feasible when the exact height is required to

be written. Since profile data is available of the height, a manual focusing and tilt correction

scheme is used.

The piezo can address coordinates between [0, 300] µm, thus the focusing is performed by

resetting the piezo, then moving to the lowest corner of the diamond and moving the objective

to focus (setting Zpi ezo = 0 at the lowest corner). For subsequent fields, to prevent structures to

be written either inside the substrate or above it due to substrate tilt, the written data is offset

in Z by the piezo (global tilt correction) based on the measured tilt of the plate (calculated

via subtracting the plate tilt from the carrier tilt). Additional compensation of the pattern is

applied for the tilt of the substrate. Since the aspect ratio is very small, the projection of the

written pattern to the actual surface is approximated as a plane offset – shear is neglected. The

tilt of the substrate is extracted as a plane given by ax , ay , ax y (P = ax · x +ay · y +ax y · x · y)

and a gradient is generated with a matching slope and added to each field (local correction).

Then each field is offset based on the global position, to match the bottom of the field to the

diamond surface (global correction). Figure 3.9b shows the effect of correction: uncorrected

(pink) structures waste time writing inside the substrate and produce an error proportional

to the tilt. Global correction reduces wasted time and the error is reduced, but the profile is

discontinuous. Applying local correction on top of global correction results in a continuous,

flat profile.

The written height has a non-1:1 relationship with the programmed height, likely due to using

a high overlap during writing, which causes exposure of the resist outside of the voxel. Since

an offset in the resulting structure height does not influence the flattening process, only the

linear scaling factor is identified, which is ∼0.75 for 150 nm ∆Z . It is important to note that

this linear scaling is not an error of the piezo translation, therefore the manual focusing and

tilt correction offsets must not be corrected with this factor. It is expected that the choice of

∆Z influences the value of this scaling factor.

The data for writing is generated from each pre-distorted image, converted via the Describe

command-line mode. The height data is discretised into equidistant levels that are constant

across fields to prevent steps and assembled into a field-by-field writing program. A sample

writing program [260] and the code used to generate it [261] is available.

Photoresist (IP-S) is dispensed onto the diamond plate and the wafer is loaded into the

machine. Manual focusing is performed according to the previous description. Once the

exposure is completed, the resist is developed in PGMEA for 17 min and in IPA for 5 min. The

resist layer profile is measured back to ascertain exposure fidelity via mechanical profiling (as

optical profiling can be unreliable due to multiple reflections occurring at the air-resist and

resist-substrate interfaces and due to the possibility of discontinuities/high angles surfaces in

the resist). Transfer of the resist pattern into the substrate is performed by deep reactive ion

etching. A chlorine-based recipe is used (STS Multiplex ICP, 800 W coil power, 300 W platen
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.10 – (a) Surface profile before and (b) after flattening process, measured via interferome-
try. On the central area, where patterning was carried out, the peak to valley flatness is better than
100 nm, corresponding to a ∼4 fold improvement over the same central area.

power, 5 mTorr chamber pressure, 40 sccm Cl2 and 25 sccm Ar, etch rate 64.5 nmmin−1), which

provides low selectivity (S = 1 : 15) and smooth surfaces [179]. 150 nm∆Z steps are transferred

as 10 nm steps in the resulting surface. The etching time is not critical and is chosen to ensure

that all resist is etched away. Optical profiling and AFM is used to characterise the resulting

surface, shown on Figure 3.10.

A better than 4-fold reduction of peak-to-valley topography has been achieved via 3D printing

based flattening, resulting in a P-V flatness better than 100 nm on a 1.4 mm×1.4 mm area.

Currently this figure is limited by the precision of the identification of the linear scaling factor

and etch selectivity, and can be improved further. The processed diamond surface may have

added roughness compared to the unprocessed one: the noise of the piezo drive is super-

imposed upon the resulting surface, multiplied by the selectivity (S), along with a stepwise

discontinuity arising from the layer-by-layer writing process. In practice, the smoothing prop-

erty of the etch significantly reduces this effect, and the low selectivity transforms steps into

slopes (Figure 3.11b). Ideally, the piezo could be driven directly with tilt compensation signal,

instead of discretising, which would eliminate the stepwise discontinuity. Further reduction

of ∆Z might be feasible to reduce discontinuities, but non-contact polishing techniques, such

as IBE polishing could possibly improve the final roughness [46].

3.5 Implantation

In this section, the implantation part of the process flow for the DOI platform is examined.

For a reliable fabrication, the implantation effects should be predictable via modelling and

the results quantifiable by measurement.

The simulation of the effect of implantation concerns primarily the distribution of vacancies

created by the implanted ions and their relation to graphitised matter. For the calculation

of the effective vacancy distribution, the linear distribution is first numerically simulated
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Figure 3.11 – a) AFM measurement of the surface of the flattened area after etching shows that the
roughness is unchanged with respect to the original polishing. The vertical grooves are a byproduct
of the scaife polishing process and are not produced by this technique. b) AFM measurement
of a resist step transferred into diamond. The gray dashed line shows where the blue profile
was extracted. As expected, a ∼10 nm step is observed, which equals the ∆Z multiplied with the
selectivity (1 : 15). Due to the low selectivity, the step is also smoothed laterally, with the slope
angle below 0.5°.

via TRIM [252], denoted with λ(z). During this simulation, it is assumed that each new

implanted ion arrives in a pristine material. However in the real material, there are additional

phenomena to account for to accurately model the implantation effects [119]. The first effect

is that vacancies can recombine with self-interstitials:

Pr ec (F, z) = ρV (F, z)

α
(3.6)

where Pr ec is the recombination probability based on the fluence F and depth z, ρV (F, z) is

the vacancy density, α is the empirically derived parameter for saturation vacancy density,

or in other terms, when the density of vacancies reach α, any further implantation will only

move atoms, but not create new vacancies. Using this formula, the effective distribution can

be calculated, accounting for saturation:

ρV (F, z) =α
[

1−exp

(
−λ(z)F

α

)]
(3.7)

The mass density can be calculated by assuming there is a linear relationship to vacancy

density (no vacancies(ρDi amond ) → α vacancies(ρaC )):

ρ(F, z) = ρd − (ρd −ρaC )

[
1−exp

(
−λ(z)F

α

)]
(3.8)
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Figure 3.12 – Simulation of vacancy density and mass density distribution, based on Monte-Carlo
ion collision cascade simulation [252], taking into account the saturation of vacancies, swelling
of the implanted region and eventual graphitisation at room temperature [119] (β = 1×10−8).
The diamond is capped with 1.4µm-thick Al layer to reduce implantation depth. The grey lines
indicate the region that undergoes irreversible graphitisation due to the implantation (the vacancy
density is above the threshold α), with a thickness of 166 nm at a depth of 313 nm.

The diamond material also undergoes swelling during implantation, which will distort this

distribution. To account for this effect, the depth coordinate is rescaled, based on the change

in density:

zi → z ′
i = z ′

i−1 +
ρd

ρ(zi )
∆z (3.9)

This modified z ′
i is then used to evaluated ρ(z ′) and ρV (z ′) to get the distributions accounted

for swelling. ρth is introduced, which is the threshold vacancy density, above which the layer

transforms to amorphous carbon. This threshold value is then used to identify the region of

graphitised diamond. The empirical parameter β (typical value 1×10−8 for room temperature

implanting) controls the transition between diamond and amorphous carbon, which depends
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on the implantation temperature and post-implantation annealing. Using this, the density

can be calculated, accounting for graphitisation:

ρ(F, z) = ρd −(ρd −ρaC )

[
1−exp

(
−λ(z)F

α

)]
×

exp
(
− z−zth2

β

)
[

1+exp
(
− z−zth1

β

)][
1+exp

(
− z−zth2

β

)] (3.10)

Where zth1 and zth2 denote the start and end coordinate of the region where ρth is reached

(the graphitised region).

Using these equations, the implantation of 600 keV He+ was simulated. The ion energy was

constrained by the accelerator, so to achieve a thinner membrane, a stopping layer of Al

was used Figure 3.12, deposited via evaporation. The diamond sample was irradiated at the

HES-SO Ionlab-ARC facility, using a tandem linear accelerator (Dynamitron) with a fluence of

5×1016 ions/cm2. The system uses raster scanning of a small Gaussian ion beam spot over

the surface of the sample, performing scans until the desired fluence is reached. The average

implantation current was 6.37 nA.

Post implantation, the Al layer was stripped. To quantify the implantation depth, ellipsometry

was attempted, along with spectral reflectometry. These techniques confirmed that there was

a change in the optical properties of the diamond, but the fitting of the data was unsuccessful

due to the difficulty of fitting a gradual change in refractive index and absorption.
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(b) Implanted and annealed

Figure 3.13 – Depth-resolved Raman spectroscopy of the (a) implanted diamond and the (b)
implanted+annealed diamond sample. The implanted sample shows additional peaks attributed
to amorphous carbon, which are significantly reduced by high temperature annealing, indicating
a regeneration of the ion damage.

Raman spectra were recorded for both an implanted and an implanted and annealed sample

(Renishaw InVia, Figure 3.13). A silicon sample was used to estimate sampling volume of the

microscope, which yielded a thickness of ≈ 2µm. This means that quantitative analysis would

be difficult with the technique, especially since the depth scale is not calibrated (z = 0µm
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corresponds approximately to a focused spot on the surface). However, the recorded spectra

clearly show the additional peaks corresponding to amorphous carbon (most prominently at

1630 cm−1). The annealed sample also shows much higher intensity of the "diamond" peak,

attributable to regeneration of the layer.

For more accurate measurement, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) lamellas were

prepared using the FEI Nanolab FIB/SEM system1. The diamond chips were found to charge

during FIB processing because of the Ga+ implantation, so aluminium is sputtered before

machining to ground the sample during processing.

Measurement of a prepared lamella was carried out on a FEI Talos TEM at the Interdisciplinary

Centre for Electron Microscopy (CIME) EPFL [262]. Selected area diffraction and dark field

imaging confirms the existence of an amorphous layer of carbon buried in the diamond.

Bright field imaging shows the damage layer extending slightly from the amorphous area,

with nanocrystalline carbon dotting the transition region in black (Figure 3.14b). In good

agreement with simulation results (Figure 3.12), the layer appears approximately at 413 nm,

with 53 nm thickness. The difference in amorphised layer thickness (and therefore depth) can

be caused by lower than design fluence, due to error in the scanning of the beam.

Post-implantation, annealing is carried out to finish conversion of the damaged layer to

amorphous carbon, sharpen the transition between the cap crystalline layer and the a–C

layer and to remove damage from the cap layer. Since diamond readily oxidises (burns)

at temperatures > 600 ◦C in ambient, the annealing is carried out in under high vacuum,

since high temperatures (>1000 ◦C) increases regeneration of the lattice. Annealing of the

sample was carried out at 1250 ◦C, 1×10−5 mbar for 1 hour. Transmission electron microscope

imaging of the annealed sample shows a regeneration of the damage in the capping layer,

along with a sharpening of the interface (Figure 3.14c).

3.6 Bonding

Following the implantation and annealing, the diamond substrate is bonded to the oxidised Si

chip. The ideal bonding solution for joining the diamond substrate is direct bonding due to

the high thermal budget and the lack of other materials that can be located near optical fields

(causing absorption).

In general, direct bonding requires three properties of the surfaces to be joined: flatness,

smoothness and cleanliness.

Contamination of the surfaces can manifest in adsorbed layers and particles. Particles cause

unbonded regions (voids), acting like spacers between the two surfaces. Particles can cause

voids many times larger than the particle diameter due to this effect. Adsorbed contaminants

can inhibit the adhesion and can outgas during annealing steps.

1FIB lamella preparation by Teodoro Graziosi
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3.6. Bonding

(a) STEM image of the lamella, showing density contrast. Lighter gray band is the graphitised
layer.

(b) TEM Bright Field image of the implanted region,
〈100〉 zone axis. Inset shows diffraction and the
position of the objective aperture.

Al

Pt

SCD, capping layer

amorphous carbon

SCD, bulk

z = 0

(c) TEM image of the implanted region after an-
nealing at 1250 ◦C, 〈100〉 zone axis. Overlaid are
the numerical simulation of the graphitisation (Fig-
ure 3.12), with the predicted amorphous carbon
region highlighted in blue.

Figure 3.14 – S/TEM images of an implanted diamond lamella, arrows show the direction of
implantation. The graphitised region is appears 413 nm, with 53 nm thickness, surrounded by an
inhomogeneous nanocrystalline carbon phase. Upon annealing the nanocrystalline carbon signal
is reduced, showing the recovery of the diamond layer and a sharpening of the transition.

The bonding surfaces need to be smooth to achieve bonding. If the surfaces are rough, only a

small area can come close enough to form the bonds required, however the surface asperities

can deform to get closer contact. The model for the description of the role of roughness

in bonding was proposed by Gui et al. [263]. A dimensionless adhesion parameter (θ) is

calculated based on a rough surface with a Gaussian height distribution of asperities with

spherical caps contacting a flat rigid plane (Figure 3.15b):
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A. The Deryagin, Muller, and Toporov theory on the
contact and adhesion of single elastic spheres

Let us consider the contact between an elastic sphere
with high elasticity, such as silicon and a rigid flat plane
under a normal loadP. The elastic sphere has a radius ofR.
The surface adherence forces act around the periphery of the
contact area, and has a value of 2pwR, as calculated by
Deryagin, Muller, and Toporon7 and Maugis.8 The distribu-
tion of the stresses within the contact regime is assumed to
be Hertzian. Thus the radius of contact,a, and the elastic
displacementd at the tip of the sphere are given by7,8

a3K

R
5P12pwR, ~3!

d5
a2

R
, ~4!

whereK5 4
3, E* 5 4

3@E/(12n2)# with n the Poisson’s ratio
andE the Young’s modulus of the sphere.

The Deryagin, Muller, and Toporov~DMT! theory is a
modified Hertzian contact theory taking the surface attraction
forces into account. This theory is valid for the contact and
adhesion between solids with high elasticity,9,10 which is
generally the case for the contact and adhesion between sili-
con wafers. It is clear from Eq.~3!, that when the contact
radius is zero~point contact!, the pull-off force of the contact
is 2pwR. If the applied load is zero, there is a finite radius of
contacta0@5(2pwR2/K)1/3#. These are the effects of the
adherence forces. It is worthwhile mentioning that the rela-
tions between the applied load, the deformation of the tip and
the contact radius are unique according to this theory. There-
fore, the processes that the elastic sphere is approaching to or
is separating from the rigid plane are reversible. Hence, both
contact and separation processes will follow the same law as
given in Eqs.~3! and ~4!.8

B. The contact and adhesion between wafers

We study the contact and adhesion between a wafer with
a rough surface and a perfectly smooth rigid wafer~Fig. 2!.
The surface roughness and the elastic properties of both wa-
fers in a real situation can always be combined on one wafer
surface. Here, we consider the effect of the surface micro-
roughness. The rough wafer surface is assumed to be nomi-
nally flat. It is assumed that, on the rough wafer surface,
there areN asperities within a nominal area ofA0 ~density

hs5N/A0). The asperities have spherical caps of the same
radiusR and a Gaussian height distribution of standard de-
viation s:

w~z!5
1

sA2p
expS z2

2s2D , ~5!

wherew(z)dz is the probability that an asperity has a height
betweenz and z1dz above the plane defined by the mean
asperity height.

As shown by Archard, the quantitiesR, s, andhs are not
independent but related,6 Rshs5constant. The value of this
constant is between 0.05 and 0.1.

Let us define the situation when the two wafers have
been brought into contact under a loadP; the separation
between the rigid flat wafer and the plane of mean asperity
height of the wafer with rough surface beings. The number
of asperities in contact,n, can be calculated by

n5NE
s

`

w~z!dz. ~6!

In the case of thei th asperity, which is in contact with
the rigid flat plane, the area of contact,Ai , and the compres-
sive force,Pi, can be derived from Eqs.~3! and ~4!:

Ai5pai
25Rd i5R~zi2s!, ~7!

Pi5KR1/2d i
3/222pwR5KR1/2~zi2s!3/222pwR, ~8!

wherezi is the height of thei th asperity. Obviously, the total
real area of contact will be

A5
NR

A2ps
E

s

`

~z2s!expS 2
z2

2s2Ddz, ~9!

and the total load is

P5
NKR1/2

A2ps
E

s

`

~z2s!3/2expS 2
z2

2s2Ddz

2
2pwRN

A2ps
E

s

`

expS 2
z2

2s2Ddz. ~10!

Let us introduce a dimensionless parameter,u:

u5
E*

w
As3

R
. ~11!

FIG. 1. Cross section of two wafers in contact for direct bonding.
FIG. 2. Rough surface having asperities of Gaussian height distribution in
contact with a rigid flat plane. The separation iss when the load isP.
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(- 0.22 eV) is about 12% of a normal Si-Si covalent 
bond energy (- 1.81 eV). Moreover, as mentioned 
above, when the mating surfaces are hydrophilic and 
water molecules are present the long range hydrogen 
bonding will ease the smoothness requirements of the 
mating surfaces for bonding at RT. It has been reported 
that two vitreous silica surfaces which are separated 
by up to 10 A can adhere to each other by hydrogen 
bonding at RT [S]. It appears that any material that 
can form H-F, H-O or H-N bonds or attach electrophilic 
hydrogen to its surface can be bonded via hydrogen 
bonding at RT to the same or a different material with 
a surface containing a sufficient density of nonbonding 
electrons on oxygen or nitrogen or fluorine, provided 
that the surfaces are sufficiently smooth, flat and clean. 
As will be discussed later, the frequent claim that water 
surfaces must have hydrophilic properties for successful 
bonding [2, 9-141 is not in accordance with the above 
considerations and recent experimental results ]15, 161. 
In practice, the surface smoothness and cleanliness of 
commercially available prime grade silicon wafers are 
adequate for bonding at RT via hydrogen bonds, in- 
dependent of whether the surfaces are hydrophilic or 
hydrophobic 115, 161. 

2.2. Surface preparation 
Based on the above discussion, RT wafer bonding 

in air for almost all materials appears to be possible 
provided three basic requirements are fulfilled: (i) the 
wafer surfaces should be sufficiently flat and smooth; 
(ii) the surfaces should be clean and free of particles; 
(iii) the surfaces should be reactive, as discussed in 
the previous section, i.e. the surface of one wafer should 
be terminated by an appreciable density of electrophilic 
hydrogen and the molecules on the mating wafer surface 
should have nonbonding electrons. 

2.2.1. Sufice Fatness and smoothness 
Surface flatness is a global, macrosccpic measure of 

the deviation of the front surface of a wafer from a 
specified reference plane when the back surface of the 
wafer is ideally flat (as when the wafer is pulled down 
by vacuum onto an ideally clean, flat chuck) 1171. During 
silicon wafer bonding at RT, each wafer of the pair 
is elastically deformed to achieve conformity of the two 
surfaces [18]. The flatness nonuniformity of starting 
wafers can result in periodic strain patterns (contrast 
fluctuations) with several spatial frequencies of a bonded 
pair, which can be detected by X-ray topography. The 
largest spatial period in bonded pairs has been found 
to be on the order of 1 mm 1181 or longer. The locai 
stresses have been estimated to be in the range of 
1 X 10’ dyne cm-’ in the case of typical 4-inch Si( 100) 
wafer bonding for wafers covered by 3000 8, of thermally 
grown oxide [lS]. 

Let us assume gaps between wafers caused by a 
flatness nonuniformity with a lateral extension R (or 
spatial period 2R) much larger than their depth (or 
gap height) h, as schematically shown in Fig. l(a). The 
gap height h for which the gap can still be closed during 
the wafer bonding process can be estimated by the 
relation: 

h ,<RZ[y/(1.‘2Ed3)]“2 (4) 

as long as R > 2d holds [19]. In eqn. (4), d is the wafer 
thickness, E is Young’s modulus [ 1.66 x 1012 dyne cm -’ 
for Si(lOO)], and y the specific interface or surface 
energy of the bonding interface (about 100 erg cm-’ 
for hydrophilic SiiSi bonding at RT). It is obvious that 
for constant interface energy, gap height h and spatial 
period 2R, the gaps can more easily be closed for 
thinner wafers during RT bonding. For Ii <2d (Fig. 
l(b)), or in other words below a critical gap height: 

hnit = 3.7(dy/E)l” (5) 

The gap height which can still be closed is given by: 

h G 2.6(Ry/E)‘” (6) 

as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of gaps between wafers for the case of 
R > W and (b) for the case of R =K 2d. 
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Fig. 2. Parameter combinations of gap height h and lateral 
extensions R of gaps which can be closed for a Si safer thickness 
of 525 pm and -y=lOO erg err-*. The area in which closing of 
the gap can occur is shaded. 
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(c)

Figure 3.15 – (a) Schematic of two surfaces coming into contact for direct bonding. The sur-
faces exhibit both high frequency (roughness) and low frequency (flatness) non-uniformity. (b)
Schematic for modeling adhesion in the presence of roughness: a rough surface with asperity
heights obeying a Gaussian distribution contacting a flat rigid surface. (c) Schematic for modeling
gap closing for non-flat substrates: a gap of lateral extension R and height of 2h between wafers of
thickness d . (a,b) reproduced from [263], (c) reproduced from [150].

θ = E∗

w

√
σ3

R
(3.11)

w = γ1 +γ2 −γ12; E∗ = 4

3

[
E

1−ν2

]
(3.12)

where ν is Poisson’s ratio, E is the Young modulus, w is the specific surface energy of adhesion

(related to γx , the surface energy and γx y , the interface energy) and σ and R describe the

rough surface statistically — σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution and R is

the radius of the caps.

The adhesion parameter θ is used to define three regions of bonding regimes:

nonbonding regime, θ > 12

In this regime the effective bonding energy and real contact area is effectively zero, no

bonding is possible between the two surfaces.

adherence regime, 1 < θ < 12

The real area of contact and effective bonding energy increases with decreasing θ.

Bonded area is typically less than 100 %.

bonding regime, θ < 1

Maximum effective bonding surface and bonding energy. Bonded area is ∼ 100 %, if the

other direct bonding criteria (cleanliness, flatness) are fulfilled.

As roughness determines the microscopic contact possible during bonding, flatness deter-

mines the macroscopic contact. Atomically flat surfaces are difficult to produce, but the two

surfaces can elastically deform (bend) to have larger area in contact. Tong et al. derived an

elastomechanical approximation for predicting how large of a surface flatness non-uniformity

will still result in the deformation of the surface and bonding, instead of forming voids [150].
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3.6. Bonding

Rq [nm] σ[nm] R[µm] η σ ·R ·η
diamond 0.522 0.34 2.45 87 0.073
SiO2 [268] 0.242 0.143 312.18 4.36 0.1947
combined - 0.36 17.17 - -

Table 3.2 – Roughness parameters of diamond, wet grown silicon dioxide and the combined
representative roughness of the two surfaces being mated.

The approximation considers two wafers of the same material and thickness (Figure 3.15c).

The first case considers a gap with a lateral extension (L) much larger than the gap height

(L > 2 ·h):

h ≤ L2
[ w

1.2 ·E ·d 3

]1/2
(3.13)

with E being Young’s modulus, w the specific surface energy of adhesion and d is the wafer

thickness. The equation shows that thinner and more compliant wafers will make gap closing

easier. Similarly, if the lateral extension is below the gap height (2 ·h):

h ≤ 2.6

[
L ·w

E

]1/2

(3.14)

Applying these calculations to diamond-silicon dioxide bonding, it can be seen that for the

mating of two surfaces, both surfaces will have some degree of roughness. However, the

Young’s modulus of diamond (E = 1080 GPa [264]) is much larger than the one of oxide (wet

grown, E = 57 GPa [265], ν= 0.17 [266]), so the deformation of diamond during the bonding

process is neglected. The roughness parameters of the diamond surface is calculated from

profiles of AFM scan of a fine polished diamond (ALMAX Easylab) using a MATLAB script

([267]), while the roughness parameters for wet thermal oxide were used from [268]. The

extraction of the surface parameters was performed so that the resulting values obey σ ·R ·η ∈
[0.05,0.1] [263].

The roughness values for the two surfaces are combined together: the R mean asperity

cap radius is calculated as the density-weighted mean of the two radii (
(
R1 ·η1 +R2 ·η2

) ·
1/η1+η2 ), while the standard deviation of the asperity height σ is calculated from the standard

deviation of the sum of two independent Gaussian distributions (
√
σ2

1 +σ2
2). The values for

the individual and combined surfaces are shown in Table 3.2.

While the specific surface energy of adhesion (w) is not known for diamond and oxide, the

value is expected to be in the range of adhesion energies found for silicon – oxide/silicon –

silicon bonding. The reported values for w are 0.7 Jm−2 to 0.8 Jm−2 for Si-oxide [145], 0.1 Jm−2

to 0.15 Jm−2 for hydrophilic Si-Si [145, 263] and 0.03 Jm−2 for hydrophobic Si-Si bonding [145].

This yields a θ value between 2.6 for weak bonding and 0.9 or smaller for strong bonding. This
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Chapter 3. Diamond-on-insulator platform

shows that at least partial bonding of diamond and SiO2 surfaces can be attained using direct

bonding methods, if the surfaces are suitably smooth and flat.

For determining the maximum peak-to-valley flatness, a surface energy of 9.57 Jm−2 [264] is

used. For this case, the mechanical contribution of the thin oxide is neglected, and only a slab

of diamond and silicon is investigated. The Young’s modulus of silicon is 165 GPa [6], so as

a simplified model, only the deformation of silicon is taken into account (the bow of the Si

wafer is neglected over the small area of the diamond chip as well). Considering a "dome" or a

"saddle"-type topography (typical for the samples used in this thesis), the largest separation

between the peak and the valley (lateral extension of the non-uniformity) is half of the diagonal

of the chip (∼1.83 mm), which results in a maximal bondable peak-to-valley topography of

197 nm, if the adhesion energy is considered as 0.1 Jm−2 (standard 525µm-thick Si wafer).

Experimental plasma-enhanced direct bonding of diamond to oxidised silicon wafers and

chips were carried out. Both bonding surfaces are exposed to oxygen plasma in barrel etcher

(500 W, 5 min, Tepla Gigabatch). Immediately afterwards the diamond chip is dipped into

DI water and placed on the SiO2 surface with activated surfaces touching, and the water is

evaporated by gently blowing N2. At this stage, a thin layer of water can provide adhesion even

in cases where the mated surfaces will not support bonding, so the assembly must be tested by

heat treatment or applying water to the bond, both of which immediately debond the surface if

the direct bonding was unsuccessful. Diamond chips with surface flatness below 100 nm were

successfully bonded in this fashion, as well as partial bonds achieved where the topography

of the chip permitted this. The bonds were stable in water, vacuum and during annealing up

to 600 ◦C, indicating successful adhesion of the surfaces. However, since flattened substrates

were not available at the time, an alternative, HSQ interlayer process was investigated.

HSQ interlayer bonding was carried out to perform bonding of the substrates with topography

unsuitable for direct bonding. HSQ (FOX-16, Dow) was spin coated onto a silicon chip at 2000

RPM, resulting in HSQ layers of ∼0.95µm thickness. Immediately after coating, the diamond

chip was placed into contact and the assembly was transferred to a heated press, where

0.15 MPa pressure was applied, before heating to 250 ◦C (10 ◦Cmin−1) for 1 h. Afterwards, the

sample was let to cool down to room temperature, before removing the pressure. The samples

very reliably bonded in this fashion, and optical inspection reveals no colour on the bonded

area, suggesting close to 100 % bonding. Unfortunately, debonding occurs on annealing in

an oven (300 ◦C+), possibly due to the release of the elastic energy of the diamond plate or

outgassing/volume change of the HSQ layer.

3.7 Membrane preparation and patterning

For etching the amorphous carbon layer, the electrochemical etch method was used [131],

since it offers superior etching times to the chemical etch method, the latter being diffusion-

driven. Furthermore, the chemical etch method utilises hazardous acids (HClO4), to which

the electrochemical etching is preferable.
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Figure 3.16 – (a) Electrochemical etch setup. DC voltage (70 V) is applied to two platinum elec-
trodes. The electrodes are immersed into a diluted HCl electrolyte, and placed on the sides of the
diamond die. (b) Optical microscope images showing the progression of the carbon etching, with
highlighted areas that show the portion of layer etched during the time interval between the two
images. The areas where the amorphous carbon is removed appear lighter due to the reduction in
absorption.

The sample is immersed in a diluted 0.015 %, 0.00487 molL−1) HCl that serves as the elec-

trolyte. Platinum wires are placed in the vicinity of the chip from two sides, at approximately

3 mm from each other (Figure 3.16a). 70 VDC is applied, which results in current in the range

of 10 mA to 20 mA, depending on the level of the electrolyte. During the etching the electrolyte

needs to be regularly replenished, since it is continuously electrolysed into H2 and O2. Etching

time is estimated at 16 hours, after which partial debonding occurred (etch time estimation is

difficult due to the non-constant electrolyte level and current), possibly due to the fragility

of the thin diamond cap layer and stress from the HSQ bonding method. However, mem-

brane fragments remain bonded, with typical sizes on the order of 0.05 mm. The shape of

the membrane pieces have sharp angles, which are another indication of the preservation

of the crystalline nature of the capping layer (Figure 3.17a). The remaining amorphous car-

bon is removed via IBE (−5° angle, 300 V, 15 min), a process that has high selectivity against

non-diamond material. This process also etches the exposed HSQ (Figure 3.18a). Atomic

force microscopy measurements reveal defects mimicking original surface defects in the dia-
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Chapter 3. Diamond-on-insulator platform

mond, along with added roughness of the membrane that is attributed to the roughness in the

metallic stopping layer, transferred via ion implantation. The rms roughness of the layer was

measured to be between 6 nm to 16 nm (Figure 3.17b).

10 μm

(a) (b)

Figure 3.17 – (a) SEM image of a single crystal diamond membrane piece after the electrochemical
etching (blue). The surface mimics surface defects from the original plate. Inset shows HSQ disks
patterned on such a membrane. (b) AFM measurement of the surface of diamond flake after
cleaning. The surface displays defects from the original surface and added roughness from the
metallic stopping layer, yielding an rms roughness of 15.8 nm. With the deep pits excluded (white
region), the rms roughness is 6.1 nm.

Following the preparation of the membrane, electron beam lithography is used to define

the structures. In this case, disks were exposed in HSQ (FOX-16, ∼500 nm thickness), with

diameters of 5µm. After development (1 min, 25 % TMAH, 25 %), the HSQ patterns were

transferred into the diamond using vertical etching (§ 4.3, 4 min). The underlying HSQ was

etched using IBE (−5° angle, 300 V, 30 min), and then the silicon was etched to form free-

standing pillars (SF6/C4F8 chemistry Bosch process, 3 min), to enable tapered fiber probing

of the structures. To enable release, HSQ was cured at 420 ◦C for 1 hour, which removes the

remaining organic component in the resist, leaving only SiOx. After the curing, HF vapour

release of the structures was performed (1 cycle, 300 s, 75 Torr). The etch rate of the vapour HF

system has to be greatly reduced, as cured HSQ is much less dense than the typical SiO2 layers

and therefore etches much faster. A released disk fabricated using this method is shown on

Figure 3.18b. To prevent the fencing occurring during IBE etching, the patterning method was

improved to use ICP RIE etching of the HSQ layer, resulting in fence-free disks (Figure 3.18c).

3.8 Discussion and conclusion

Diamond-based optical devices require sophisticated microfabrication techniques, especially

if commercial exploitation is the goal. While the material properties are excellent, the processes

for manufacturing high quality substrates and their patterning is much less advanced than

silicon and other semiconductor material systems. The techniques outlined in this chapter

have various applications. Preparation of flat and smooth optical substrates from diamond

are a prerequisite for many devices, although in this case this process was carried out to
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(c)

Figure 3.18 – (a) SEM image of a single crystal diamond membrane piece (blue) after IBE cleaning.
The surface mimics surface defects from the original plate. Inset shows HSQ disks patterned on
such a membrane. (b) Colourised SEM image of a released microdisk, single crystal diamond
highlighted in blue. The green fence is a byproduct of the ion beam etching process.(c) Colourised
SEM image of microdisk fabricated with a modified process showing defect free disk geometry
and smooth surface.

promote flatness for bonding applications. It is expected that this process can yield extremely

flat substrates that preserve the smoothness imparted on them by scaife polishing, thereby

allowing the combination of low roughness and high flatness in a process.

Diamond-on-insulator type substrates are an extremely attractive proposition, for creating a

scalable platform for guided-wave optics in diamond. In this chapter, the transfer of single

crystal diamond membranes was demonstrated using an HSQ bonding process. The mem-

branes were created using He+ implantation. Cap layer thickness was measured via TEM and

found to have good agreement with modelling results. The bonding of membrane pieces

was achieved using an adhesive – HSQ based bonding process. The transferred membranes

have been characterised by SEM and AFM, revealing high quality, with uniform thickness and

smooth surface. Furthermore, free-standing disks have been demonstrated via a release of the

HSQ layer.

While the lift-off method has been known for a long time, the development of the process to
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Chapter 3. Diamond-on-insulator platform

bond thick diamond plates is the crucial step for commercialization, as membrane transfer

processes are difficult to scale. This demonstration of the feasibility of this process opens up

the way to such industrial efforts. Furthermore, the development of the substrate smoothing

and flattening processes promises the additional improvement of performing direct bonding

of the diamond substrates, which allows the integration of diamond membranes without the

HSQ interlayer, improving the optical, mechanical and release process properties.
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4 Development of etching and micro-
fabrication for SCD microoptics

This chapter describes the development and application of diamond plasma etch processes and

microoptical devices that have been fabricated via these techniques. Three different diamond

dry etch procedures are described and characterised, named crystallographic, deep and vertical.

These etching methods shape the diamond substrate optimised for a distinct goal, that enables

the fabrication of devices with novel geometries. Along with the introduction of each etch, a

microoptical device fabrication flow is shown, that makes use of the properties the etch imparts

on them. For each process, the steps are shown in detail to facilitate reproduction of these

methods, and the devices are characterised to qualify the process.

4.1 Crystallographic etching

Crystallographic etching is a novel technique for diamond microfabrication that allows defin-

ing quasi-3D structures that can lead to exciting applications for MEMS and microoptics. In

this section, a process is shown using crystallographic etching for the fabrication of diffraction

gratings, along with investigation into the geometry produced by this dry etching method.

The microfabrication process is carried out on commercially available general grade single

crystal diamond plates (Table 3.1, Element Six, Lake Diamond) with typical dimensions of

2.6 mm x 2.6 mm x 0.3 mm and 〈100〉 crystal orientation (Figure 4.1). The plates are first

cleaned in acetone and IPA, then 60 nm of Al2O3 is deposited using atomic layer deposition

(ALD). Alumina represents an excellent hardmask for this etch process, with selectivity better

than 400:1. The other tested hardmask material etch rates and approximate selectivities are

shown in Table 4.1 The diamond plate is fixed to a wafer using mounting wax (QuickStick

135) to ensure thermal contact during diamond etching and facilitate handling. Subsequently
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Chapter 4. Development of etching and microfabrication for SCD microoptics

Figure 4.1 – Schematic representation of the microfabrication process for diffraction gratings in
single crystal diamond: 1) substrate cleaning 2) Al2O3 deposition 3) photoresist spincoating 4)
photoresist patterned with lines along either 〈110〉 or 〈100〉 direction 5) alumina hardmask dry
etch 6) diamond dry etch resulting in grooves with profile dependent on direction.

photoresist (AZ ECI 3007) is spincoated onto the chip (400 nm thick).

Spincoating on small substrates is more difficult than on wafer-scale, since for uniform coating

the centripetal force needs to overcome the adhesive force trapping the photoresist at the edge

of the chip, which leads to a significant edge bead. This edge bead needs to be removed in

order to have a close contact between the photomask and the photoresist during exposure

for high-resolution pattern transfer. A two-cycle photolithography exposure approach was

developed to completely remove the edge-bead region on the small substrate. After the

photoresist spin coating, a first exposure is performed on a 0.5 mm-wide frame covering the

inside of the four edges of the diamond plate, with a high dose adapted to the important

thickness of the edge bead. In a subsequent first development, the edge bead is removed

allowing to perform a closely contacted exposure of the central region using a photomask with

the dense groove pattern (Figure 4.2).

The grating lines are exposed using contact lithography, aligned to the chip edges. Two

samples were fabricated one with grating lines in the 〈110〉, the other with grating lines in the

〈100〉 direction. The alumina hardmask is etched in a deep reactive ion etcher using chlorine

chemistry (STS Multiplex). Afterwards, diamond etching is carried out using reactive ion

etching (SPTS APS) with oxygen plasma, utilizing high ICP power (2000 W) and zero platen

bias power (15 mTorr process pressure, 30 sccm O2 gas flow, 25 ◦C). Etching time was 70
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4.1. Crystallographic etching

Figure 4.2 – Optical micrograph of a diamond chip (2.6 mm x 2.6 mm), after two-cycle lithography.
Uniform exposure of the grating lines is possible over a large area (∼4 mm) due to the removal of
the edge-bead, which results in flat contact of the photomask with the resist. Flat contact reduces
linewidth variation of the exposed pattern, improving the quality of the resulting grating.

minutes for the 〈110〉 gratings and 35 minutes for the 〈100〉 gratings, resulting in etch depths

of 2.65µm and 1.37µm, respectively. After etching, the chip is released from the carrier wafer

and the hardmask is stripped in concentrated hydrofluoric acid.

SiO2, sputtered SiO2, wet Si3N4, LPCVD Al2O3, sputtered
Etch rate [nmmin−1] 10.23 3.25 3.14 0.08

Selectivity 3.4 : 1 10.76 : 1 11.14 : 1 437 : 1

Table 4.1 – Etch rate and selectivity of common hardmasks against the crystallographic plasma
etch. Blank wafers with the indicated thin film were etched for 50 min with unbiased O2 plasma
(SPTS APS, 2000 W ICP power, 0 W platen bias power, 15 mTorr process pressure, 30 sccm gas flow,
25 ◦C). Spectral reflectometry (NanoSpec 6100) was used to measure the wafers on 25 points before
and after the etch. The average of the measured values is reported.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was carried out on a Bruker FastScan using an EBD2-100A

ultra-high aspect ratio probe (nanotools GmBH) (tip length: 2µm). High aspect ratio tips are

required for the measurements in order to accurately profile the roughness on the sidewalls

and to measure the sidewall angle with respect to the surface, since using standard AFM tip

geometries the sidewall surfaces cannot be reached. For the vertical sidewalls, the sample was
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Chapter 4. Development of etching and microfabrication for SCD microoptics

tilted with respect to the probe cantilever (tilt angle 16°) to acquire accurate geometry and

roughness. During post-processing the measured geometry was rotated by the tilt angle. In all

cases, the scan direction was chosen to be perpendicular to the grooves and the probe sym-

metry axis to minimize the influence of the probe geometry. Reference angle measurements

were taken on a KOH etched silicon sample to calibrate the measurements. Roughness values

were taken from a groove sidewall with background removed to flatten the measured area.

Angle measurements were also performed by SEM image analysis, and Focused Ion Beam

(FIB) cross section, but were found to be limited in precision to 5°. Table 4.2 summarizes the

measurement results.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.3 – (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) recording of 〈110〉 gratings revealing V-
shaped grooves (b) extracted profile across a single V-groove in the 〈110〉 direction, showing
hardmask undercut (true groove shape indicated with dashed line) and a 57° sidewall angle (c) SEM
recording of 〈100〉 gratings showing a single grating groove with well-defined vertical sidewalls
and (d) extracted profile across a single groove in 〈010〉 direction. The blue line corresponds to an
AFM profile measured with a tilted sample and correction applied.

The grooves fabricated in the 〈110〉 direction have a pitch and depth of 5µm and 2.65µm,

respectively, as seen in Figure 4.3a. We observed an asymmetry of the etched groove shape,

which can be attributed to the misalignment of the gratings with respect to the 〈110〉 direction,

resulting in an undercut of the mask (Figure 4.3b, dashed line). This effect is commonly

observed in silicon gratings fabricated by crystallographic wet etching [269].

The angle of the gratings with respect to the surface plane is 57°, measured via high-aspect

ratio probe AFM (Figure 4.3b). The sidewalls of the 〈110〉 groove are smooth with exception
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4.1. Crystallographic etching

V-Groove angle (57.4±3.3)°
V-Groove surface roughness (Ra) 22 nm
Rectangular groove angle (87.47±0.50)°
Rectangular groove surface roughness (Ra) 5 nm

Table 4.2 – Summary of measurements results using ultra-high aspect ratio tip atomic force
microscopy.

of steps occurring due to groove misalignment, yielding a total Ra of 22 nm. Exclusion of the

steps results in a mean roughness (Ra) better than 5 nm (Figure 4.4b).

The grooves realized in the 〈100〉 direction have a pitch and a depth of 4µm and 1.37µm,

respectively (Figure 4.3c). The AFM measurements revealed an almost vertical sidewall with

an angle of 87° (Figure 4.3c). We observed the sidewalls of the 〈100〉 grooves to be extremely

smooth, with a measured Ra below 5 nm (Figure 4.3b). We also noted the roughening on the

bottom of the trenches, which is attributed to masking by remaining hardmask material due to

an insufficient overetch or initial roughness in the exposed area [52]. Subsequently fabricated

structures employed ion beam polishing (based on [46] to improve surface roughness before

the crystallographic etch process. For these structures, the etch floor roughness was greatly

reduced, indicating that surface quality is determining factor for this feature.

2.8 μm

2.8 μm

2.7 μm

(4.01 nm) (17.53 nm)

(a)

0.71 μm

0.22 μm

1 μm

(2.16 nm)

(b)

Figure 4.4 – Atomic force microscope (AFM) surface profile of a (a) 〈110〉 grating V groove and a
(b) 〈100〉 grating vertical groove. Insets on panel (a) show the otherwise smooth sidewall featuring
steps due to misalignment of the patterns to the true 〈110〉 direction, raising the overall roughness
of the profile. In contrast, the sidewall of the vertical grooves show no steps and are uniformly
smooth. Scale bars in insets are all 100 nm, mean roughness (Ra) is indicated in parentheses.

4.1.1 Etch modelling

Modelling of the etch process for the grooves in the 〈110〉/〈100〉 direction was based on the

continuous cellular automata method [270, 271]. The simulation starts by defining the simula-

tion volume and an opening in the mask. Viewing a crystal with a (100) top surface, the lattice
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can be described as alternating layers of carbon atoms of location and bond configuration. The

simulation is initialized by creating atoms for the layer in the non-masked area and assigning

them to "etch front". Atoms represent a continuous state of etching: they start at 1 "integrity"

and they are removed from the lattice at 0. During each etch cycle, the atoms belonging to the

etch front are examined. For each atom, the number of neighbouring atoms are calculated,

that indicates which crystalline plane the atom belongs to. Only the planes of the lowest order

((100), (110), (111)) were modelled, under the simplification that influence of higher order

planes can be neglected [270]. Subsequently, the etch rate corresponding to the plane is used

to decrease the integrity of the atoms. Whenever an atom is removed from the lattice, the

neighbours revealed are added to the etch front. Newly revealed atoms always possess the

opposite bond configuration. In addition, if the removed atom’s integrity would’ve become

negative, the new atoms will begin etching with a delay, preventing the clamping of the etch

rate. After a set number of iterations (800), the remaining atom integrities are assembled into

a surface (Figure 4.5a).
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Figure 4.5 – Crystallographic etch simulation via the continuous automata method. a) Cutaway of
a simulated etch surface of a mask aperture along 〈110〉 direction. b) Extracted profiles of V-groove
(top) and vertical groove (bottom) simulations. The blue lines show a linear fit to black points,
which constitute the sidewall. The fitted lines subtend an angle of 57.3° and 87.9°, respectively, to
the x axis.

To account for the directional etching characteristic of reactive ion etching, the model was

extended by including an additional etching component, applied only on cells in line-of-

sight of the mask opening (eg. directly exposed to the plasma). These etch rates are termed

directional-(x y z), depending on which crystalline plane etch rate they contribute to. Two

dimensional profiles were extracted across trenches (in the 〈110〉 direction). Etch rates were
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4.1. Crystallographic etching

fitted to the experimentally obtained profiles. Etch ratios of 0 : 1 : 20 : 10 : 10 : 25 ((100), (110),

(111), directional-(100), directional-(110), directional-(111)) yield angles of 57.3° and 87.9°,

respectively ([272]).

The etch rate of ((100)+direction(100)) was measured during etching by measuring the step

height of the groove via AFM. The etch rate was initially 52 nmmin−1 measured at 9 min,

stabilizing at 34.6(26) nmmin−1 (from 20 min). The crystal plane selectivity effectively show

that the {100} planes are not attacked by this etch, and that the progression of the etch floor

observed is only due to the residual ion bombardment. This observation is in good agreement

with the fact that very tall vertical sidewalls were observed for extended etch times (Figure 4.6).

2 μm

Figure 4.6 – Vertical sidewall after 8 hours 45 minutes of crystallographic etch. In accordance
with the prediction of the etch modelling, the sidewall is very close to vertical and has a smooth
sidewall. The height of the feature is ∼9.5µm.

Using the same process flow, trapezoidal cross-section (not fully etched groove) beamsplitter

gratings were also demonstrated. In this case the etch is timed to achieve the required groove

depth, optimised numerically. The pitch of the grating was measured to be 3.82µm, with a

depth of 170 nm and duty cycle of 35.5 % (Figure 4.7) [273].

4.1.2 Triangular grooves

The fabrication of crystallographically etched gratings can be extended to fabricate gratings

of purely triangular profile. The fabrication takes advantage of the inherent biasing of the

ICP zero-bias etching and the finite selectivity of the 〈111〉 plane. When fabricating V-groove

gratings (patterns along the 〈110〉 direction), extended etch times will reveal an undercut of

the profile as previously shown (Figure 4.3). The evolution of the profile with the etching

is shown in Figure 4.8a, where the progression of the etch undercuts the bar, shaping the

profile from a trapezoid to two opposite triangles. The etch selectivity, and the amount of

directional etch contribution influence the dimensions of the triangles. Continuing the etch

leads to completion of the undercut and a release of the top triangular beam. Alternatively,
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Figure 4.7 – Geometrical characterisation of trapezoidal cross-section beamsplitter gratings. a)
SEM image of resulting grating shows uniformity over large area, with inset showing a single
groove b) AFM profile shows single grating groove with angled sidewalls, with an etch depth of
170 nm.

the etch may be stopped earlier, and the beams can be mechanically detached. Mechanical

detachment (scratching) of the beams can result in particles and debris, so a PDMS-stamp

based removal can be a good alternative. The resulting triangles are extremely sharp, if the

etch is timed correctly. Three distinct surfaces can be identified (Figure 4.8a): the surface

marked in green (A), that is unexposed to the directional etching, which will evolve to subtend

an angle of 54.7° with respect to the (100), a true {111} plane; the surface marked in yellow

(C), that is exposed to the directional etching, which will have an angle greater than 54.7°,

depending on the directional contribution (∼57° in our experiments); and the surface marked

in red (B), which is unexposed to the directional etching, but due to the interface between (B)

and (C), the angle is between 54.7° and the angle of (C).

A disadvantage of this fabrication method is the sensitivity to grating line thickness – difference

in grating line thickness translates to a change in undercut time. The total groove depth and

undercut time can be expressed based on the known angles, the period and duty cycle (b bar

width and g gap width) and the etch rate for each planes (the (B) planes are considered to

subtend 54.7° with respect to the top surface):

htot al = 2 ·h1 +h2 h1 = tan(α)
b

2
h2 = tan(α′)

g

2
(4.1)

tunder cut =
d1

ER111
+ d2

ER100
d1 = cos(α)

b
2

d2 = tan(α′)
g

2
(4.2)

This fabrication method greatly increases fabrication time with respect to trapezoidal gratings,
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Figure 4.8 – Triangular groove geometry. (a) Evolution of profile during etching and formation
of triangular beam and groove profile, with different surface families highlighted (b) FIB-cut
cross-section showing the evolution of the triangular profile. (c) Fully etched large scale triangular
profile gratings, with a single ridge highlighted for clarity. The gratings are uniform over a large
surface (1 mm).

as the undercut proceeds with low etch rate of the {111} plane (Eq. (4.2)). During long etching,

the thermal contact between the diamond plate and carrier wafer can deteriorate and lead to

isotropic/thermochemical etching, which roughens the groove surfaces. However, the groove

depth is primarily governed by the bar width and can be decreased by a smaller duty cycle,

achievable by e-beam lithography (Eq. (4.1)). This also translates directly to undercut time,

with bar width dominating the etch time (Eq. (4.2)). As an example, for a bar and gap width of

500 nm (duty cycle of 50 %), the groove height is 148 nm and the undercut time is 22 min. The

etch rates calculated from the etch modelling are in good agreement with the time observed

for the undercut, even though the model itself does not reproduce the undercut beam features.

This technique can also be used to undercut square pillars, which result in very sharp tips,

which can be of use for micro-indenters and AFM systems.
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Chapter 4. Development of etching and microfabrication for SCD microoptics

4.1.3 Limitations

The etching process involves high density plasma to decrease the etching time. High power

density heats up the substrate which leads to an isotropic surface roughening due to thermal

etching [170]. Consequently, care must be taken to ensure good thermal contact with the

backside cooled wafer. Extended etching times can lead to the deterioration of the thermal

contact provided by the mounting wax. Thus, lowering the plasma density (by lowering

ICP power) or cycling cooling steps [88] could be considered to decrease the thermal load.

Imprecise alignment causes undercut of the mask and shifting of the groove centerline, leading

to groove asymmetry. This phenomenon is especially pronounced for long grooves and precise

alignment of the groove direction with respect to the substrate is required for good control

of the groove shape. An alignment technique used for silicon crystallographic etching is a

pre-etch [274], where a first etch reveals a crystallographic plane to be used for subsequent

alignment. This technique can be used to the same effect for diamond substrates. Another

method is to utilize closed groove patterns, which limits the undercut due to trapping of

atomic steps [269].

4.2 Deep etching

Fabricating separate components out of single crystal diamond is a useful process, for example

for the creation of optical or mechanical devices. This requires an etching process that can

etch through thicknesses found in commercially available diamond plates. In the following

section, the process for through-etching diamond plates with 150µm thickness is shown.

Diamond platePhotoresist Quickstick 135AlSiO2 Handling wafer

I II III IV

V VI VII VIII

Figure 4.9 – Process flow for creating free-standing components from SCD via deep etching. I,
Deposition of Al/SiO2 thin film stack II-IV, Dual exposure photolithography V, SiO2 fluorine-based
and Al chlorine-based ICP etch VI, Deep diamond etch VII-VIII, Hardmask stripping and release
of components

The fabrication is carried out on single crystal diamond plates, with typical dimensions of

5.5 mm x 5.5 mm x 150µm (Figure 4.9). Several hard mask materials (Al, Si, Al2O3, and SiO2)

were experimentally assessed for selectivity against the deep diamond plasma etch. Metal thin

films such as Al have previously been used as hard mask materials, because of good adhesion

on diamond [275], and high selectivity [276], however metal hard masks generally result in
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4.2. Deep etching

significant micromasking during highly energetic oxygen plasma-based diamond etching

[178, 246]. In contrast, dielectric thin films of silicon oxide (SiO2) or alumina (Al2O3) show

minimum micromasking effects in pure oxygen plasmas. SiO2 hard mask was chosen due

to the strong reduction of micromasking while exhibiting a good selectivity to the diamond

(50:1). However, challenges arose from the thick layer of hard mask needed to etch through

the diamond and the low adhesion of silicon oxide layers on diamond [275].

Etching through a 150µm-thick diamond plate requires a 3µm-thick SiO2 hard mask. However,

when using a highly biased plasma, hard mask faceting is a commonly encountered issue

that leads to angled sidewalls in the etched substrate [242]. A well-known method used to

minimize the effects of the hard mask faceting is to use a hard mask thicker than required. For

this process, a 7µm-thick hard mask is used, which is much thicker than usually encountered

in common microfabrication processes. This can pose a challenge, as the hard mask layer

can delaminate or crack due to low adhesion and internal stress [275, 277]. To avoid the mask

from delaminating, a 200 nm-thick Al adhesion layer is used to promote adhesion. In addition,

an identical Al layer was deposited on the backside of the diamond plate. This sacrificial layer

is used to aid the removal of the individual diamond components when the through-etch is

completed. Subsequently, the SiO2 hard mask was deposited by RF sputtering. Sputtering in a

reactive O2 atmosphere increases the thin-film quality [278], but decreases deposition rate

by roughly a factor of five in our experiments. Therefore, a first thin (65 nm) layer of SiO2 was

deposited with O2 flow, while the remaining 7µm layer was deposited without O2, combining

good adhesion with fast deposition rates.

The SiO2 is etched in a He/H2/C4F8-based plasma (SPTS APS). The photoresist is stripped

afterwards using O2 plasma, MICROPOSIT REMOVER 1165 solution and a second O2 plasma

cleaning step. In order to smoothen the SiO2 sidewalls, the substrate is dipped for 15 seconds

in a buffered hydrofluoric acid solution (NH4F(40 %):HF(50 %) (7:1)). The aluminium layer is

etched in a Cl2/BCl3-based plasma (STS Multiplex ICP), immediately followed by a DI water

rinsing and drying under N2 flow to remove any chlorine residues.

The single crystal diamond substrate is etched for approximately 5 h in O2 based plasma

(2000 W ICP power, 200 W bias power, 100 sccm O2 flow, 15 mTorr chamber pressure, SPTS

APS) until the Al backside layer is reached, with the etch end point determined by visual

inspection. The SiO2 is stripped in concentrated HF bath, and the Al is stripped in Al etchant

until the parts are released from the handling Si wafer. Finally, the parts are rinsed in DI water

and dried under N2 flow.

Characterization of the resulting sidewalls reveal two distinct regions: the top region extends

25µm from the top surface and possesses a taper ((93.4±2.7)°), while the bottom region has

a reentrant profile ((82.0±1.4)°) (Figure 4.10a). The tapered profile is caused by the erosion

and recession of the hard mask during etching, while the bottom profile is caused by isotropic

etching. The top region is continuously subjected to ion bombardment incident at angle,

which results in a smoothing effect, while the bottom region keeps the striations caused by
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Chapter 4. Development of etching and microfabrication for SCD microoptics

While this sidewall profile can already prove sufficient
for mechanical watch components, we expect that the
verticality can further be improved by adjusting the
combination of process pressure and bias power. Similar
optimizations have been demonstrated in single crystal
diamond for etch depths of up to 10 µm, where sidewall
angles of 88.45° have been achieved by using periodical
renewing of the hard mask during the etch34. Alternative
approaches for sidewall verticality improvement can
include cyclic passivation of the sidewalls as known from
silicon deep reactive ion etching (Bosch process). In sili-
con, sidewall angles of 89.7° have been demonstrated for
similar etching depths of 130 µm45. Such quasi-ideal

sidewall angles are obtained by adjusting the etching time
to passivation time ratio46. While similarly robust sidewall
passivation techniques have not yet been developed for
the deep etching of diamond, possible routes for sidewall
passivation mechanisms for diamond etching can include
controlled re-deposition using Ni or Ni–Ti alloy hard
masks47.
The sidewall roughness of the components was mea-

sured by AFM. Figure 4b shows a SEM recording of the
inspected sidewall, and the corresponding AFM mea-
surements for two selected sites in Fig. 4c, d. The top
region of the sidewall exhibits a surface roughness as low
as 20 nm (rms), while the bottom region shows a surface

1 mm

b

500 μm

a

Fig. 3 Micromechanical components in single crystal diamond. a Photograph of a 150 µm-thick escape wheel and anchor, obtained from a
single crystal diamond by deep reactive ion etching. b Scanning electron microscope recording of the escape wheel, highlighting the
unprecedented precision of the single crystal diamond component as a result from the microfabrication process
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Fig. 4 Sidewall profile and surface roughness of micromechanical components in single crystal diamond. a Schematic cross-sectional view of
the released parts’ sidewalls. b Scanning electron microscope recording of a sidewall after deep reactive ion etch, revealing two distinct regions
separated at 25 µm from the top edge. Atomic force microscope measurements show a c surface roughness as low as 20 nm rms in the top region,
while d the bottom region exhibits a surface roughness of 200 nm rms. The variation in roughness can be attributed to the different sidewall profiles
in the top and the bottom region
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Figure 4.10 – Characterization of the deep etch sidewall. a) The sidewall is divided into two
distinct areas, with the top part having a tapered profile and smooth surface, and the bottom part
possessing a reentrant profile with elevated roughness. b) shows the SEM image of the sidewall,
with c) AFM measurements of the shown areas.

ion damage. The sidewall roughness of the components was measured by AFM. Figure 4.10b

shows a SEM image of the inspected sidewall, and the corresponding AFM measurements for

two selected sites in Figure 4.10c,d. The top region of the sidewall exhibits a surface roughness

as low as 20 nm rms, while the bottom region shows a surface roughness of about 200 nm rms.

These values correspond to the standard deviation of the height in 5µm x 5µm areas, after

plane fitting (i.e., data centring and tilt removal).

4.3 Vertical etching

Creating etched structures in diamond with smooth, vertical sidewalls is of high importance

for creating various optical devices, including waveguides and other integrated optics devices.

Such directional etching is also useful for fabricating diffractive optical elements (DOEs).

The fabrication of a single crystal diamond binary DOE is shown, along with a discussion on

implementing such vertical etching.

Fabrication of the DOEs (Figure 4.11a) was carried out on general grade single crystal diamond

plates with dimensions of 3 mm x 3 mm x 0.25 mm (Element Six). The plates were cleaned in

hot Piranha (H2SO4 : H2O2, 1:1) and subsequently in concentrated hydrofluoric acid to remove

organic and polishing slurry contaminants. During subsequent steps the diamond chip is

attached to a carrier wafer using QuickStick 135 mounting wax for handling and compatibility

with standard tools (Si for e-beam and oxidised Si during etching).

To remove surface asperities an ion beam etching-based (IBE) polishing process was carried

out based on [46]. A first normal incidence etching step removes remaining contamination.
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I II III

IV V VI

Single Crystal Diamond Si HSQ

(a)

1 μm

(b)

200 nm 

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.11 – Vertical etch fabrication. (a), DOE Microfabrication process flow: I, Substrate
cleaning, followed by high-angle IBE polishing. II, Sputtering of silicon hardmask. III, Spin-
coating of HSQ negative resist, electron beam lithography (Raith EBPG 5000+), and development
in TMAH. IV, Cl2-based ICP RIE patterning of the Si layer (STS Multiplex ICP). V, Highly directional
O2 plasma etch of diamond substrate. VI, Stripping of the hardmask using a wet silicon isotropic
etch. (b), SEM image of the diamond DOE after fabrication, showing smooth etch floor and
sidewalls. (c), SEM image of 180 nm diameter pillar fabricated with the vertical etch. (d), AFM
image of the DOEs surface showing the 90 nm etch features.
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Chapter 4. Development of etching and microfabrication for SCD microoptics

The second, oblique incidence etching performs polishing due to the angle dependent etch

rate. The third normal incidence step recovers the nanoscale smoothness. Amorphous silicon

was deposited via sputtering to serve as a hardmask. Silicon was chosen due to the good

selectivity during the diamond etch, for acting as a conductive layer during electron beam

exposure, resistance to the developer (TMAH) and having a good adhesion to both diamond

and the electron beam resist. Electron beam lithography (Raith EBPG 5000+) was carried using

HSQ negative resist (FOX 16, Dow, thickness ∼500 nm). Chlorine chemistry deep reactive ion

etching was used to pattern the Si layer (STS Multiplex ICP), after fluorine-based recipes were

found to overpassivate the etch surface due to the small exposed area. Transfer of the pattern

into diamond was carried using highly directional O2 plasma (STS Multiplex ICP, 400 W ICP

power, 200 W bias power, 30 sccm O2, 15 mTorr). The etch produces smooth surfaces and

vertical sidewalls. The hardmask and HSQ were stripped using a wet silicon isotropic etch

(HF : HNO3 : CH3COOH). The devices were subsequently characterized with SEM and AFM

(Figure 4.11b, Figure 4.11d), which reveal a smooth etch floor and sidewalls.

This vertical etch process was also successfully used to fabricate single crystal diamond pillars

for nanomechanical testing, where sidewall angle needs to be as close to 90° as possible.

Nanomechanical testing was previously carried out for silicon [279] and microscale glass [280],

and currently being carried for single crystal diamond using the fabricated test structures at the

Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology (EMPA). To achieve vertical

pillar sidewalls, a hardmask layer was used in addition to HSQ, which is more resistant to the

plasma etch (along with the other useful properties listed previously), thereby reducing lateral

shrinking of the mask. The other key component of making the etch sufficiently directional,

which is mainly governed by increasing the bias power in an ICP system. The drawback of this

is the increased erosion of the hardmask due to an increase in the physical etching component

(hardmask sputtering) and microtrenching. Pillars with diameters down to 120 nm have been

fabricated this way (Figure 4.11c), having a height of ∼700 nm and a sidewall angle of 88.7°. It

is expected that the microtrenching can be reduced by further process optimisation (similar

work has been performed for SiC [281]).

4.4 Proportional etching

As previously discussed in § 3.4, 3D printing can be used to create almost arbitrary resist

profiles, that can be transferred into diamond using proportional etching, thereby creating

tailored surfaces. This method can also be used to fabricate optical structures, that are

otherwise difficult or impossible to fabricate using 2D patterning techniques.

The microoptical components are fabricated on a commercially available double side polished

CVD general grade single crystal diamond plate (Element Six), with dimensions of 3 mm x

3 mm x 0.3 mm. The samples are cleaned in hot Piranha bath, followed by HF to remove

organic and polishing residues. Surface polishing is carried out using ion beam etching based

on [46], exploiting the angle-dependent sputtering rate to arrive at a smooth surface. The dia-
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4.4. Proportional etching

Figure 4.12 – SEM image of blazed diffraction grating (a), c), e)) and Fresnel lens (b), d), f )). The
resist patterns show significant "staircase effect", due to the layer-by-layer printing (a) - d)), but
this is greatly diminished during the transfer to the diamond substrate due to the low selectivity of
the etch (1 : 15) (e) - f )).

mond samples are mounted using QuickStick 135 mounting wax in recesses on a prestructured

silicon wafer to avoid accidental contact with the objective during the subsequent exposure

step. Photoresist (NanoScribe IP-Dip) is dispensed over the chip and exposure is carried out

using a 63x magnification objective on the NanoScribe system, followed by development

in PGMEA and IPA. After the photoresist structuring, the structures are imaged using SEM,

showing a staircase profile due to the layer-by-layer exposure employed by the 3D printing

system (Figure 4.12).

The patterns in the exposed photoresist are transferred into diamond using a chlorine-based

ICP reactive ion etching (STS Multiplex ICP, 800 W coil power, 300 W platen power, 5 mTorr

chamber pressure, 40 sccm Cl2 and 25 sccm Ar, etch rate 64.5 nmmin−1). This etch chemistry

was found to have improved uniformity and smoothness over the commonly used O2/Ar.
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Chapter 4. Development of etching and microfabrication for SCD microoptics

In addition, the etch has a low selectivity (1 : 15), which allows for the smoothening of the

staircase profile observed in the resist layer, leading to a smooth surface (Figure 4.12). The

diamond chip is detached from the handling wafer before characterisation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.13 – Atomic force microscope (AFM) surface profile of the transferred patterns for a)
blazed gratings and b) Fresnel lenses. In both cases, the surface is smooth. Extracted line scans
(c)-d)) of the grooves match the design profile very closely, showing a deviation of only 3 % for the
subtended angle with respect to the top surface. Sharp features of the patterns show rounding due
to the low selectivity of the etch, which can be compensated for using a predistorted pattern if
required.

The fabricated gratings were subsequently characterised using atomic force microscopy (AFM).

The blazed surface subtends an angle of 2.48° to the top surface, deviating by less than 3 %

from the targeted value. The period of the grating is (10.2±0.1)µm (<2 % deviation), while the

height is (310±10) nm (<30 % deviation). Comparing the etched profile with the design profile

(Figure 4.13c), it is apparent that edges are eroded during etching and are not transferred

into the diamond accurately due to the low selectivity of the process. This effect could be

compensated for by pre-distortion of the resist profile. Roughness measurements over a 5µm

x 5µm reveal an Ra roughness of 2 nm, which shows excellent optical surface quality.

4.5 Discussion and conclusion

Crystallographic etching opens up the possibility of new MEMS and MOEMS structures in

the diamond material system. While this type of quasi-3D etching was available for other

crystalline materials, it is a relatively new development in diamond. This process was inves-

tigated in detail and applied to create relief diffraction gratings of trapezoidal cross-section.

Furthermore, the process was employed to fabricate gratings via undercut, forming a triangu-

lar groove profile. It is expected that this improved understanding of the process and geometry
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will lead to novel structures, exploiting the additional degree of freedom of using directionality

in a dry etch process.

To explain the origin of this discrepancy, the crystallographic diamond etching was modelled

based on previously developed models for crystallographic etching of single crystal silicon

(continuous cellular automata method, as described in § 4.1.1). In agreement with the etch

model, the angle difference is attributed to a directional anisotropic etching component. The

directionality arises from an inherent biasing of the ICP plasma during diamond etching. We

expect that this directionality can be tuned or even eliminated with the proper configuration

of the plasma etcher, resulting in tunable groove angles.

The crystallographic etch process is very attractive for the fabrication of photonics, as the

resulting surfaces are extremely smooth. With measured mean roughness values below 5 nm,

these surfaces are comparable in roughness to optically polished diamond substrates. These

type of smooth surfaces are advantageous not only for microoptics, but also as waveguide

sidewalls, reducing scattering losses.

Diamond deep etching is a promising tool for the fabrication of free-standing mechanical

and optical components, allowing the through-etch of 150µm+ thick plates in a standard

microfabrication process. The resulting structures improve upon currently achievable results

machined via femtosecond laser cutting, paving the way for the integration of diamond

micromechanical assemblies and for microoptical components. Further process optimisation

is expected to improve both sidewall roughness (200 nm rms) and verticality (82°), important

for decreasing friction in mechanical components and reducing scattering for optical systems.

As a complement to the deep etch, a shallow etch was developed as well. This etch method

uses high plasma bias to create sidewalls that are very close to the vertical. This etch method

is very useful for creating structures with binary profiles, like diffraction gratings and phase

diffractive optical elements, along with mechanical structures. This technique lends itself well

to e-beam fabrication, due to the requirement of a hardmask for ensuring conductivity during

exposure and produces high-quality sidewalls and etch floor.

3D laser lithography allows the realisation of the almost arbitrary features in resist, which

can then be transferred into diamond using proportional etching. This allows the tailoring

of the optical surface to practically any degree, such as aspherical and free-form surfaces. As

demonstrated, the etching results in excellent optical quality, despite the quantized nature

of the writing layer-by-layer. The drawback of this method is the serial nature of the process

and the investment into the lithography tool, both of which could be justified for niche

applications. However, parallelising or increasing the speed of exposure can enable the scaling

of this fabrication technique to industrial exploitation.
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5 Characterisation of diamond microop-
tical devices

Diamond is an excellent optical material due to its high refractive index, broadband trans-

mission window and high thermal conductivity, which enable the construction of compact,

broadband, high power optical systems. In this chapter, the optical characterisation of the

diamond microoptical devices is shown, along with their predicted performance based on

numerical models and measurement results.

Diffraction gratings and diffractive optical elements (DOEs) are widely used in a broad range

of industrial and commercial applications, such as in spectrometers [215, 216, 236], beam

shapers [282], monochromators [235], beam splitters [237, 245] and beam samplers [283].

In such applications, the extraordinary optical, mechanical and thermal properties of single

crystal diamond are of high practical and functional value.

5.1 Crystallographically etched gratings

Single crystal diamond diffraction gratings were fabricated by photolithography, hardmask pat-

terning and crystallographic etching. Based on the fabrication flow shown in § 4.1, diffraction

gratings with sidewalls along the {100} and {111} planes are fabricated. Using the crystallo-

graphic etch method allows the definition of precise angles according to the crystalline planes

of the substrate. Diffraction gratings in diamond have been previously published using direc-

tional anisotropic etching, exploitation of mask redeposition [242], boron implantation [251]

and for x-ray applications [250]. Compared to these fabrication methods, crystallographic

etching allows precise control of angles, produces smooth sidewalls free of ion damage and

enables high aspect ratio gratings using commonly available microfabrication equipment. In

the following section, the optical modelling and characterisation of these gratings is shown.
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Optical modelling The diffraction efficiency of the fabricated gratings were calculated with

the RETICOLO package [284] using Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis. The 〈110〉 gratings were

approximated by a staircase function of 50 steps (53 nm step height) and both were calculated

using 50 Fourier terms (sufficient for convergence). The geometrical parameters were taken

from the SEM and AFM measurements. Both ŝ and p̂ polarisations were extracted to compare

against the measured values.

Figure 5.1 – (a) Schematic representation of the optical measurement setup to determine the
grating diffraction efficiency. A 635 nm laser (1) is collimated (2) and sent through an iris (3)
to match the grating (4) dimensions. A photodetector (5) is mounted on a goniometer and
rotated around the sample. (b) Schematic representation of the Mach-Zehnder interferometric
microscope for determination of the optical flatness of the diamond gratings. Light from a helium-
neon laser (1) is split into equal beams (2). One beam is incident on the sample mounted on a
stage (3) and is collected by a 10x objective before encountering a variable phase shift produced
by a piezo-mounted mirror (4). The beams are recombined (5), creating the interference image
on the detector (6).

Diffraction efficiency An optical measurement setup was built to measure the diffraction

efficiency of the fabricated gratings (Figure 5.1). A low-power collimated diode laser (635 nm,

1.2 mW, Thorlabs) illuminates the flat side of the grating mounted on a rotating stage. The

diffraction orders are measured with a power sensor mounted on a goniometer. The distance

of the power sensor to the sample (10 cm) was chosen to measure only a single order and to

ensure the capture of the whole diffracted beam. The detector is rotated to measure the first 6

orders, and the peak values are recorded for each order. Oblique incidence is chosen for the

〈100〉 gratings to improve the contrast for the diffraction orders. At oblique incidence, orders

higher than +1 were clipped due to the sample mount and excluded from the results.

Interferometry A Mach-Zehnder interferometric microscope [285] (Figure 5.1) was used in

transmission to evaluate the optical flatness of the resulting diamond gratings. A 10x objective

was used to take multiple phase images of the grating, subsequently stitched by digital image

processing. The phase images of the gratings were numerically removed using a low pass

Gaussian filter in MATLAB (with a radius of 60 1/µm), then peak-to-valley and rms optical

path error was calculated.
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Figure 5.2 – Measured relative transmitted diffraction order efficiency for (a) 〈110〉 gratings, with
a normal incidence beam, and (b) 〈100〉 gratings, with an oblique incident beam (φi = 41°),
compared to simulated efficiencies. Both ŝ and p̂ polarisations are measured and calculated.

5.1.1 Beamsplitter gratings

The beamsplitter gratings were characterized for optical performance by measuring the effi-

ciency of diffracted orders using a rotating detector arm configuration (Figure 5.1a). We chose

the operating wavelength to be 650 nm, since the availability of detectors and sources makes

the optical measurement easier. The laser light is fiber coupled (for polarization scrambling)

and then collimated onto the grating under test. The illumination occurs perpendicular to the

grating, incident from the unstructured side of the substrate. The detector arm is rotated and

the incident intensity is recorded as a function of the angle. The recorded transmitted optical

power as function of detector rotation angle shows an absolute efficiency distribution of

21.1 % in the 0th order and 25.1 % and 23.6 % in the −1st and +1st orders respectively. The small

discrepancy between the ±1st orders is due to the rotation of the sample (the grating lines are

slightly off the perpendicular compared to the scanning plane), which will be corrected with

an improved sample mounting method in our follow-up work. To evaluate the quality of the

fabricated grating, we compare the recorded efficiency to the simulated values based on the

measured geometry of the gratings. We use the GD-Calc [286] software with MATLAB to model

the grating structure. The grating profile is approximated with a staircase function, with the

same illumination conditions as in the measurement setup. A comparison of the measured

and simulated grating efficiencies is depicted in Figure 5.3.

Comparing the measured and simulated efficiencies show good agreement (0.75 %, 10.28 %,

6.33 % percent error for −1st, 0th, 1st orders respectively), indicating that the model is a good

predictor of performance and that the fabricated geometry is close the ideal profile. Of note is

the reduced absolute efficiency due to Fresnel losses, which could be improved via a backside

anti-reflection coating or backside microstructuring.
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Figure 5.3 – Trapezoidal grating performance. Measured absolute efficiency is plotted against
simulated values computed using parameters measured via AFM. Good agreement between the
values shows the accuracy of the model and the quality of the fabrication.

5.1.2 Blazed gratings and triangular profile gratings

The advantage of having a precisely controlled grating profile via crystallographic etching is

offset by the fact that the fabricated gratings will have a symmetric profile. This means in a

practical sense that the no matter the efficiency of the design, the diffraction efficiencies will

be symmetric for normal illumination incidence. While this is desirable for beam splitters and

beam samplers, for applications that require high diffraction efficiency in a single order, this

effectively limits efficiency at 50 %.

To overcome this limitation and fabricate non-symmetric (blazed) gratings, the diamond

substrate can be cut at angle to the 〈100〉 direction to produce miscut plates. The geometric

construction of such a blazed grating is shown on Figure 5.4: following a V-groove grating

fabricated in 〈100〉 substrate along the 〈110〉 direction (Figure 5.4a), the groove sidewalls are

{111} or quasi-{111} planes, subtending an angle α (54.7° to 57°) with respect to the {100}

plane. If the substrate is miscut by θ (Figure 5.4b), grooves defined in the same will subtendα′

(=α−θ) (of note is the angle at between the two sidewalls (β), which remains constant). If this

is applied to the fabrication of a blazed grating (Figure 5.4c), it can be seen that the resulting

grating will have blaze angle of α′. Due to the fabrication method, part of the grating surface

will be unetched, so the slope will be denoted as d , along with the period D (duty cycle = d
D ).

By considering the diffraction angle given by the grating equation and taking into account the

refraction of the light on the grooves, the wavelength-dependent optimal blaze angle can be

derived:

α′ = tan− 1

[
N mλ

n −
√

(1−N mλ)2

]
(5.1)

with n as the refractive index of the substrate, λ the wavelength of operation, m the diffraction
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Figure 5.4 – a) Geometry of V-groove in a miscut substate, showing miscut angle θ, and the blaze
angle α′. The angle β does not depend on the miscut. b) Profile of a miscut V-groove blazed
grating. Due to the fabrication constraints, the groove width (d) will always be less than the period
D . c) Theoretical efficiency of the first order, as simulated via RCWA, by setting the blaze angle by
Eq. (5.1).

order and N the groove density.

The efficiency of the first order (m = 1) is plotted against the grating period, with the miscut

angle shown as calculated from the optimal blaze angle (Figure 5.4d). It can be seen that the

efficiency of such grating can be very high (>70 %), but requires a large miscut angle. For

example, choosing 2.5µm grating with a 45° miscut results in a diffraction efficiency close to

70 %, a value which is tolerant to fabrication errors and insensitive to polarisation. However,

a 45° miscut is equivalent of a 〈110〉 substrate, which is more difficult to polish. In order

to keep the miscut angle smaller, a smaller grating period can be used, but this increases

sensitivity to polarisation and makes the grating more wavelength sensitive. In both cases, a

larger-than-optimal blaze angle can also be used, which decreases the required miscut at the

expense of efficiency.
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5.2 Diamond DOEs

In the following section, the characterisation of two types of diamond diffractive elements are

shown. The first draws on the fabrication method shown as the vertical etching (§ 4.3), the

second follows a 3D patterning similar to the flattening technique shown in § 3.4.

5.2.1 Flat-top beam shaper

Demonstration of binary patterning was carried out through the fabrication of a two-level

diffractive optical element. The DOE was designed to operate as a flat-top beamshaper,

transforming the incoming Gaussian beam into a constant intensity square. The element is

designed to operate at 532 nm, the wavelength used for copper welding, where the precise

control over the weld pool [287] requires shaping of the incoming high power beam [288, 289].

For operation as a transmission-relief diffractive element, the diamond surface is etched to

produce recesses that induce a phase shift in the beam: ∆φ= d ·k0(nd −1). For a π phase shift

in diamond, an etch depth of ∼110 nm is required.

The design of the element was carried out using an iterative optimisation. The diffractive

element is considered using the Thin Element Approximation (TEA) [290], neglecting effects of

a finite thickness substrate. The Iterative Fourier Transform Algorithm (IFTA) [291] is used to

optimise the profile of the diffractive element, consisting of a 3000×3000 grid of 1µm×1µm

pixels. The resulting element shapes the incoming beam into a 600µm×600µm square, with

a theoretical diffraction efficiency of approximately 50 % (which can be improved by using

more etch levels).

The fabricated elements were characterized using an optical setup. A spatially filtered, ex-

panded and collimated 532 nm laser beam (�2 mm 1/e2) is incident on the DOE under test.

The shaped beam is magnified (3.5x 0.1NA microscope objective) and imaged onto a CMOS

sensor (Basler acA1300-30uc).

Figure 5.5 shows the measurements results of the DOE (Figure 5.5b), along with simulated

intensity (Figure 5.5c). The intensity profile is integrated vertically and compared with theoret-

ical performance, showing good agreement (Figure 5.5d). The intensity shows sharp transition

(2 pixels — 7.5µm on the object plane) between the outside and inside of the 600µm square.

The 4 : 1 measured contrast is slightly lower than the simulated value due to scattering inside

the DOE and the imaging optics. The inset (Figure 5.5b, inset) shows the versatility of the

modelling method, allowing the definition of arbitrary patterns (such as the EPFL logo).

5.2.2 Blazed gratings and Fresnel lenses by 3D laser lithography

Another approach for creating complex optical surfaces is 3D lithography. The patterns

are created by serial exposure via two-photon polymerisation, using the NanoScribe sys-
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Figure 5.5 – Optical Characterization. a, Experimental set-up, a 532 nm CW laser, a 10 nm band
pass filter centered at 532 nm, a spatial filter designed to clean and expand the beam to the
required width, the DOE itself, a 3.5x 0.10 NA microscope objective imaging the object plan onto
a CMOS array. b, Beam profile created by a square beam shaper DOE as imaged by the CMOS
detector. Inset: The flexibility of the design and fabrication method is shown by making a beam
shaper forming the logo of EPFL. b, Simulated beam profile. d, Vertically-integrated intensity of
the beam profile.

tem (described in detail in § 3.4). Similar to photoresist reflow based lens fabrication [179],

proportional reactive ion etching is used to transfer the patterns into the diamond substrate.

A 5 x 5 Fresnel microlens array was fabricated, composed of 200µm x 200µm microlenses, with

a design focal length of 1 mm, along with blazed gratings with dimensions of 1 mm×1 mm,
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Figure 5.6 – Measured and simulated relative diffraction efficiency of the blazed diffraction grat-
ings. The gratings show a measured maximum relative efficiency of 66 % in the first diffraction
order. While the measurements closely match the simulated values, attributed to the discrepancies
to the difference between the gratings profile used in the simulation (i.e. a software repetition of a
single AFM measured period of the grating) and the actual gratings profile that slightly fluctuates
from one period to another.

optimised for diffraction into the first order, with a diffraction angle of 3.6°, a period of 10µm

and a blaze angle of 2.55°. The geometrical characterisation of the devices by AFM/SEM is

shown in § 4.4. The structures are optimized for operation at 633 nm, which is the wavelength

used for subsequent optical characterisation.

The fabricated blazed gratings were characterized using the goniometer setup previously de-

scribed in § 5.1, revealing a diffraction efficiency of 66 %, which closely matches the theoretical

value predicted by Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (Reticolo [284]).

The Fresnel microlenses were measured using a transmission mode Mach-Zehnder micro-

scope interferometer. The focal length is measured by the variation of focus from the base of

lens to the focal point, showing a focal length of (960±10)µm (4 % deviation). The transmis-

sion of the lens was measured using a 200µm x 200µm pinhole to be 48 %.

5.3 Discussion and conclusion

In conclusion, diffraction gratings in a single crystal diamond were successfully manufactured

with well-defined sidewall angles and smooth sidewalls, using a fabrication process based

on hardmask deposition, lithography and oxygen plasma etching. Using a crystallographic

dry etch, grooves were fabricated along the 〈110〉 and 〈100〉 crystal directions, resulting

in V-shaped and vertical groove profiles, respectively. Extensive geometrical and optical

characterization was performed to assess the quality of the produced devices, which show

that the resulting devices are optically flat (peak-to-valley flatness:<λ/2) and their diffraction

efficiencies are close to what is predicted by simulations of the idealised groove profile.
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The gratings fabricated with this method exhibit outstanding quality similar to the ones

available in the silicon material system. We believe that this synergy allows the adaptation of

existing designs for silicon-based diffractive elements to single crystal diamond, exploiting

the broadband transmission window (including visible wavelengths) and the inherent high

damage threshold. The shown fabrication method can be further refined to provide a scalable

process enabling high quality single crystal diffraction gratings, with smoother sidewalls and

improved grating uniformity.

Using the same process flow, single crystal diamond beamsplitters were also demonstrated

with a trapezoidal profile. The gratings were characterized using SEM, AFM and optically,

showing a trapezoidal profile with a pitch of 3.82µm, depth of 170 nm and duty cycle of 35.5 %.

The absolute diffraction efficiencies of the grating are measured, which are 21.1 % in the

0th order and 25.1 % and 23.6 % for the + and -1st orders respectively (16.6 % is attributed

to higher orders and 16.1 % to reflection based on modelling). The fabricated gratings are

modelled based on the measured geometry parameters and the diffraction efficiencies are

simulated. The theoretical diffraction efficiencies are compared to the measured values show

a good fit (deviation ≤ 10.28 % for the measured orders), indicating that the simulation is a

good predictor of grating performance and that the grating fabrication process is suitable for

producing gratings of desired properties.

As shown, this process can be extended to fabricate blazed gratings, by exploiting substrates

miscut with respect to the 〈100〉 direction. In these substrates, asymmetric groove profiles

can be realised, which are key to achieving high diffraction efficiency. However, large miscut

angles are required for this method, which requires close collaboration with diamond substrate

manufacturers. Ideally, the etch process needs to be tuned to eliminate biasing, as that can

distort angles.

Using a different fabrication technique, binary diffractive optical elements in single crystal

diamond were shown, which can generate arbitrary patterns in the object plane. This is of

high practical value for the production of DOEs for the use in high-power applications which

benefit from the excellent optical and thermal properties of SCD. The measured results show

good agreement with the simulated intensity, but further improvements can be made both in

the design and fabrication phase such as the use of a greater number of z-levels, which can by

itself greatly improve the diffraction efficiency of the devices and the addition of anti-reflection

coatings or patterns to reduce Fresnel reflection. Furthermore, the fabrication process can be

easily adapted to photolithography, enabling large scale commercial exploitation.

3D laser lithography is an extremely versatile fabrication technique. As shown here, the process

of realizing the almost arbitrary surface can be very well tuned to produce the desired optical

performance. While some discrepancies still exist between the design and measurement

values, it is expected that the additional fabrication experience will result in devices that

match the specification. Furthermore, this process can also be straightforwardly combined

with anti-reflection coatings or structures.
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6 Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis the microfabrication and characterisation of single crystal diamond photonic

and microoptic microsystems were shown.

In the first part, the design and fabrication of a diamond-on-insulator platform was shown.

A thin diamond membrane was successfully created via helium ion implantation induced

graphitisation and annealing. The implanted diamond sample was characterized via TEM,

before it was bonded via HSQ – adhesive bonding to a carrier substrate. Electrochemical

etching of the graphitised layer allowed the release of single crystal membranes bonded to

the carrier substrate. The membranes show smooth surface and preserve the crystallinity

of the original substrate. Subsequent patterning using e-beam lithography and etching was

demonstrated, along with the release of the structures to form free-standing structures. The

success of this technique demonstrates the viability of the layer transfer process via die-to-

wafer bonding.

Furthermore, the demonstration of substrate surface quality improvement was demonstrated

via IBE and 3D printing-based flattening. A 4-fold topography reduction was shown compared

to the as-received sample, while the surface roughness of the substrate was preserved. This

technique paves the way for the flattening and wedge error elimination of optical substrates.

Furthermore this approach allows the reduction of topography of diamond plates sufficiently

to make direct bonding feasible. It is expected that combining this technique with the DOI

fabrication process will yield full die-scale bonding and release of diamond membranes.

Furthermore the fabrication can be extended into a full photonic platform, where passive

devices can be integrated with diamond-specific components, such as colour centres.

In the second part, this thesis aimed at putting forward a number of fabrication techniques

that enable creating diamond microoptical devices that can compete in quality with ones

in other material systems. Diffraction gratings were demonstrated using crystallographic

diamond etching. This technique was investigated in detail, supported with modelling and

characterisation of the resulting devices, geometrically and optically. Furthermore, the plasma

through-etching of diamond was demonstrated for 150µm-thick plates, creating surfaces that
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greatly improve upon laser-cut surfaces of same depth. Furthermore, shallow, highly vertical

etching of diamond was shown, and used to create diffractive beam shapers and pillars for

nanomechanical testing. Finally, 3D printing and proportional etching was shown to fabricate

diffractive microoptical devices. The microoptical devices were characterised for their optical

properties and compared to simulation predicted performance to qualify the fabrication

process.

Diamond competes with fused silica, sapphire and silicon in the microoptical substrate field.

It can be argued that all of these materials possess remarkable properties — but diamond

does surpass all, especially for the visible. In particular, a remarkable property not seen in

these other materials is the thermal conductivity, which gives diamond an edge in high power

applications. Diamond has the highest refractive index for the visible among these materials,

which can be an advantage over silica and sapphire, provided appropriate coating or anti-

reflective microstructuring is used that negates Fresnel losses. Diamond microoptics faces

challenges in substrate size: commercially single crystal substrates have sufficient quality for

production of microoptical devices, but the size of these substrates are small compared to ones

available for sapphire or fused silica, or the ones of larger size are prohibitively expensive. This

situation is expected to improve with the maturing of diamond substrate technologies and the

increase in demand for plate-type substrates — however, as long as diamonds remain valuable

gemstones to be used in the jewellery industry, substrates for microoptical applications will

have to compete for large stones that are prized jewels as well. However, in specific niches

well suited for diamond substrates (high power, compact optics in the visible), diamond

microoptics can thrive and find commercial exploitation after the demonstration of the proof-

of-concept devices.
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